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ABSTRACT

A Btiuly of Choucer's ABC: Text, i'jource, dhô Literory Context 
INTRODUCTION; The thesis commences with a critical enalysis of the 
noem ns n work of art. This introduction is divided into sections 
und G r th e foil ovr i ng headings:
1. literary context 2. metre and rhyme 3. versification
4. translation end language 5, image and theme 6. the Latin approach.
An introduction to TÎIE TEXT is sub—divided as follows:
I THE MAI-nJSCRIPTS AND VERSIONS:
a) the manuscripts - earlier doubts as to authorship; a description 

of the manuscripts including date and whereabouts: the placing of 
the poem in the manuscripts; conclusions,

b) the printed editions - listed with analysis and conclusions.
II CLASSIFICATION OF MANUSCRIPTS :
n discussion of previous methods of classification; an analysis of the 
variant groupings of ADC ; results; impossibility of proving genetic 
relationships ; conclusions,
III EDITORIAL METHOD AND RESOURCES:
a) classification of variants - an attempt, after the method of G. Kane, 
to classify the variants into categories of scribal tendencies; findings 
summarized by means of a chart.
b) the base text: reasons for choosing manuscript Ff , (
c) presentation of text and critical apparatus: details of method followed. 
THE TEXT OF ABC:
For convenience,the Base Text and Edited Text are printed on facing pages. 
Layout is as follows;
Base Text Edited Text
(e.g. stanza l) (e.g. stanza 1)
Significant Variants Emendations to Base Text

Textual Notes
NGTI]S: to the edition - annotation of those words or lines which require 

explanation, interpretation or amplification,
ABDENDIX: the Froneh Version.
I, An Introduction comprising: a, the French original - the literary 
context; b. tlie manuscripts - a description, comparison and analysis
of variants in Chaucer and de Deguillevilie ; an analysis of manuscripts 
whicli Chaucer may have used; c, the nrinted versions - n description;
d. the Base Text: e. outline of editorial methods.
II. Text of the noem orranged as follows: Stanza One

Alterations to Base Text
GLOSSARY to ABC. Textual Notes
Finally, a list of _a bbrev inti ous used is followed by the bi bli O'^raubv.
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INTRODUCTION 
The Literary Context 

The poem ABC or Priere n nostre Dome is probably the earliest e:ctont 
example of Chaucer's work. It is colled "Chaucer's A,b.c." in the Fairfax 
manuscript, and Speght (or Stowe, in imitation of Shirley) heads the 
1602 edition thus: "Chaucer's A B C  called La Priere de nostre Dane: 
made, as some say, at the request of Blanch, Duchesse of Lancaster, as 
a praier for her priuate vse, being a woman in her religion very deuout". 
This being so, the poem must be dated between 1359 and 1369 but no 
confirmation of Speght's statement has been found. Thus, Brusendorff: 

"Since Stowe undoubtedly knew at least one Shirley volume, now 
lost, there is a theoretical possibility that the note may have 
been copied from such a source; it is, however, far more likely 
to have been composed in imitation of Shirley's headings to Mars 
and Venus, which were known to Speght and Stowe. Anyhow, the note 
is too late to be accepted, since there exists no corroborative 
evidence whatever.

Further speculations as to date emanate from the grouping together of
the ABC and a. similar work, the Second Nun's Prologue. Ten Brink

2 3estimates the date of both to be c. 1373 ; on the other hand, Pollard
ascribes both to the year 1366. Carleton Brown, arguing for the
separation of the Invocacio ad Mariam in the Second Nun's Prologue on
the grounds that it was a later insertion, prefers to date the poems
after 1374.^
This conflicting information seems to point to internal evidence as 
a more reliable guide for the dating of the poem, but on this point 
Brusendorff, referring specifically to Skeat's Chaucer Canon, has 
this to say:

"On the whole, grammatical and metrical tests have not the absolute 
value that has been claimed for them, especially not when they areg
employed without any reference to the external evidence at all". 

Nevertheless, modern editors and critics tend to agree, with Robinson, 
that ABC "is probably to be regarded as one of the earliest poems of 
Chaucer that are preserved."^
ABC is a translation of a prayer to be found in a much longer work, 
the P&lerinaye de la Vie Humaine of G. de Deguilleville. Though not 
necessarily the first poem Chaucer ever wrote, it was both experimental



and influential. For in this poem we find the first consistent use in
7English of the decasyllabic metre ; at least five Romance words ore

8introduced probably for the first time into Middle English ; the 
image of the pilgrim is likewise assimilated from the French, and 
is a forerunner of the Canterbury Tales, where it also constitutes 
the theme; the translation, which is rather free, is the earliest 
example of Chaucer's imitatio: the theme links the poem with other
contributions of Chaucer to the "Marian" tradition; it marks the 
beginning of the "Latin approach" in Chaucer's verse - a brief time 
before the ornate patterns of aureate verse gave way to the softer 
tones of the secular French "ballade".
On these experimental characteristics were based the writings of
the "Chaucerian" poets of the fifteenth century. For despite
the beauty of such Middle English poems as the Harley lyrics they

gmay have had little or no influence. Chaucer's were the first 
sophisticated lyrics in English, introducing hew metrical and ston- 
zaic forms and new themes from the French which were to dominate 
court verse in the following century. Some poets went even further 
than acknowledging their indebtedness. Thus, Lydgate in his 
translation of the Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine left a blank spacei
to contain Chaucer's o\m version of ABC rather than supplying his 
own.
But the poem does more than establish the style of a particular 
literary genre. The ABC is a beautiful poem in its ovm right.
In it, Chaucer has transformed a rather dull original into a work 
of art that is also a sensitive and highly personalized prayer.
If, as Fpeght tells us, it was a poem of patronage, written at 
the request of the Duchess Blanche of Lancaster, the mingling of 
religious veneration with "fin amor" undertones seems even more 
appropriate. From the point of view of style, the one image that 
is used throughout - the pilgrimage metaphor - provides a possible 
reflective-source of inspiration for the Canterbury Tales. Given
these details,it is not surprising that twentieth century critics 
such as Chesterton, Clemen and -uscntine have seen in ABC an 
imoortant basis for Chaucer studies.



METRE AND RHYME
Much has been written on Chaucer's technique of reconciling the 
rhythm of normal speech with his metres. Thus, Mustanoja:

"Chaucer's greatness as a metrical artist is seen in the easy 
flexibility with which he resolves the conflict between his 
meter and the natural prose rhythm of living speech."

Throughout the ABC the reader is reminded that the poem forms 
part of the medieval oral tradition. Besides being a prayer, and 
thus designed to be read aloud, the poem contains many conversa
tional ejaculations and asides. Thus, in line 53: "Spek thou, 
for I ne dar not him Y see", the poet's plea to the Virgin to 
"Spek. " intensifies for the listener the oral aspects of his 
prayer. Simultaneously, it underlines the interaction of two
contrasting characters. Virgin and narrator, the one calm and

12serene, the other restless and apprehensive. At line 179:
"Therfore this lessoun oughte I wel to telle", the poet uses 
a speech reference so as to emphasize the didactic element of 
his verse. Appropriately enough, the line comes near to the end 
of the poem, as the narrator casts his mind back over his "lefesoun". 
But there is otherwise little sign of a development of theme in 
BBC; despite the abcidical progression, the poem can perhaps best 
be seen as "23 different poems, each a, complete prayer an^ each » 
complementing the others".
In underlining the oral tradition of the lyric, Chaucer does not
restrict himself to grammar and rhetoric. It is by means of
music also that he subtly emphasizes his point:

"Now, ladi full of merci, I yow preye,
Sith he his merci mesured so large.
Be ye not skant; for alle we singe and seye
That ye ben from vengeaimce ay cure targe." {lines 173—6)

In this quatrain, Chaucer develops his theme of generosity: 
this development is aided by the choice of the word "mesured" 
which has an alternative meaning here. It is a musical term, 
describing the dance, and makes a suitable prelude for the "singe 
and seye" of the next line, reminding us of the identification 
of the Virgin with melody in line 100: "Ve han noon oother melodye 
or glee". The alliteration with which Chaucer introduces these
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musical references draws our attention to his metre: "merci mesured",
"singe and seye", as it does in the earlier line: "Than in this
world might any tonge telle" (line 128). While such examples
may be classified, in Everett’s terms, as "rhythmic echoes" of

14an Early Middle English alliterative tradition, they also draw 
the reader's attention yet again to the rhythmic aspects of the 
poem itself.
By using musical references to point to the harmony of his verse
when read aloud, Chaucer achieves a rhythmic subtlety reminiscent
of Dante. In the Convivio. Donte refers to the beauty of music
in his canzone thus:

"la sun bellezza...e grande si nen.lo numéro de le sue oarti, che
si pertiene a li musici." (Convivio, II, xi, 9).

He is referring not to a musical setting of his poems, but to the
organization of the words themselves into harmonious structures

15by the use of metre end rhyme. ' So also with Chaucer's musical 
references in ABC. "Mesured", "singe and seye", "melodyeor glee"
— all refer to the internal music which was for Chaucer as for
Dante the distinctive element separating poetry from prose. And
just as Dante used hendecasyllables not only because the line}
held more words but because it held more complex grammatical Structures
and thus a greater thought content, so Chaucer's decasyllabic
metre expanded the four-stress pattern of his original, allowing
the poet more freedom within this larger framework. Thus, harmony
gave more scope for his use of those other liberal arts, grammar
and rhetoric.
In the House of Fame. Chaucer denounced the four stress line as
"lyght and lewed" (line 1096), and his experimental use of the
decasyllabic five—stress line in ABC recalls the French "décasyllabe"
of the Troubadour poets. Another of the ways in which Chaucer
enriched his original was by skilful manipulation of the caesura,
which he used to alter the cadence and affect the pace of the
poem's narration:

"Fleeinge, * I flee for ^Socour to thi tente 
Me for to hide * from tempeste ful of dreede,
Biseeching yow * that ye you not absente,
Thouh I be v/ikke, * 0 heln yit at this neede!" (lines 41-44) 

Closely connected with Chaucer's use of the decasyllabic metre 
was his choice of the rhyme royal stanza. By superimposing the 
"ballade" form of the French courtly tradition on his original he 
not only increased the breadth of verse to ten syllables, but
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compressed the stanzaic length. For in altering the number of 
lines from twelve to eight, and the rhyme pattern from de Deguilie- 
ville’s aabnabbbabba to the more varied ababbcbc, he freed himself 
from the restrictions of having only two rhymes in n twelve- 
line stanza.
In the enrlv poems, Chaucer probably chose his rhyme words before
he wrote his line. Again, this was in the tradition of hochaut
and the other French court poets whose work he used as stylistic 

18models. In the case of ABC however they were • frequently, already
supplied and the poet made no effort in some cases even to
translate,. Such rhyme words as "adversaire" and "resygne" were
direct borrowings, taken over by Chaucer and thus incorporated
into the English language. Others, like "refui", were translated
but were used at a later point in the poem though not as rhyme
words; "Evere hath myn hone of refut been in thee" (line 33).
Among the advantages which the use of the rhyme royal stanza gave

19to Chaucer was the possibility of matching rhyme with reason.
In the mechanical two-rhyme, 12-line stanza of the French, little 
scope was given for matching meaning with style. But Chaucer’s 
choice of three rhvmes within only eight lines permitted a relation
ship between rhyrae-words which gave added point to the "sentence" 
or theme which he sought to convey. In the eighth?.stanza , for 
example, ell of the rhyme words relate to the legal imagery 
contained in the poem: wille, alliaunce, bille, acquitouRce, 
creaunce, praye, grevaunce, praye. The final rhyme word: "praye" 
(meaning "prey"), by means of its association with the devil or 
"foo", links the legal terms with the "hye justyse" of the Last 
Judgment which is referred to in stanza five. Here the rhyme words: 
[jyyse, assyse, justyse* \tend td likewise reflect the legal 
terminology in the stanza. So too do those in stanza three, so 
that a cross-linking of rhyme-words in stanzas three, five and 
eight is possible. This technique intensifies the meaning and at 
the same time creates an aesthetic density unparalleled in the 
French original.



VERSIFICATION
Chaucer's language is late Middle English of the South East Midland
type, and compared with Anglo-Saxon or some of the other Middle English
dialects its inflections offer few problems to the modern reader.
The main difference, for the purpose of versification, lies in the 

on io c r d î  g ra m m a tic a le n fc 'W ic c i t© th a t  e n d in g  
numerous final e-s^which are usually pronounced in the verse and
are essential to the rhythm. They are also pronounced in rhyme and
Chaucer consistently avoided rhyaning words in -e with words not
grammatically entitled to that ending. For example, four of the rhywie-
words in stanza IS are: goodnesse, nnistresse, governeresse, witnesse.
Some words, however, have alternative spellings in Chaucer - with or
without final e. Thus we find'wi1'at line 45 while wille appears at
line 57; in this case, since wille is a rhyme word, Chaucer presumably
intended to maintain rhyming consistency by agreement with bille at
line 59.
Within the verse, final e is elided before on initial vowel (line 12: 
herte is), before a. silent h or an h which is slightly pronounced 
(line 11: warne him). -e is usually sounded before initial ponsoimnts 
(line 15;sevene chosen), though in some cases it must have been apoco
pated or slurred. It is important however to differentiate between 
unstressed final e and the long e in words like adversitee or pitee; 
thus no elision occurs at line 135: "pitee haboundinge".
As was seen above, Chaucer's lines have a freedom and variety of 
movement compared with those of, for example,de Deguillevi11e,-or Gower, 
which are brought about by the use of specific poetic techniques. 
Examples are: the occasional shifting of the caesura 1 pause ("Fleeinge*
I flee for socour to thi tente" - line 41); the reversal of the rhythm 
of a foot; the "headless" or 9-syllable line, where the unaccented 
syllable is omitted at the beginning of the line; and a trisyllabic foot 
in place of the usual iambus - two examples verging on this being 
"Continue on us thi" at line 88 and "an Ave-Harie or tweye"nt line 104. 
So although Chaucer's lines, when read aloud, contain on evident rhythm,
no rules can over be laid down to settle nil problems of versification
which may arise. Pauli Baum elucidates on the problem of final —e:

"The simplest statement would be that Chaucer's use of -e within 
the li}î.e is'facultative,' ' a technical poetic |~s c. metrical] device',
in other words n convenience. Like the ro inbow it comes and goes,
and when it crossed t-ie forninl iambic pattern it is, or may bo, 
heard so lightly -'unnethe it mighte be lesse'"- that it does not 
unset the rhvthra.,..
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"The nuestion, thus, is whether the -e ... is dropped, that is,
suppressed in reading, silenced completely, or somehow blended
with the following vowel, that is, presumably allowed a diminished,
half-heard 'enunciation. The distinction is one between total
absorption and smooth amalgamation. Metrically, for purposes of
scansion, are there two syllables? or one syllable? or so to say

20one-and-a half — or less than two but more than one?"



TRANSLATION AND LANGUAGE
The medieval author had no scruples in borrowing a large section
of poetry, translating it, and adapting it to his purpose: in fact,
it gave authority to his work if he did so. He would usually
acknowledge the source or "auctoritee", thus indicating what he
owed to the work of the Latin author or Church 'Father from whom
he obtained his "matiere". There would often follow a short
exposition of unworthiness and an invitation to the reader to do
better. Thus, the Second Nun in her Prologue in the Canterbury Tales:

Yet preye I yow that reden that I write,
Foryeve me that I do no diligence 
This ilke storie subtilly to endite.
For bothe have I the wordes and sentence
Of hyra that at the seintes reverence 
The storie wroot, and folwen hire legende,
And pray yow that ye wole my werk amende. (lines 78—84)

The rhetoric formula as handed dov/n by Seneca was as follows:
sententiae, divisio, colores. This formula was incorporated by
Dante into the Vita. Nuova and by Chaucer into the Canterbury Tales.
The same procedure was also implicitly followed in translation, 
as the author proceeded to "reducen" and "amenden" his source-, 
expanding the "matiere" and "sentence" of the original, by means 
of his own contribution of imagination or "colour".
Unlike the Second Nun, Chaucer, the "grant translateur" of Deschamps' 
laudatory phrase, makes no apology for his translation, which is 
fairly free ond in some places completely different from his original. 
Robinson has written: "The ABC being only a translation reveals

o'lvery little about Chaucer." Not surprisingly, o-her critics
disagree. Thus Clemen: *

"If we compare it with its French model, the prayer in Deguille-
ville's Pèlerinage de l'Ame, several characteristic differences clearly
emerge that throw light on Chaucer's individuality - a quality

22evident in this still largely derivative work."
Another argument, regarding the religious aspects, would be impossible
to wage in reference to the French source. Volpers, on the one

23hand, doubts the religious sincerity of the poem,' while G K Chesterton
finds in the poem a striking example of Chaucer's religious 

24conviction. F or our purpose, a comparison of the following two
stanzas brings to light the individuality which Chaucer displays:
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Almighty and al mercioble queene,
To whom that a 1 this world fleeth for socour,
To have relees of sinne, of sorwe, and teene.
Glorious virgine, of alle floures flour.
To thee I flee, confounded in errour.
Help and releeve, thou rnighti debonayre, .
Have mercy on my perilous longourl
Venquisshed me hath my cruel adversaire, (lines 1—8)
A toi, du monde le refui,
Virge glorieuse m'en fui
Tout confuz, ne puis miex faire
A toi me tieng, a toi m'apui.
Relieve moi, abatu sui,
Vaincu m'a mon adversaire.
Puis qu'en toi ont tous repaire,
Bien me doi vers to.i_ retraire,
Avant que j'aie plus d'ennui.
N'est pas luite nécessaire.
A moi se tu débonnaire
Ne me sequeurs com a autrui. (lines 1-12)

Chaucer's imagination asserts itself from the very beginning as 
the brief "Virge glorieuse" of de Beguilleville is altered to the 
resonant "Almighty and al merciable queene". The address is brought 
forward from line 2 to the beginning, thereby achieving a tone of 
awesome invocation. The use of the word "almighty" - generally 
reserved only for the first person of the Trinity - and the alteration 
of "Virge" into "queene" intensifies this sense of majesty. De 
Beguilleville's "du monde le refui" is amplified to form the more 
urgent

"To whom that al this world fleeth for socour 
To have relees of sinne, of sorwe, and teene,"

Returning to his original, Chaucer literally translates the "Virge
glorieuse" of de Beguilleville but adds his own phrase "of alle 

25floures flour". Thus the poet introduces the type of perfection 
so as to multioly the allusions from the single "virge" to "queene", 
"flour" and "virgine". Three impressions - majesty, perfection and 
purity - are thus given by Chaucer. Having suggested these three 
qualities he enpha si ses them by juxtaposition. The epithet "rnighti" 
is joined to the conventional "debonayre" of the French. A further 
possibility is suggested by the word "Inngour". like the "floures 
flour" of line 4, it is not found in the French, and both words 
can be seen os amplifying the borrowed "debonayre". For the latter 
is a form of address used in tlie "fin amor" tradition, wherein the 
flower symbol ond the reference to longour (or "hereos" the lover's 
malady)ore alike conventional. This identification of the religious
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with the courtly love symbol was not unusuol in medieval poetry,
the most notable example being the figure of Beatrice. The
tradition is further exploited by Chaucer as he associates the
"langour" not only with love, but with a wound. In transposing
de Beguilleville's line 6 to the end of the stanza, he suggests
that the "longour'' was caused by the devil - the lover's "hereos"
turns into the knight's wound. Further, the wound's significance
deepens by its traditional association in Middle English lyrics
with the Passion and with Longinus, the blind centurion mentioned

26by Chaucer at line 163.
By means of such richness of association, Chaucer invests his 
language with a depth of feeling which de Beguilleville's lacks.
He does not hesitate to transpose a word or phrase of his original
so as to heighten this rich texture. Formal petition alternates

/
with informal pleading, the elevated style with the low, as
Chaucer follows a pattern familiar in medieval Christian literature.
Paradoxically, Chaucer's passionate interjections and conversational,
deeply personal tone serve to universalize the problems of "al
this world" in a way that de Beguilleville's abstract and formal
ornateness fail to do, !
Despite the originality of Chaucer's language, it was semantically
based on the French. As Clemen has remarked: "The ADC is an
early and striking example of Chaucer's art of enhancing the
expressive nower and resonance of the English language by a varied

28and lavish use of words of romance origin". J Mersand, in his 
analysis of Romance words in Chaucer, claims that at least five 
words were assimilated from the French and used in ABC for the 
first time in English literature. The words are: accioun, 
desperacioun, enlumyned, governeresse, resigne. Three important 
points arise Trom Mersand's analysis:
"The words directly borrowed from the French possess phonetic 
qualities which appealed to the poet's ear. Three of these - 
desperacioun, 'governeresse and résigné — are used finally. Accioun 
and desperacioun, abstract terms ending in the suffix —ion,

29represent a genuine instance of word-building on Chaucer's port".
Rhyme words were a particular instance of this "word—building."
In a note on the word "governeresse", Ma sui comments on the ease
with which Chaucer could either use words ending in -esse, -nesse,
as rhyme words, or alternatively adopt English words to correspond

30with the French words by means of adding —esse, -nesse.

27
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Not all the Romance words used by Choucer are contained in• de
Beguilleville's poem. Chaucer's "eterne" (line 56) has no equivalent
in the original. Nor has "vicaire", (line 140); it occurs originally
in Alanus ond is found again in Chaucer in the Romavmt and the

3iî'Physician's Tale, where it relates to Nature. ‘ It is only here
that he uses the term in reference to the Virgin - a procedure
as unusual in Middle English or Old French literature as is the
use of "almighty" in line 1, as an attribute of Mary.
Alternatively, Chaucer would often emphasise his meaning by
introducing an English term. In line 159 he introduces the word
"bench" as in Common Bench or King's Bench. The reference to Longinus
(line 163), though not in de Beguilleville, is commonly found in

3?Middle English texts " and was probably derived from the Greek 
word meaning lance. The situation is appropriate here for a 
reference to the blind centurion who pierced the side of Christ.
The translation of "oste chaucement d' ordure" into "to stinlce 
eterne" indicates a realism unparalleled except in the Middle English
mysteries and certain of the Middle English penitential lyrics suchy.'V —  02
as the pictorial representation of the Dance of Death. ‘ Chaucer's 
translation occasionally alters the meaning slightly. In line 85, 
"lystes of mischaunce" alters the meaning of French "mestrait" from 
"misdeed" to "misfortune", but his reference to the "lystes" 
indicates a familiarity with the convention of the devil as com
batant which is also found in de Beguilleville.
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IMAGE AND THEME
Just as Chaucer uses far more epithets than de Beguilleville in

Mdescribing Mary os queen of heaven, so he expands the image pattern
of his original to create a far more vivid effect. Compare the
following vaguely-outlined image in de Beguilleville:

Unjbuisson contre nature
Vit qui ardoit sans orsure ( 19 6-7 )

with the more concrete and vital picture evoked by Chaucer:
Moi ses, that sough the bush with flawmes rede 
Erenninge, of which ther never a stikke brende,
Was signe of thin unwemmed maidenhede.
Thou art the bush on which ther gan descende 
The lioli Cost, the which that Moyses wende
Hod ben a-fyr; and this was in figure.
Now, ladi, from the fyr thou us defende
Which that in helle eternalli shol dure. (lines 89-96)

Rosemary Woolf has contrasted the passage with examples from Middle
English Morion carols where the burning bush is often described
in a single line, as in "0 ardent busshe that did not wast". In
Chaucer, however, she finds a "literary development of the aesthetic

35>potentiality of the ty%)e". Thus the whole stanza is based on a 
kind of extreme antithesis as "the beauty and marvel of the flaming
bush appropriately illuminates the quality of the Virgin's 'unwemmed

. j  36meidenhede .
Another example shows how Chaucer includes concrete details which 
appeal to the imagination. De Beguilleville describes the^mystery 
of the Incarnation thus:

Pour savoir que Diex vint querre
Ouant en to^ se vint enserrer. (laines 1 70-171 )

Chaucer however embroiders the abstract terms by evoking the
imagery of the Annunciation:

K'herfore and whi the Holi Cost thee soughte,
Vi'hon Gabrielles vois cam to thin ere.

(lines 114-115)
But the mention of the Angel Gabriel is not merely a suggestive 
device. It ^uves a feeling of actuality and immediateness to the 
situation, just as the reference to Longinus vitalizes the passage 
describing the Passion (line 163).
Other images are expanded by Chaucer so ns to occur in three or 
more stanzas thus emphasising their impact on the poem os a whole,
0 technique rarely found in de Beguilleville. An example is the
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recurrence of the legal image. In stanza 3, the innge of an "accioun"
is outlined in a straightforward manner:

Comfort is noon but in yow, ladi deore:
For, loo, my sinne and my confusioiui,
Which oughte- not in thi presence apneere,
Kan take on me a greevous accioun 
Of verrey right and desperacioun;
And, as bi right, thei mighten wel susteene 
That I were wurthi ray dampnncioun,
Nere merci of you, blisful hevene queene1

This legal aspect is expanded in stanza 5 to include the image
of the Last Judgment, or "grete assyse":

But merci,ladi, at the grete assyse,
Whan we shule come bifore the hye justysei

(lines 36^37)
In stanza 8, the legal image takes on further meaning as the "general 
acquitaimce" is seen to refer to the Passion of Christ:

And with his precious blood he wrot the bille
Upon the crois, as general acouitaunce.’ - , - Vlines 59-00i

Chaucer deftly uses imagery to underline his therae of generosity.
The Virgin is variously equated with "Bountee" throughout the poem:

‘̂ Thou art largesse of pleyn felicitee" (line 13): "thou ground
of ouresubstaunce" (line 87); "0 tresoreere of bountee to
raankynde"(line 107); "Who,but thiself, that art of pitee welle?"
(line 126); "For evere in you is pitee hnboundinge" (line 135),

Meanness, the opposite of generosity, is likewise hinted at in
the imagery:

Thanne shalt thou botliP stinte al his grevaunce.
And make oure foo to fallen of his uraye. /,. rn(lines 63-64;

In the following passage n skilful use is made of contrast:
Sith he his mere i mesured so large.
Be ye not sknnt.." (line? 174-5)

The image of buying and selling occurs in relation to the Passion:
But for youre bothes peynes I yow preye,
1-01 not oure alder foo make his bobaunce 
That he hath in his lystes of mischaunce
Convict that ve bothe have boughte so deere. oo(lines bo—bbj

And in the following lines, Chaucer brings together three images 
to evoke his theme, describing the Virgin as a melody, as an 
"ndvocat" and as a labourer who generously works for "litel hire":
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We hnn noon oother melodye or glee 
Us to rejoyse in oure cdversitee,
Ke advocat noon that wole and der so nreye 
For us, ond that for litel hire os yee.
That helpen for on Ave-Morie or tweye. (liner 100-104)

Perhaps the most interesting image to the student of Chaucer is 
the pilgrimage metaphor.Reflecting the theme of de Deguille- 
ville's -Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine, stanza. 9 of the ABC contains 
the chief references to he found in the French prayer. But in 
Chaucer's version the image recurs throughout the remaining stanzas, 
appropriately threading its way towards the final couplet:

Bring us to that palais that is -hilt
To penitentes that ben to merci able. /^ ,oA ,\(lines 183-4)

To this end the "Kalenderes" of stanza 10 symbolically light the way:
Kalenderes enlumyned ben thei
That in this world ben lighted with thi name;
And whoso goth to yow the rigbte wey,
Kim thar not dreedein, soule to be lame. ,, .(lines 73-76)

To this picture of the pilgrimage through life is added that of man's
flight from the wrath of God:

Allas! I caitvf, whider may I flee? /- ' (line 124)
and again:

To you my soule penitent I bringe.
Receyve me - 1 can no ferther fleen! ,,.(lines 147-8)
I an so wounded, as ye may wel seen,
That I am lost almost, it smert so sore. / ^(lines 151-2)

The protective qualities ascribed by Chaucer to the Virgin - "tente,"
"haven of refut" — ore skilfully employed so as to emphasise the
hazardous progress of the pilgrim.
Thus, the image of the"weye" changes and gathers significance from 
its initial use as a reflection of the path through life, through 
the approach to the Last Judgment and on towards the "pnlais" of the 
final vision. It was a progress that nreoccupied Chaucer for 20 
years. In the ballad Truth, the message is essentially one of 
d elivorance:

Forth, pilgrim, forth! Forth, beste, out of thy stal!
Know thy centree, look up, thank God of al;
Hold ' the heye wey, and lat thy gost thee lede;
And trouthe thee she 1 delivere, it is no drede, (lines 18-21)
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In the Canterbury Tales, however, the .perspective is lengthened, 
as the actual pilgrimage is seen to reflect the pilgrimage of life, 
culminating in the words of the Parson's vision of the new Jerusalem:

And Jiiesu, for his grace, wit me sende 
To shewe yow the wey, in this ving-e,
Of thiIke parfit glorious pilgrymage, 
That highte Jerusalem celestial.

THE LATIN APPROACH

(Parson's Prologue, 
lines 48-51)

The arbitrary division of Chaucer's works into a series of periods, 
such as the "French" period, has been dismissed as unworkable by 
contemporary critics. This dismissal is arguable if a Croceon theory 
of chronological development is strictly referred to. But the discussion 
of a certain approoch in the poems can usefully be treated in terms

38of a continuous development rather than a fixed chronological entity.
Seen in this light, the "Latin approach" in Chaucer's works can 
justifiably be considered.
Chaucer's Latin approach can be traced in poems in honour of the Virgin, 
Y/ritten in the "aureate" ...style, and spanning some 20 years ofjpoetic 
development. The poems are as follows:
1, The ABC - based on a French text whose author composed Latin
poems to insert in his "Pelerinage" ond then translated one of them

39back into French: La priere de nostre dame or A,b.c.;
2, The Fécond Nun's Prologue (a. poem in the "Invocaccio ad Mariam" 
genre) ond Tale (o. Sa.int's Life);
3, Constance's prayer to the Virgin in the Man of Law's Tale;
4, The Prioress' Prologue ond Tale.
It will be useful to distinguish between the terms "aureate" and "liturgical"
— both of which can be used to describe the poet's style in these poems.
At line 73 of ABC. Chaucer transloted closely from his source:

"Kalenderes enlumyned ben thei
That in this world ben lighted Y/ith thi name"

and it v/as a similar illumination in Chaucer's own verse to which
other writers later paid tribute. Thus, Lydgate termed him:

"the first that ever enlumined our language with, flowers of
rethorick eloquence".

Iloccleve, in 1412, wrote :
Ml'Kith bookcs of his ornot endytyng, 
hint is to a 1 this land enlumynyng. "That is to a 1 this land enlumynyng,

The unknown author of The Book of Gurtesye had this to say:
"0 fader and founder of ornate eloquen^g 
That enlumened hast alle our bretoynë'.
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The fervour which the subject inspired was another aspect of this "illumination", 
so that there arose:

"a kind of devotional poetry in which ['the~} process of selection 
and enpha sis is highly intensified, and is accompanied by an artistic 
transformation of the subject through the successful operation of 
the poet’s fancy or creative imagination The authors of this
kind of religious lyric were not merely devotees ... but also artists, 
whom these subjects inspired to a more or less successful creative 
effort."43

Kane’s apprehension of the medieval aesthetic in relation to poetry and 
the visual arts is strikingly opt here. He continues,with a description, 
also appropriate here, of one means by which a poet would transform 
his material through "o 'literary' treatment involving the use of 
rhetorical, stylistic adornment, particularly of the special poetic

44vocabulary which began to be developed during the Inter fourteenth century."
Originating in France, this type of religious poetry was very ornate; it
employed long words, especially polysyllabic rhyme—words, and abounded
in allusions and in all kinds of ornaments; thus:

45 {"0 femme resplendisssns, roine glorieuse!"- and |
"Cast by respeccyoun one my mortall countenance.

Scholars such as Patterson, Woolf and Clemen agree that Chaucer's "imitation
of an imitation"4^ managed to avoid such literary affectation, whi1e at
the same time inaugurating a, new school of English lyric poetry.
It would be wrong to assume that, because it originated in France, English

48poetry in the "aureate" style consisted mainly of Romance wordsf Mersand 
has shown that 35.05/'- of the words in ABC are Romance words; set against 
the average in Chaucer's poems of 30/y this proportion is not large. So with 
the other poems under discussion. The Second Nun's Prologue ond Toie 
contains 33.13^; the Man of Law's Prologue and Tale 37.84/'-; ond the Pri oress ' 
Prologue and Talc has 28.94g . Nor are the Romance words used in Chaucer's 
"aureate" style peculiar to the poems under discussion; "governeresse", for 
example, appears in Pitv (line 30), as irell as in ABC, os does "alliaunce" (42). 
A proliferation of Anglo—Faxon vocabulary can he traced in ABC, as in the 
other poems in the genre: "ladi bryghte", "hevene auocnc", "nayde ond mooder".
It is r-ather the concentration of clusters of Romance words in certain 
parts of the poem whicIi is the characteristic feature of "oureation". 
llltyme-words especially form n port of this tradition; the following occur 
in stanza 8 of ABC ; "alliaunce", "acouittnunce," "creaunce", "grevaunce"; 
and again in stanza 11: "pcnaunce," "bobaunce", "mischaunce," "substaunce". 
Thougli Romance words that rhyTie form only 38, H r  of the total rhyme—words
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in ABC,49 they are more often polysyllabic than those of Anglo-Saxon 
origin. As was seen above, they form n sequence whose meaning is 
intensified by a complex interweaving of thought and structure. For 
the most part, such rhyme-words as appear in ABC ere n o u n s . Vi'ithin 
the line, the proliferation of adjectives and adjectival phrases in 
praise of the Virgin is the notable feature. Complexity here is heightened 
by the fact that o single word — such as "merciable" in line one of ABC - 
is used in place of several ("able to grant mercy"); further, the word 
is preceded by another comprehensive adjective "al", whose meaning, 
suggestive of exclusive power, is emphasised by the proximity of yet 
another adjective of similar weight: "almighty".
The constituent elements of the "aureate" style are embellishment,
emphasis, transformation and rhetoric. A further element, inseparable
from the rest, remains to be discussed since it complements Chaucer's
use of "oureation" in the development of his Latin approach.
The liturgical element, as its name implies, concerns those phrases in
the four poems which derive from or are associated with the liturgy, or
services of the Church. Whereas "aureate" diction involved verbal
decoration, liturgical poetry contained words and images T/hich were
technical in their religious connotations. At line 4 of ABC, the phrase
"of alle floures flour" adds to and embellishes the laudatory "Glorious
virgine" which precedes it. In this sense, the phrase comes within the
scope of "aureate" verse. But the phrase also occurs as a response in 

51the litany; its religious connotations would at once be recognized by 
a medieval reader and the image of Liary as the type of perfection would 
be established in his mind. The paradox at line 49: "Glorious mayde and 
mooder" is derived from the Horae' t̂ the image of the burning bush (line 89) 
was equally well-known. More subtly interwoven are those images whose 
parallels are suggestive rather than specific, showing however the similarity 
of ideas, development and wording. "Crystes blisful mooder deere" (28) ond 
"h'han Gabrielles vois cam to thin ere" (lis) recall the words of the Primer: 
"Beil thou, vir,gyne oodir of Crist, that bi eere conceyuedist; thur^
Gabriels message". Other words were more usually applied to the Trinity 
than to the Virgin: "almighty" (1);'vicaire* (140), some clearly being 
adapted to the feminine gender: "governeresse* (l4l). Certain images were 
identified with both. Christ and the Virgin in the liturgy: "of pitee wellc" 
(l20); "to whom I seeche for my medicyne" (78).
The foregoing has concentrated on the poem ABC. It is now necessary to turn 
to the other poems and compare then so as to establish the existence of 
a "Latin o-pproach" in Chaucer's poetry.
Because of its immature style and closeness of translation, it is generally 
ac'reed that the Second kun's Prologue represents an adaptation of ■
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on earlier poern to the requirements of the test of the Canterbury Tales which
view is supported by both manuscript and internal evidence, such as
the phrase "reden that I write". The date of the poem has been
approximately set as 1373 - that is, after the Italian journey -
on the basis of Dantesque elements in the Invocaccio. But it is
possible that the translations from Dante date only the Invocaccio
as post-1372, the remainder being written as early as 1371.
In addition to the "aureate" or elaborate tone of the poem, the
subjective and persuasive language ally it to the earlier ABC.
Written c. 1370,ABC abounds in phrases like "Oh help yit at this
needel" or "Have mercy on my perilous langour I"  — ejaculations similar
to the phrase "unworthy sone of Eve" in the Second Nun's Prologue,

55and equally reminiscent of liturgical poetry. The "flemed wrecche"
of the Second Nun's Prologue matches the "caityf" of ABC ; in ABC
bounty, one of the seven virtues, is the theme, while that of the
Second Nun's Prologue is idleness - one of the seven vices. In
both poems, the "theeves sevene" or seven deadly sins are referred
to equally passionately. Apart from expression and therae, other
similarities exist. The torments of hell are echoed in "That I be
quit fro thennes that most ,der k is I " as well as "To stink eterjae
he wole ray gost exile". The chief disparity emerges in the image
pattern. We have seen that the pilgrimage motif runs throughout
the poem ABC. But no suggestion of this is found in the Second Niui's
Prologue and To le. Apart from this difference, however,liturgical images
r\m along similar lines in both poems, so that a pattern emerges : in
both, Mary is addressed as "Haven of refut"; in both, she is a type
of tabernacle: "Temple devout", "Cloistre". Specific parallels
hove been noted by " Carleton Brown who argues for the separation
of the Invocaccio (which he would date as 1374) from the first part

56of the poem, written he suggests in 1371. These and other parallels 
are set out below:

PHRASES & WORDS
Second Nun's Prol. ABC
1. ministre 140, vicaire
37. Welle (of mercy) 126. we H e  (of pity)
46. whom erthe and see 50. erthe nor in see
46 relees 3. relees
56. leche 134. leche
58 go H e 50. bitter
75. haven of refut 14. haven of refut
43 withinnetie cloistre 

blisful of thy sydis
145. Temple devout ther God 

hath his woninge
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The following similarities which exist between ABC and the Second
Nun's Prologue link the poems with a later work, the Prioress * s
Prologue. All include a form of invocation, all are written in
the "aureate" tradition, and nil ore translations in one form or

57another of liturgical texts. Most important, all are addressed to
the Virgin. Thus Chaucer's most overtly religious works are all
written in the form of hymns or prayers in the Marian tradition.
The Prologue to the Prioress's Tale takes the form of a hymn as
the last line shows;

Right so fare I, and therfore I yow preye,
Gydeth ray song that I shal of yow seye.

The musical motif continues throughout the Prioress's Tale. The
references: Ave Maria, Alma redemptoris, 0 Alma Redemptoris Mater —
are to the titles of Latin hymns. In a similar way, the"singe and
seye" of ABC reinforces the earlier "That helpen for on Ave Marie
or tweye". The poem's personalized expression, traditional images
and ornate vocabulary echo the aureate tones of ABC and the Second
Nun's Prologue and Tale. Further, the Prioress's Prologue contains
many ideas and expressions drawn from the Scriptures, the service
of the church, and other religious writings, But the rhyme-scheme
and conversational asides -("To telle a storie I wol do my labour",
"Quod she') serve to remind us that the Prioress's Prologue is a later
poem and part of the Canterbury Tales. The tale also is a far
more sophisticated example of translation than ABC or the Second
Nun's Prologue, made from an unknoim source of a well known literary
type - an Old French "Miracle de notre Dame". This sophistication
is evident from the following stanza of the Prioress's Prologue:

0 mooder Mayde1 o mayde Mooder free!
0 bussh unbrent, brennynge in Moyses sighte.
That ravyshedest doun fro the Beitee,
Thurgh thyn humblesse, the Goost that in th'alighte.
Of whos vertu, when he thyn herte iighte,
Conceyved was the Fadres sapience,
Help me to telle it in thy reverence!

(lines 467-73)
59A similar use of the burning bush i-age in ABC has been much praised.

But as J. Lnwlor has pointed out, the above exomnle forms one of
the hi<^hest achievements of aureate language:
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"The polysyllables of roraance-odoption can give a resounding close 
("sapience"; "reverence"); placed at the beginning and end, they 
constitute the "springing line" on which the whole arch is projected 
("Conceyved was the Fadres sanience"); or, standing medially (as, 
"ravyshedest"), they carry, cantilever-like, the line's weight.
In such apposite placing we may see the real attraction of "aureation" 
when it is not meaningless embellishment. It stands as the great 
safeguard against a danger ever-present in a language characterised 
by dominance of stress and frequency of monosyllable. 'Ten low 
words' are always ready to do their fatal work."
Chaucer's interest in theology has been underestimated by many, 
but Kittredge recognized its fundamental importance in his poetry: 
"Paradoxical as it seems to us, Chaucer must have ranked high as 
a religious writer. Not to speak of his legends, he put forth his 
ABC, an elaborate prayer to the Virgin, advancing through all the 
letters of the alphabet. He translated a famous work of mortification. 
Innocent on the Wretched Condition of Mankind, and a famous homily 
upon the Magdalen, ascribed to Origen. Finally, he closed his great 
survey of human life in the Canterbury Tales with a practical 
treatise on Penitence and the Seven Deadly Sins, which he approp
riately assigned to the good priest, the poor but learned parson 
of a town. Chaucer's knowledge of theology and his interest in 
some of its highest problems, are evinced in countless passages, 
long and short, in his poetical works.
The apparent lack of interest in Chaucer's role as a religious
writer is easy to understand, since his mixture of the social and the
reli^ous, the humorous and the serious,rarely permits an isolation
of one particular aspect of his art. Thus in the Man of Law's
Tale. the following piece of aureate verse can easily escape
identification:

Now lady bright to whom alle woful cryen,
Thow glorie of wommanhede, thow faire may,
Thow haven of refut, brighte sterre of day,
Rewe on my child, that of thy gentillesse.
Rewest on every reweful in distresse.

(lines 850-854)
Comtance's prayer to the Virgin» so closely parallels ABC and the 
becond Nun's Pro1oyue in tone and content, that it is reasonable 
to suggest, as has Skeat, that the tale of Comtance was in fact 62fir%t written before the Canterbury Tales and afterwards revised.
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The four poems discussed, together with a section of the Man of
Law’s Tale, represent a contribution to a new style of hymnody
in the late 14th and 15th centuries. Chaucer's language in the
poems is richer and more skilful, his syntax more elaborate, than
that of other religious lyric poetry of the 14th century. In
deriving inspiration from the more elaborate verse of the French
poets and Latin liturgical poetry of the later Middle Ages, Chaucer
introduced a new element of complexity into the more simply expressed
poems of his contemporaries in England. The effect he obtains is
reminiscent, at the fullest stage of its development, of the English
metaphysical poets Donne and Herbert:

"0 mooder Mayde! o mayde Mooder free!
0 bussh unbrent, brennynge in Moyses sight.
That ravyshedest doun fro the Deitee,
Thurgh thyn humblesse, the Goost that in th'alighte, /
Of whos vertu, whan he thyn herte lighte,
Conceyved was the Fadres sapience.
Help me to telle it in thy reverence!"
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alongside the concrete existence of the Canterbury road, in the 
generally ŝ q̂nbolic character of Chaucer's later naturalism 
next to his "good ear" and his keen répertoriai eye. It is also 
in various conventionalizations of form and stvle which stand in an 
artistically effective relationship to this naturalism" (mp 168—169), 
The beginnings of this aesthetic duality can be traced in the style 
of ABC, an example being its alternately distant and colloquial tone.
Cf footnote 27 above.
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38. J, Mersand bases his thesis^on the possibility of dating the poems 
by means of "internal" evidence, on a comparison of the number of 
Rbipance words in each poem. Ke contends that the number of such words 
increased as Chaucer's verse developed — the early poems containing 
more words of Anglo-Saxon origin than the later (Romance Vocabulary, 
p. 91). In attempting to justify the fairly high proportion of 
Romance words (35,05/<) in ABC fend Book of the Duchess’)— both early 
poems - he asserts "those which have higher percentages have Romance 
sources"(Romance Vocabulary. p. 82). Though this is possibly true,
it nevertheless bears out the problems envisaged by Skeat, pointing 
to the unreliability of "internal" evidence as a guide to dating 
the poems (see above footnote 5).

39. See U Lofthouse, Le Pelerinagre de la Vie Humaine de G de Dep;uiIle- 
vil le, unpublished MA. thesis, Manchester University, Appendix 11(1929),

40. The Serpent of Division, ed. H. N. MacCracken, Yale, 1911, p.65.
41. The Re.q-einent of Princes, quoted in C. F. E, Spurgeon, Five Hundred 

Years of Chaucer Criticism and Allusion, Cambridge, 1925, I,21f.,
42. Ed. F. J. Furnivall, SETS, III, p. 34._
43. G, Kane, Mjddl e Enqrl i sh Lj terature, London, 1951, p. 150,
44. Ibid., p. 150.
45. quoted in F. A. Patterson, Penitent!al Lyric, p, 44.
46. quoted by G. Kane, Middle English Literature, London, 1951, p. 152,
47. the phrase is Patterson's (Penitential Lyric, p. 44); see R Woolf,

Re 1 i nri ous Lvric, p. 286; V/. Clemen, Earlv Poetry, p. 175 f,
48. W, Mackay Mackenzie, The Poems of V/iIliam Bunbar, London, 1932,p xii , 

attributes to Chaucer this "infusion of a Latin vocabulary transformed 
through French", which gave rise to the development of "aureate" poetry 
in England. The statistics quoted by J Mersand are on pages 75—77 of 
Rcinance Vocabulary,

49. Ibid,, p. 87.
50. The high percentage of nouns in the earlier poems has been noted

by Mersnnd (Romance Vocabulary, p. 68) though he does not say whether 
these are mainly rhyme-words. Noun-percentnges range from 77.77% (Mars) 
to 40% (Pity) in these works; ABC has 55.55%..

51. Bee Patterson, Penitential Lyric, p. 163, n. 59; p. 174, n. 58.
52. Ibid.. p. 180, n. 4.
53. Ibid., p. 177, n. 50.
54. Ibid., p. 170, n, 3; p. 180, n. 30.
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55. The phrase "unworthy sone of Eve" in the Second Nun's Prolorrue 
has been held up as evidence that the Prologue was written to be 
spoken by a male character in the Canterbury Tales (see in this 
connection, Brusendorff, Chaucer Tradition, p. 131). However, J. P* 
MocManus (unpublished dissertation) is quoted by D. D. Griffith
(a Bibliography of Chaucer, Seattle, 1926^ p. 240% as explaining 
away the "sone of Eve" as n phrase of the liturgy regularly sung 
by the nuns,

56. Carleton Brown, "The Prologue to Chaucer's Lyf of Seint Cecile". 
Modern Philology, ix (l91l), pp 1-16.

57. The ABC and Second Nun's To le are definitely translations; the
Sec ond Nun's Prologue is probably so. The Prioress' Prologue 
consists of a translation of several passages in the Office of the 
Virgin, the Psalms and Dante (for details of these passages see 
Robinson, Edition, pp 734-^. For a suggestion that Chaucer followed 
in part his own translation of the Bee ond Nun's Prologue in composing 
the Prioress* Tale, see R A Pratt, "Chaucer borrowing from himself," 
MLQ, vii,(l946), p. 259 f.

58. See Robinson, Edition"/ pp. 734-5 for examples, |
59. See R Woolf, Religious Lvric. p. 286,
60. J. Lawlor, Chnucer. London, 19'jbS, p. 130.
61. G, L, Kittredge, Chaucer and his Poetry, Cambridge, Mass,, 1915, p 10,
62. See W, Skeat, Works, vol. v, notes to Man of Low's Tale.

Mersand (Romance Vocabulary, pp 72-3) suggests that the Man of Low's 
Tale was originally written at a time when ABC and the Second Nun's
Tale were either in the mind of the poet or had been recently completed.
This suggestion is based on the similarity in Romance vocabulary 
percentages between these works.
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I. THE ?.LiNU3CRIPTS & VERSIONS 

Chaucer’s ABC exists in twelve manuscripts, of which one - Pepys 2006 
(p) - contains two copies. In addition, the first two verses have

1recently been discovered in a manuscript now in the Durham Library.
It first appeared in print in hpeght’s second edition of the V/orks 
(I6O2) which was copied from manuscript Gg 4 27 and has been used 
in the present edition for variant readings.
Referring specifically to Merc il es Be au te., another of the works in
manuscript P , Skeat asserts that the manuscript contains several
other of Chaucer’s ’’genuine poems". Further: "The critics who brush
aside such a statement as this should learn to look at manuscripts for
themselves. The make-up of the manuscript shows that it is essentially

2a Chaucer-Lydgate manuscript; and Merciles Beauty is not Lydgate's." 
Similarly, a careful examination of the twelve manuscripts in which ABC 
appears yields various important results.
In da tin?: the manuscripts, two authorities ~ Furnivall ond Brusendorff - 
have been referred to, as well as the orthographic testimony of the 
manuscripts themselves. In some cases, Furnivall omits the date and in 
others he precedes the date with a question mark to indicate that the 
decision can only be estimated within 10 years. On the other,hand, since 
Brusendorff's treatment is confined to the "independent" raanuicripts 
(that is, manuscripts made up of a number of poems of which ABC is one) 
he obviously does not include the "integral" or "pilgrimage" manuscripts 
(that is, manuscripts of the English prose version of de Deguilleville 
in which ABC appears as an integral part). Where they agree with the 
present editor’s views, Furnivall's dates have often been preferred,' 
since Brusendorff's estimates are more general and are based on the make
up of individual manuscripts rather then handwriting. there possible, 
however, further details relating to the basés of each writer's opinion 
are outlined in the footnotes.
Doubts as to the authorship of ABC have persisted even after Bkeat and 
Furnivall, in the late nineteenth century, offered apparent proof that 
Chnucer wrote the lyric, possibly as early as lo89.
The following manuscripts contain written evidence to support their view:
(1) Sion College paper manuscript (S), Archives , about 1440^,John

bhirley’s manuscript. Ehirley, who died at the age of 90 about 1456, 
almost certainl" knew Chaucer and definitely took pains not only to 
preserve but to attribute to Chnucer those poems which he copied in 
manuscript form. Appearing in a prose translation of de Deguille
ville’ s lyf of ban at ff. 79-81 v the poem is headed:
(from :narn:in) "Chnucer. Devotissima orncio ad Mariam, pro omni
tentncione tri buln c i one necess|îtatej august in ".
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(2) Fenvs 2006 (Pl,?2). Two fragments of 60 lines each in Magdalene

College Cambridge, paper, about 1450,^ In five hands (A B C D E), 
the first ABC being in hand B at page 88, the second, in hand 2 
at page 386. Described in both places as a "Dryer A nostre Dame
_________ per Chaucer", the manuscript has 291 pages and contains
other poems by Chaucer, notably Complaint to his Purse, the unique 
copy of Merc il es Beaute, part of the Le prend of Good iVomen, the 
House of Fame, Mars and Venus, Fortune and the Parliament of Fowls; 
also, poems by Lydgate and a translation of parts of Cato, inter
spersed with the Prologue and Ta le of Melibee, The Parson's Tale,
Anelida and Arcite, ABC again, Complaint to his Purse and Truth.

In the following manuscripts containing ABC, the scribe does not 
specifically ascribe the poen to Chaucer. The manuscripts do however 
contain other worksjvdiich acknowledge him as author.
(3) Fairfax 16 (F), Bodleian Library f. 188 v, vellum,about 1450.

Contains 16 minor poems of which botli Truth and Comnlnint to his 
Purse have "Chaucer" written at tlie end. The spelling resembles 
that of the Ellesmere manuscript of the Canterbury Tales, except 
that many final e’s are added or dropned arbitrarily and the scribe 
uses y in place of i,, (that is: "hyt isk_stands for "hit is"). The 
manuscript also contains fair copies of poems by Hoccleve and Lydgate.

(4) Manuscript Gg 4 27 (Gg) University Library Cambridge, f. 5 (ff 1-4
\ Gmissing), vellum, 1430-60. Contains an excellent copy of the 

Canterbury Tales, Troilus and Criseyde, the Leçend of Good komen, 
the Parliament of Fowls, and Lydgate's Temple of Glas. At the 
beginning of the Parliament of Fowls is tiie title: "Litern directa 
de Scognn per G.C."

The following manuscripts do not mention Chaucer at all but do contain 
ABC. together with several other of his minor poems;
(5) Bodleian 638 (3) f, 204, paper, about 1475^. Contains seven minor

poems and poems by Hoccleve and Lydgate, This manuscript is very 
closely related to manuscriut F, and Furnivall suggests that both 
drew from a common source.

(6) Hgrleinn 2251 (H2) British ?..ureur;i, f. 49, paper, late fifteenth century.^
A second copy of hhirley's manuscript, but contaminated. Contains 
Prioress' Tgle, Fortune, Gentillesse, Comlaint to his Burse a-id poems 
by Lydgate.

(7) Hnrleian 7578 (Hi), British luseun, f. 20 v, paper, late fifteenth century.^
One page, six stanzas only. Contains Pitv, Gentilesse, Ftedfastnesse, 
Against '.omen Unconstant, and Lydgate's Proverbs.
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If authorship is proved by the testimony of the Fion and Pepys
manuscripts and suggested by the remainder, it is also attested,
curiously enough, by a manuscript from which the poem is notably
absent. Thus, in his verse translation of the Pèlerinage de la
Vie Huilai ne, Lydgate distinctly attributes the poem to Chaucer:

"My mayster Chaucer in hys tyme.
After the French© he dyde yt ryine",

Ke says that instead of translating the prayer himself, he will
quote Chaucer - and then leaves a blank. Presumably, the poem
was to be copied from another manuscript,which was not to hand,
and owing to an oversight was finally omitted.
Finally, turning to the printed works, Speght's second edition 
of 1602, f, 347 contains the title "Chaucer’s ABC.... called La 
Priere de nostre Dame: made, as some say, at the request of 
Blanch, Duchesse of Lancaster, as a praier for her privât use, 
being a woman in her religion very devout". Of this, Furnivall 
notes: "suppos'd to be Stowe’s heading in imitation of Shirley".
But Speght copied Gg, the earliest independent manuscript, and 
not S (Shirley's manuscript). Since Gg was copied c. 1430, and 
Shirley died c. 1456, it could be suggested that Gg was also copied
by Shirley. This would explain the scribe's comment at the
beginning of the Parliament of Fowls, in manuscript Gg: "Litera 
directa de Scogan per G.C." However, it is here that the limita
tions of manuscript evidence become apparent. Variant readings 
(notably in line S. where Shirley alone of ail the scribes writes 
"crye" for "flee")^indicate that the manuscripts are unrelated.
II. PLACING OF THE POEM IN THE MANUSCRIPTS
The placement of the poem enables us to divide the manuscripts 
into two important categories:
a) Independent. appearing as an independent poem either alone

or in a collection of other independent poems (112 A Sp Pi
P2 III F Gg B) • to this group belongs:

(8) Manuscript A — the former Bedford Library manuscript, now
in the British Museum (Additional 36983). Copied on paper, 
the manuscript contains d o  other poem b y  Chaucer. It is 
dated January 1st, 1442 at the end of the Three Lin^s of 
Colovn. f. 16 V. ABC occurs at f, 176 with the following 
title: "Incipit carmen secundum Litterarum Alphabeti".
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b) Intégral, part of a prose translation of G. de Deguilleville's 
Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine, wherein it conies as n prayer 
to the Virgin Mary (manuscripts Ff, 0, L, J, S),

(9) Ff V 30. Cambridge University Library f. 112 v (Ff), vellum.
About 1425^1

(10) 0 2 25 Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (G). First half of the
15th century. The manuscript is on vellum, and has a modern
title of "The Ronaunce of the Monk, or The Pilgrimage of
the Lyfe of Manhood".

(11 ) Laud 740, f. 103 v. (L). Vellum, c, 1450-6o}^ Bodleian
Library.

14(12) G 21 St Johns College Library,C&mbridge;vellum, about 1460
(j), f. 108 V .  - sign, oiiij, quire xiiij.

In each of the five "integral" manuscripts the poem is preceded 
by the following paragraphs;
"Cap^ Iv^ And ^anne of be clowde a scripture she kaste me, and
seide me bus.// Loo heere how shuldest preye hire, bobe at
this neede; and alwey when boû  shalt have semblable need, and whan 
in swiche olde hondes pou shalt bee. Now rede it nnoon opertliche, 
and biseeche hire devowtliche. and with verrey herte bihoote 
hire: "bat b^^ wolt be good pilgrime. and bot bou wolt iievere go 
hi wey, pere bou weenest to fynde shrewede paas.
Cop^ Ivj^ Now j telle yow bs scripture j undide. ond unplytede 
it, and redde it. and maade at all poyntes my preyeere. in be 
foorne and in b® raaneere b̂ -t b^ same scripture conteenede. and as 
grace dieu hadde seyd it / b® forme of b® scripture ye shule heere. 
If A.b.c. wel ye kunne: wite it ye mown lightliche. for to sey it
if it be needed "
and it is followed by :
"Cap^ Iviij^ V/han huB j hadde maad my preyere to hire bot is 
dispensere to grace: hy j heef myn hand & drowh my bordoun to me, 
Grace as j haue told you of hire goodshipe rauhte it me. When 
j hadde it: to grace ,j seide. As me bi^lteth: riht now j fynde...
It would of course be a mistake to assume that the prose manuscripts 
are of later dote than th.e independent ones. As Furnivall notes: 
"Probably the manuscript of no independent text is earlier thou 
the first prose manuscript (Ff v 30) which can hardly differ more
than ten years, if at all, in dote from the earliest independent 
manuscript, Gg 4 27^^^ So the possibility that Chnucer translated 
the whole Pelerina.qe cannot be discounted on these grounds. Further,
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the poem comes in as a prayer, as if it were the work of the 
translator of the French manuscript, end not on insertion of 
another author’s work. But it must be assumed (if only because 
of Shirley's note "Chaucer" at the side of the prayer) that, like 
Lydgate, an unknown translator deliberately sought out Chaucer's 
translation rather than insertdhis own. Because of its appear
ance in the five prose translations of de Deguilleville which are 
recorded in the 15th century it is evident that Chaucer's poem 
was very well known at the time,

CONCLUSIONS
Some of the benefits — and hazards — of studying closely the 
extant manuscripts of the poem have been stated in the above des
criptions. Two other points - collation and handwriting — remain 
to be discussed.
Brusendorff in his account of the manuscripts in which the Minor
Poems appears has this to say regarding collation:

"it appears to have been a common publishers' custom during
the latter half of the 15th century to make one or more
scribes copy a number of short poems in separate quires
end to write these very much et random, merely with a view
to get up such collections as would command a good price

3 7and a quick sale."
Quoting manuscript Cambridge University Library Hh 4 12 which is
ail written in the same hand, he continues:

"while the quires section 1 and 3 are in the right order,
the sections themselves were originally independent and
not intended to be arranged as here.... [this] clearly makes
it possible and even probable that the origins of the two

" 18Chaucerian poems here were widely different.
Handwriting and collation alone, then, cannot be used as a reliable 
basis of determining relationships between manuscripts. It is 
only when such similarities agree with the variant readings that 
such evidence can be admitted. Take the relationship between the 
two manuscripts containing ABC ; manuscript F and manuscript B,
That Bodley was not copied from Fairfax has been asserted by 
Furnivall and Koch/^ on the basis of variant readings. It can be 
corroborated moreover by the state of the manuscript:

"It is true that B may be traced back to a codex similar 
to F.... and it is quite probable that these two volumes 
had a common ancestor, resembling both but .... the order 
is quite different!
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Brusendorff's next suggestion, however, is more hazardous, Ite 
notes that French titles to poems in manuscripts F and B occur 
also in manuscripts Pi and ?2 and suggests this as partial 
evidence for inferring that a set of booklets containing among 
others the "Priere a- nostre Dame par Chaucer" formed a textual 
unit. Further:

"Since the French headings were also found in manuscript 
Li they must hove been present in the ultimate original

21of both groups; this was probably Chaucer's own draft...." .
This "probability" is a slender hypothesis, though a possible
one. But it is certainly not sufficient evidence for refuting
Koch, Skeat and Heath in their preferred reading of the "Pilgrimage"22
variants. On this evidence, too, Brusendorff favours TyrwhitHs 
base text: manuscript F, linking this up with PI and P2, Manu
script Gg which also has a French title is also admitted to the
group and offered as further "proof" that "the French titles are

23no doubt ultimately.... due to the poet," Of course, it is.possible, 
as caiT be éeeiT from Koch's comments ,that the above group (F B 
lil, Pi, P2, Gg and Sp) form a separate branch from the group (S A 
Ff G L j), and variants in each group support this view. But 
Brusendorff's implication that a French title proves the use of 
an original manuscript, therefore indicating that the "Tyxwhitt 
group is superior, is untenable because such evidence, howevfr 
interesting it may be, cannot be admitted without the superiority 
of variant readings in the group.



TUB PRINTED EDITIONS
The first comprehensive edition of Chaucer's V/orks was published
in 1532 by Thynne, but neither this nor Speght'é first edition
(l59S) included a copy of ABC. It first appeared in Speght'd
1602 copy of the Works and has been more or less consistently
attributed to Chaucer ever since. Printed editions containing
this poem can conveniently be classified as follows; l) Early
printed editions of Chaucer's Works containing ABC; 2) Later editions
containing ABC which are of interest from a textual point of view;
3) collections of Minor Poems containing helpful notes; 4) editions
of ABC. As with the manuscripts, these editions have been closely
studied for the present edition, and relevant findings have been
recorded systematically, both below and in the Textual Notes.
EARLY EDITIONS of Chaucer's Works which contain ABC :
1602 Speght added ABC in his second edition - the first to

include ABC. Base text used: manuscript Gg.
1687 Speght's edition reprinted with slight additions but no

alterations to 1602 versions,
1721 Speght's edition reprinted with additions and alterations

by Urry, According to Skeat, this edition was "the worst
that appeared". It followed Dryden in amending Chnucer
to contemporary tastes — though without Dryden's avowed
purnose of "translation". Base text: Gg after Speght.

1775 An entirely new edition edited by T. Ty^^^itt after Speght.
Bas® texts Gg & F,

1854 Bell's edition. Base text; Gg after Speght "from Urry's
edition" of Poems.

LATEH EDITIONS containing ABC, which are of interest:
1872 Morris, Works. vol v. Base text: Speght and 0 close following

of manuscript F . No modern spelling. No textual notes,
1870— Furnivall, V/orks, All 14 versions of ABC copied, together 
80 with any alterations to the manuscripts. This parallel 

text edition, published, for the Chnucer Society in three 
volumes, also contains other Chaucer poems. The volumes 
make up part of the Collected V/orks.
In a textual note, Furnivall suggests: "The Bedford manu
script Copy ^Manuscript a J (and Shirley's one,...) should 
be suecielly compared with that from the Cambridge University 
Library Ff v 30".^5
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1890

The versions are grouped in the three volumes as follows:
l) the four manuscripts which appear in the prose versions of

the Pèlerinage: Ff, G, J, L, with two "independent" versions: 
Gg, F.

II ) three complete copies - H2, A, Sp; three fragments: Pi, P2, HI, 
all from independent manuscripts.

Ill) two versions - S, B ^ in which B is headed hy Furnivall's comment:
"lines 70, 135—6, 168, ïjhow that this ABC was not copied
from that in Fairfax 16."

Of these, Group (I) offers the better texts, as opposed to the
unreliable or contaminated texts of group (I^; group(III)were printed
at 8 1a t d a t e  .as Odd Texts, as manuscript S (Shirley's) was
not identified by Furnivall until after ( Î) went to press.
Furnivall, in another volume, also published a one-text edition

26of the French original.
Globe edition of Works. Base text: Ff. Manuscripts are class-', 
ified as follows, group C being the basis of the Globe edition, 
in agreement with Koch's classif ication i;' (S, A, Ff, G, L, j) I

t̂ 5Sipjca_é/On d. ccording to 0
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1894

1933

Skeat, V/orks, vol, 1, Base text: Ff, On classification, 
Skeat comments: "we may roughly divide the better manu
scripts in two sets thus:
a) Ff, G, L, J.
b) F. B, Gg.

27The rest I have not collated", A parallel texx. of the 
French original is also included.
Robinson, Uorks. Base Text: Ff, Manuscripts are classified 
os follows ("group^ offer.s y the better text"):

I
F
B
HI
Pi & P2

j Gg
I Sp
r Ff 

G 
J 
L

+ possibly H2 (contaminated)

In Robinson’s edition, spelling is modernised throughout.
COLLECTIONS OF MINOR POEIIS containing helpful notes:
1883 A Critical Edition of Chaucer's Minor Poems, ed. John Koch, 

Berlin, 1883. Base text - Ff, Of the text of the poem,
Koch notes:
"The best text is undoubtedly Cambridge University[pf] v 30. 
It is a copy of the same original that the Glasgow MS 0 2 25 
[g], Shirley’s Sion College MS [s^and the Bedford Libr. MS 
[a] have also made use of; but so, that Ff and G belong to 
one, S and A to another branch, A derivation from the first 
branch, but a rather faulty one, must have been the source 
of St John's College Cambridge, G 24 f"jJ and of Laud MS 740 
....[lJ which are still more degenerated. The other group 
of MSS is formed by the Carabr, Univ. MS Gg 4 27 Gg] of which 
• ‘pegb-t's editi on Sp j of 1602 is a very close reprint, by 
the Fairfax MS 16 [ P], the Bodl. 638 [b ] , the Ilarleian 7578 
Î Hl] - these being copies from the some branch - and the two 
hands of the Pepys MS 2006. [pi, P2J which must have been
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taken from one common source. They are not complete, though, ending
with a spurious 60th line: III breaks off even before - its Inst
is line 43. Finally, there is the Hgrleinn MS 2251 [h2] which
however is so bad that I might hnve entirely neglected it".
As was seen above, the Globe editor followed Koch's findings and
later editors including Robinson hnve found no cause to deviate

29► from the above classifications. Various helpful textual notes
and explanations which Koch points out ore added, where relevant,
, -, 80 below.
EDITIONS GF ABC

1933 ABC by G Chaucer, Birmingham School of Printing, 1933, A one-text 
pamphlet of the poem, using manuscript Ff as base text, was printed
"by students attending the Letterpress Machine Classes" at the BSP. 
Frontispiece: an engraving of the Abbot de Deguilleville in black 
and white. Three stanzas to the page,

1934 ABC by G Chaucer, V/orcester 1934, A one-text pamphlet of the Ff
version printed with wood engraving of de Deguilleville by Joyce 
Francis, Three stanzas to the page,

1̂936 A Chaucer ABC, Paris, 1936. Perhaps the most interesting of the
editions, A one-text version, taken from manuscript Ff, and printed 
with an introduction by L Giilet (Académie Française) and illus
trated by Lucia Joyce. Each page contains one stanza together with 
one illuminated capital of the alphabet executed in pen and ink, 
in various colours. Unlike the capitals which decorate, for example, 
manuscript G, these drawings attempt to suggest the content of the 
following verse by means of their form and colouring. For example, 
the image of the stairs is built into the curve of the C drawing,

* while ornate jewels - blue, Mary's colour; purple, symbol of royalty,
— combine with a jewel emblem to form the design of A wb.ich stands 
for almighty. The colours in which M is sketched recall the burning 
bush — subject of the stanza which begins with "M" — while V is 
executed in the shape of a vessel adorned with purple jewels, 
i’he illustrations are a remorkable example of an artistic extension 
to literary criticism.

19G5 frayer to the Virgin Mary, modernised by D 0 Pitches, Cambridge,
1965. A 23 page pamphlet containing two versions of the poem, each 
page having one stanza of theooriginal text, with n modernised 
version printed underneath. The version used for the base text is

 ̂ that used by Robinson: Ff,
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CONCLUSIONS
The printed editions fell naturally into groups as follows; (l)those 
printed for Chaucerian scholars, whose interest is mainly editoiial; 
and (2) those intended as religious pamphlets whose authorship, 
while interesting, is of secondary importance. Somewhat surprisingly, 
it is those editions printed in the 20th century (with the excep
tion of Robinson) which fall into category (2), and which bear the 
following points of similarity witxi the 15th century manuscripts.
They indicate the importance of the poem as a devotional lyric — 
the interest being religious rather than "Chaucerian", The text 
is issued in parnnhlet form by printers of devotional texts, no 
single edition having yet been published with full notes, glossary 
and criticism, Alternatively, the interest is artistic: ABC, 
as the scribes bore witness in the 15th century manuscripts, lends 
itself to illumination and embellishment. Finally, in the latter 
group, the original text is often stressed, with Chnucer represented 
merely as an intermediary. Thus, the Abbe de Deguilleville regains 
his importance in these later editions, both in his own right and
also as the author of the prose version of the Pèlerinage from

31whom possibly Bunyan drew inspiration,'
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FOOTNOTES

1, see A I Doyle, "Unrecorded Chaucer Manuscript", Durham Phi 1obibIon,
I (1953), pp 54—55. In Cosin Ms, V. I, 9, which is a late
14th century or early 15th century copy of Book I of Giles de
Rome, Le livre du gouvernement dez rois et des princes, an
early or mid-15th century hand has copied the first and second
stanzas of ABC. According to Doyle, the Cosin text is corrupt
and incomplete, a final couplet being added by the scribe.
Doyle's text, reproduced literally, is as follows:
Alle myghty and alle mercyable qwene 
To qwome alle thys werlde fleethe for socoure 
To have relees of syghe of sorwe of tene 
0 gloryous vyrgyne of alle floures floure 
Belpe and releef 0 goodly debonnayre 
Helpe welle of pete of mercy the merowre
For vencjuischyd me bathe my cruel odversayre /

Bounte so fyxe hathe in thine herte hys tente
That weel I wot thou wete my socoure be
Thou wylt not refusyn hjmi that with goode entente
The mercy askyth thine herte is ay so fre
Thowe art haboundawnce rote of pleyne fPlecite
Havene of refute of quyete & of reste |
Lo houghe theyfys sevene chasyn me 1
Helpe lodye er thnnne my schyppe to breste

Thenkyth on hym that this wrote 
Cvranne ye seen hym not.

2. Edition, Section 28, n.2.
3. Brusendorff, Chaucer Tradition, pp 212-3, dates the manuscript 

second half of the fifteenth century, while Furnivall’s estimate of 
1440 is more specific (Minor Poems, I, p. 123).

4. Furnivall (ibid, p. 123) estimates mid-fifteenth century for both 
Pi a.nd P2, but Brusendorff is more helpful here (Chaucer Tradition,
pp. 193-4); he dates the first manuscript in the volume (Pl) about
1450, pointing out that it belongs to the first half of the manuscript,
the second part containing P2 being added in the late fifteenth century.

5. No dote given in Furnivall but Brusendorff (Chaucer Tradition, p,183) dates 
the manuscript about 1450.

6. Furnivall's date (Minor Poems I, p. 125); Brusendorff (Chaucer 
Tradition, p. 20l) estimates early fifteenth century.

7. Brusendorff's date (ibid., p. 183); no dote given by Furnivall.
8. Brusendorff‘s date (ibid., pp. 181-2); no date given by Furnivall.
9. From handwriting. No dote given by Furnivall or Brusendorff, but 

the latter, referring to this fragment, suggests that it bears traces 
of Shirley's work (Éhnucer Tradition, n. 228).
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10. Manuscript Cotton Vitellius cxiii, f. 256.
11. Furnivall’s date (Minor Poems I, p. 124). He notes (p. 123) that

manuscript Ff "can hardly differ more than ten years, if at all,
in date from the earliest independent manuscript, Gg." This and 
the following "pilgrimage" manuscripts are not doted by Brusendorff.

12. Furnivall's date (Minor Poems I, p. 124),
13. Furnivall‘s date: Ibid,, p. 123,
14. Furnivallfe date: Ibid., p. 124.
15. This version is token from manuscript Ff v 30 - herein used 

as the Base Text.
16. Furnivall, Minor Poems, page 123.
17. Brusendorff, Chaucer Tradition, p. 179 (italics nine).
18. Ibid., p. 180.
19. See Furnivall Minor Poems III, p. 67; Koch, Edition, n.,79.
20. Brusendorff. Chnucer Tradition, p. 186,
21. Ibid., p. 200.
22. Ibid.; p. 240,
23. Ibid., p. 200,
24. See below page 38 for,.Koch's comments,. j
25. Minor Poems I, p. 123,
26. see below page 135. - y - - ^
27. Skeat, I*>lition, p. 61.
28. Robinson, Edition, p. 915.
29. But two critics - ten Brink and later Brusendorff - favour the

Tyrrwhit group. For a discussion of their views see Brusendorff,
Chaucer Tradition, p. 240 f., and on specific points, see below,
textual notes to line 35.

30. See below, textual notes,
31. see L, Giilet, Introduction to the 1936 edition of A Chaucer ADC, 

and N. Hill, Le Pèlerinage de l'Homme compared with the Pilgrim's 
Progress of John Bimvnn, London, 1858.
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II. CLASSIFICATION OF MiUnJSCPJFTS

The four most recent editions of ABC - those of Koch, Heath, Skeat 
and Robinson^- agree on the following points:
1) That all the preserved manuscripts derive from one copy of the

2 ^original. This view, shared by Brusendorff, is based mainly on
a) the addition, common to nil manuscripts, of "suffred" at line 163;
b) the error - again common to all - by which "pigiite" appears at 163

where "prighte" is required;
c) the general confusion which arises at 79 over the French word 

"entame" where the "best texts" are incorrect;
d) the omission, in oil manuscripts but Gg, of "bryghte" at 181;
e) the deficiency in one syllable, of 181, 183.
Furthermore, items (c) and (e) indicate thnt this common source

3was already a faulty one,
2) that a hierarchy of manuscripts con be established whose relationship

4can be shown as follows;
f F

A Pl & P 2

B

< Gg
ISp + possi bly H2 (contaminated)
/Ff 
G 
J 
L 
S 

I A
Each editor has used the traditional method of editing known as recension- 
"the systematic apulication of knowledge about the genetic history of 
the mnnuscrints to the rejection of unoriginal readings,"
The arguments against recension are well-known. They are, briefly:
1. The difficulty of recovering a genetic history of manuscripts;
2. the problem of controlling the subjective factor involved in the process;
3. the Inr^e amount of coincident variation (two or more scribes independently

making similar substitutions), conflation (contamination by memory or
correction) and lateral transmission which often obscures and precludes 
onv inference of genetic relationship between the manuscripts.
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Various attempts have been made'to control the subjective element
involved. Despite the postponement of the editor's judgment, in Greg's
The Calculus of Variants, "judgments concerning the originality of
readings which are incapable of logical proof" play on essential part

6in the application of the calculus. Manly and Uickert's method,
whereby decisions were based on the persistence of agreements in the
manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales relies on a large number of manuscripts
being available ond so may not be applied to such editions as, for example,

7Susannah where only five manuscripts are to hand, George Kane, 
challenging Knott's method of selecting "significant errors" objects 
to the assumed reliability of "striking" variants as evidence of
genetic relation, on the grounds that conflation may be confined to

8some of the most striking variants; while Greg's alternative - of seeking 
for the genetic source among the "herd of dull commonplace readings" - 
is rejected os equally unreliable because of " inherent probability 
of coincident variation",^ Again, Kane objects to the inference that 
one kind of variant such as omission is evidence of genetic relation,
also on the grounds of the possibility that convergent variation might

10 , occur, .  ̂ j
Turning to ADC, a number of particular problems con be seen to 'emerge.
The relative unanimity of previous editors regarding a hierarchy of
manuscripts makes an investigation on the lines of George Kane's- Edition
impossible! Since no previous edition of ADC contains a detailed
exposition of methods, but merely follows the findisags of a preceding
editor, it must be assumed that a) recension was the method used;
b) no attempt, of the kind mentioned above, has been made to question
the method or to correct the subjective element involved.
Further objections arise from the strict adherence to the Base Text
evidenced by Koch and Robinson,Koch's note 79 also implies that
the "best tsxts" are the earlier ones; his procedure at 09 — in selecting
B's variant rather than thnt of the more reliable F reflects this 

12prejudice. Doth of these objections - strict adherence to the Base
Text and assumption that age is a gunrnntee of superiority - can be used to
indicate a further danger resulting from recension. The manuscripts,
it is generally agreed, divide neatly into two groups (A and B); Group
A consists of manuscripts F B HI Fl I'd Gg Sr>, while group B is made
up of Ff G J L S A. V/hile ^roun A is made the basis of earlier editions

13(Speght, Tyr.wh.itt) and favoured by both Brusendorff and ten Drink , 
later editors have preferred the readings of group B, Kvch's preference, 
at line 30, for the reading of S and his assertion at 79 that the "best
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texts" fire A S Ff, indicate a dependence upon genetic relationship which 
can he shovm to be unreliable. By adhering too closely to these two groups 
he has been liable to the error of preferring an easier reading at line 39, 
and elsewhere.
The discovery of well-defined tendencies of variation such as those found 
in ABC and set out in the next chapter must reduce the possibility of 
clearly distinguishing between "genetic groups, groups produced by conflation, 
and those produced by coincident variation^ and the genealogy produced by

14previous editors must be regarded as untrustworthy when used for recension,
I therefore followed Kane in turning to the study of the variant readings 
as types of substitution, for:

"Clearly, if tendencies of variation could be established, the 
knowledge of those tendencies would afford means of distinguishing 
original from unoriginal variants where originality might not other
wise be immediately apparent. The text could now be fixed ‘‘by a direct 
method, in effect by applying widely and with some confidence the 
second of the principles described by Greg for determining originality 
without recourse to recension: ‘To show that a reading is original two 
main lines of argument are available: thnt the reading is itself

I . " 15satisfactory, and that it explains the origin of the erroneous alternative'.
An analysis of the variant groups of the manuscripts of ABC in relation
to n text determined by means of information about scribal tendencies
of substitution, as well as other considerations, such os metrical criteria

It»ond the durior lectio principle, is presented below.
The presentation which follows is alphabetical; Speght's edition (a copy of Gg)
is not included. I have followed Kane in excluding "all variants involving
no addition or substitution of words, or change of meaning, or metrical
change, or error of copying, in fact all certainly orthographical and

17dialectal variants",
VARIATIONAL GROUPS OF TWO MANUSCRIPTS 

la, llanuscrint A in 0 agreements with 112:
2G, that n'art ) bn_t b_ou art, 30. of (p) ) om, 128. might ) may,

lb, L'anuscript A in 3 agreements with S:
31, god ) om, 152 almost ) om. smert so ) Smertith me so,

2p. Manuscrint B in 5 a gre orients with F :
SB on ) in, 119 thcr ) ther as. 141 governercsse ) gouernesse.
149 0 ) I. 172 a ) om.

2b, Manuscript B in 2 agreements with L :
103, for (2) ) for so, 130 echo ) euervch.
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3, Manuscript Gg in 3 agreements with H2:
6 thou ) nl, 53 not him ) hyrn not. 163 eek ) sufferecle ek,

4a. Manuscript H2 in 11 agreements with J:
17 yow ) the. 30 justice ) ri^twisnes^. 38 shall ... founde ) 
in me than sholbC.. fopjnde. 48 my ) the. 64 his ) theyr.
71 thee lovitli ) fc p . s . 134 ye ) bou. 13-5,you ) the,
147 you ) the, 175 ye ) bPu. l'77J'ow ) the,

4b, Manuscript H2 in 3 agreements with L:
24 nere ) ne were. 145 ther ) where, 154 into ) unto,

4c. Manuscript 112 in 2 agreements with P2;
'• 24 blisful ) blessed, 28 blisful ) blessed.

5a, Manuscript J in 30 agreements with L:
57 tel him ) om. as was ) as it was, 59 And ) om, 63 Thaiine)
That, 67 a soule ) we, 68 . him ) us . 69 Thnnne ) So,
his (l) ) oure, his (2) ) oure. 78 for my/ ) as for my,'̂
94 in ) a, 97 haddest ) ^it had. 99 That ,,, thou ) Thow erte,
119 as ,,, oughte ) om, 132 is his ) it es %)at. 135 is ,,. haboundinge)
1 putte rayne habidynge, 139 but it ) hot  ̂if it. un ) om,
141 eek ) also, 150 acursed ) cursed, 154 ledest ) led, 157 in (2))
om. 160 that ) om. 164"adoun ) downe - 166 And (l) ) om, |
eek ) also, 170 fer forth ) fferforth to, 171 ne ) om. 172 list .,, Inmb)
as a Ismbe list (fort), 177 clepeth ) calle^ .

5b, Manuscript J in 3 agreements with ?1:
15 that ) ora, 27 vouched sauf ) vouche saff, 40 vrerk ) werkes,

6, Manuscript L in 2 agreements with S;
118 us ) om. 15̂ 1 the )

VARIATIONAL GROUPS OF THREE MANUSCRIPTS

la. Manuscripts A Ff S in 2 agreements:
39 correcte me ) me (welS) chostyse. 141 this ) %)e.

lb. Manuscripts A. H2 J in 2 agreements:
77 that ) bo. 90 ther ) om,

Ic, Manuscripts A J L in 2 agreements:
13 pleyn } all. 44 0 ... yit ) AA, yit helpe.

2, 2vlanuscrints B F G? îti 3 agreements:
137 God ) ho. 154 And ) That. 158 court ) contre,

3, ManuscriptvS G J I. in 2 agreements:
55 if ) ora, 154 And } ora,

4, Mnnuscrints H2 J L in 6 agreements:
106 lust ) rest, 108 to ) om, 112 ne ) om,

137 is ) it es. ne ) 152 it ) I,
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5, Manuscripts J L S in 3 agreements:
9 his ) om. 79 no ,,, woimde ) my wounde no more.
127 on ) of.

VARIATIONAL GROUPS OF FOUR ÎUINUSCRIPTS 
Manuscripts B F G g 112 in 2 agreements:
159 0 ) of. 162 the ) ».

VARIATIONAL GROUPS OF SEVEN l.ANUSCRIPTS 
Manuscripts B F Gg III H2 PI P2 in 4 agreements:

25 thou ) om, 33 been ... thee ) yn the be . 35 Host 
Vnto mercy ha stow receyuid me, 45 wil ) witte.

me

RESULTS :
Groups of ^ manuscripts in agreement:
A Gg A  L_
A 112 - 3 33 F - 5 Gg 112- 3 112 J - 11 J L - 30 L .S - 2
A S  3 13 L 2 112 L 3 J Pl 3

H2 P2 2 
Groups of 3̂ manuscripts in agreement:
A £L G 112. jJ
' _ _ 13 F Gg '^3 G J L — 2 112 J L — G «ILS — 8
A Ff S 2
A H2 J 2
A J L 2
Groups of 4 manuscripts in agreement: B F Gg II 2 - 2,
Groups of 7_ manuscripts in agreement: B F Gg 111 H2 Pl P2 - 4.

 ..   = persistent groups
------  = less persistent, but

notable, groups
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CONCLUSIONS
The above investigation showed that:
1. Only three groups were at all persistent;
2. a number of relatively persistent groups were often in 

conflict among themselves or with groups in (l); these could 
not be ignored.

3. a substantial amount of random groups indicated occurrence of 
conflation or coincident variation;

4. evidence for the division of the manuscripts into two genetic
groups could not be established;

5. no stemmo of the manuscripts could be reconstructed.
In the variational groups of two manuscripts, two groups appeared
to be persistent: H2 J (ll) and J L (SO). Less persistent was B F (s).
But even the most strongly attested group J L cannot be convincingly 
established, since the two manuscripts appear frequently in conflicting 
groups. Thus, against group J L must be set: 2 groups in which J 
appears with another manuscript, and 3 in which L appears with 
another manuscript — a total of 21 agreements. The group 112 J, 
resting on 11 agreements, is qualified by 33 agreements of J with
another manuscript, and 11 of 112 with another manuscript. Tile varia-

Itional groups shown above do not, of course, indicate the full extent 
of random agreement; manuscript J appears either singly or in 
larger groups of variants at least 50 times. Such figures must be 
taken into account in assessing the amount of convergent variation 
that occurred in the transmission of ABC. As Kane comments:"Inferentiolly 
’the manuscripts must be in some genetic relation, but actually its 
character altogether fails to emerge at this stage. The majority of the varia
tional groups of two set out above must be random",
Among the groups of three manuscripts, 112 J L alone appear to be 
persistent, and comparison with the above findings (H2 J - 11; J L — 30) 
suggests the existence of a genetic group. But 112 is visibly corrupt 
and as such has been rejected by two previous editors.Further, the 
above analysis shows that these six, agreements arc qualified by nine 
agreements with other manuscripts among the variational groups of three 
alone. Finally, as Kane points out, such a hypothesis could infer 
reference.to orcooying from different exemplars in different parts, 
or to conflation - references whicli would not be useful for recension,



There remain to be discussed the four agreements between one group 
of manuscripts: B F Gg El 112 Pl P2 referred to above os group A,
Since two previous editors (Speght and Tyrwhitt) have based their 
texts on this group it may appear reasonable to infer a relotionship 
between them. But it was seen above thnt H2 \s a corrupir 
manuscript and moreover shnreS several agreements i/ith the "group B" 
manuscripts: J and L. The relationship between B and F (five 
agreements) may apoear a more encouraging example, until some 30 instances 
where the manuscripts appear either singly or in other groups are 
taken into account. A further three manuscripts: 111 (48 lines), Pl,?2 
(go lines) are fragmentary. This leaves only Gg. If the manuscripts 
B F Gg 111 IÏ2 Pl P2 ore descended from a common ancestor, this descent 
is so obscured that it is impossible to rely on it for the purposes of 
recensi on.
Finally, the assumption that all manuscripts are descended from an 
exclusive common ancestor cannot be based merely on the slender 
evidence given at the beginning of this chapter - that is: one omission, 
one error, one instance of confusion, an omission in all but one 
manuscript, the deficiency in one syllable of two lines. Further, it 
was suggested that the instance of confusion and the deficiency in 
one syllable of two lines indicate that this common source wos faulty.
The confusion no doubt arose over the unfamiliar French word "entame" 
and, far from being general, was restricted to four manuscripts; 
line 181 is not deficient in one syllable in all manuscripts.
Since it is impossible to prove a genetic relationship between the 
manuscripts of ABC, the method of recension must be rejected. In order 
to determine which are the original readings it is necessary to 
follow George Kane in turning to the classification of variant readings:

"The sole source of authority is the variants themselves, and among
them, authority, that is originality, will probably be determined
most often by identification of the variant likeliest to have

21given rise to the others,"
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FOOTNOTES
1, see, for details, above pages 37-39, .
2, see textual notes 163, 79, 181—3, below.
3, see Koch's comments, textual notes 79, 181-3,
4, Robinson's version: Edition, p, 915.
5, Kane, Editi on, p. 53,
6, V/, 'H, Greg, The Calculus of Variants, Oxford, 1927, pp 47-8,
7, Manly, J, M, and E, Rickert, The Text of the Canterbury Tales, ii, 

Classification of the Manuscripts, Chicago, 1940,3usannah,ed,A,Miskimin,NevHoven,
8, see Kane, Edition, p, 59 and footnotes p, 59 for bibliographical references,
9, Ibid,, p, 59, footnote 4,
10, Ibid,. p. 60,
11, see, for example, textual note 39 below,
12, see textual note 39;for Brusendorff's remarks see textual note 5,
13, see Brusendorff, The Chaucer Tradition, p, 240; see also textual note 35.
14, Kane, Edition, p, 62,
15, Ibid., p, 62.
16, see below pages 51-62,
17, see Kane, Edition, p, 68.
18, Ibid,, p. 82, ,  ̂ _ j
19, Koch and Skeat; see above pages 38,39, '
20, Kane, Edition, p, 90,
21, Ibid., p, 115.
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III. EDITORIAL RESOURCES & METHODS

CLASSIFICATION OF VARIANTS 
Several characteristics of the poem ABC seem to confirm the initial 
impression that, as a copy—text, it offers little temptation to 
alter or embellish. The absence of alliteration and the clearly- 
defined structure of the 8-line stanza with its decasyllabic metre 
and regular rhyme scheme appear rather to discourage any adornment 
or alteration on the part of the scribe. But desnite the discipline 
imposed by the style, substitutions are frequent. It is the subject 
of the poem - a prayer to the Virgin - which appeals to the scribe, often 
leading him to ignore the metre in favour of emphasising the import 
of his copy or else simplifying apparently owkr/ord constructions 
to ensure'that the reader will understand the meaning. In many ways, 
the fifteenth century scribe mirrors the fifteenth century poet whose 
tendency to embellish his model led to such over—enthusiastic oureation 
as is found in late Middle English religious lyrics,^ A further parallel 
can be drawn. Just as the poet Chaucer sought to reduce and emend his 
original - to translate his authority into his own framework of 
experience - so in a smaller way the scribe becomes a participator 
in his copy; he becomes - for himself at any rate — momentarily the poet. 
In attempting to recover the original reodings, the editor of 
a medieval text has two main criteria at his disposal:
a) a knowledge of metre and rhyme and of Chaucer's literary and
stylistic habits can help in determining "(l) whether the original
reading is one that can reasonably be attributed to the author,
and (2) whether the later reading is one that the author can reasonably

2be supposed to have substituted for the former",
b) the procedure of selecting from the variants the durior lectio 
or probable direction of variation from it. The rationale of this 
principle is made clear by Moore :

"If 0 word or expression be strange or unfamiliar, either
in itself or in the sense implied in the passage - if the form
of a word be unusual or archaic - if the order of the words
be apparently unnatural or uneuphonious - if the construction
of the sentence be long, complicated, or grammatically anomalous -
in oil these and other similar cases that might be added, there
is a natural tendency to substitute >imnler, more obvious, moreq
familiar words, inflexions and constructions,"
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In coses of difficulty, the editor of this particular poem has an 
added point of reference:
c) the French original. That de Beguilleville's work was widely 
known in England is borne out by the existence of an English prose 
version, in four copies of which ABC appears integrally. The possibility 
that a scribe may have had o copy of the French original beside him
is suggested particularly by the substitution at line 38 of "good" in 
place of"fruit"— the French at this point has "bien"— and by the 
occasional preference of French rather than English spelling:
9. Bountee ) Bonte F2.
Two further considerations remain:
d) the evidence of majority readings con in absence of all other 
considerations be token into account in determining originality.^
e) scribal tendencies, is a final means of determining originality 
the knowledge of repeated and similar reactions of scribes to copy

g
can be of assistance at points of difficulty.
Knowledge of the above criteria suggests that the readings set out 
below are unoriginal.
In classifying the variants of ABC, I have followed the same principles
as those set out by Alice Miskitnin in her edition of Susannah: i

"minor spelling and dialect variations that do not affect
alliteration or rhyme, and alternations such as and the,
& and and, were ignored, but every substantive discrepancy
from the provisionally edited text,by addition, omission,
or substitution, was recorded. That is, every substantive-
variant which deviates from the presumed original so os to
affect the grammar or meaning of the poem, and every dialect
spelling which alters the metrical pattern or changes the rhyme,
is recorded as a scribal error." ^

The approach and method of classification follows closely that suggested
by George Knne^to define, tendencies of error which recurred so often
as to be nresumed typical of the scribal errors involved in the trans-

7mission of any medieval text. his findings can be usefully applied to 
the variants of ABC which can be classified as follows,
I, MEChANICAL hTLliORS involving accidental ciiscopying of the text 
arise mainly from inattention through tiredness, distractions or verbal 
associations. They can be grouped as follows.
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A, simple aberrations;
2, this ) the 7, on ) of F Gg J 1 Sp. my ) me A.
10 wolt ) wit Gg, 19 oughten ) ough P2. 20, take on )
take of A ; takyn of L. greevous ) geuous Gg, 37 we ) that Hi,
43 you ) %)an A. 47 tak ) takys L, • heede ) hide J.
49 nevere ) euer S, 50 neither ) none 112. 51 But ) both L- .
that H2, 60 as ) a H2, 61 in ) of A, 63 ïhanne ) That JL,
thou ) oni, L, 64 of ) or B, 70 bringest ) bring A,
74 lighted ) lyghtened H2, 75 righte ) redy 112, 77 that )
^e A H2 J Fp, 88 on ) in B F, 89 with ) of Gg. 94 in ) a JI,
104 an ) on Gg. 105 that ) bo Gg Sp,
111 on ) in L, 120 Boo ) To A, 121 bithinke ) thinke B,
127 on ) of J L S, 132 is his ) it is A Ff G S, 132 rightful )
rihful Ff, 136 eche ) euerych B L. 141 this ) ^e A Ff S,
143 therfore ) therof 112, 145 Temple ) Temperall A,
149 0 ) I B F, 158 unto ) on Gg Sp, thi ) the 112,
161 alighte ) lith J, 164 blood ) blody H2, 166 and (2) )
on G, 175 and ) or Bp, 139 ought ) awe L; out Gg Sp,
184 penitentes ) penitent L,

B, repetition of copy:
15, that ) that that G,

C, the transposition of letters in a word:
32 thurgh ) %)o^ Gg, . 34 For ) From K2, 48 poynt ) ponyte HI.
50 bitter ) bettir A Ii2 J L, 75 right ) rit^ J, 109 From )
ffor A, 143 Fro ) for Sp, 158 court ) contre B F Gg Sp,
174 mesured ) sured me Sp,
or of words in o line:
48 me to chace ) to me choce F2,

0, visual errors involving the mechanical substitution of o word of
similar shape-{* precedes the type of variant which suggested the error); 
34 many ) mane Gg, 41 Fleeinge ) *Ffleynge ) Flying Sp,
45 wil)witte B F Gg HI II2 FI P2, 68 hnleth)helith 112,
80 hele ) help H2, 84 bobaunce ) bostnunce Sp, 86 Convict )
Cormnitte J, 88 Continue ) ^Contenue ) Contene L, 89 flawmes ) 
floiires 112, 90 stikke ) qwist J; stroke S, 106 distresse ) 
disease H2. 116 to werre ) to wery L, 118 save ) hnue S,
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121 yit ) right Sp, 123 sinke ) stynke C, 127 reuthe ) *rewthe ) 
rewt J. ISC % full ) fell L, yore ) sore H2 Sp, 155 wisse ) 
wiche Gg, 157 filtlie ) fyghte L. 159 bench ) benke; bouche L,
163 prighte ) pighte - all manuscripts. 165 this ) thus L, -
168 This ) Than H2, socour ) sauour Ü2, 174 his ) is A F L S; es J,
178 To wasshe ) %)e whiche Gg. 183 palais ) place K2 J L, bilt )
bryghte L.

E, paleographic errors - arising through the similar appearance in 
fifteenth century handwriting of various letters in n word:

confusion of e and o:
159. fresh ) frosche Gg, 
confusion of b and y:
10 thou ) you P2, 117 sithen ) seyii J; syne L,
confusions involving w:
77 Now ) Noriae H2, 97 Noble ) Now H2,
confusion of f and s ; 6. releeve ) *releefF G S .) relces^L; relessje J
91 signe ) figure 112, 169 figure ) signe B,
confusion of b and 1 :
50 bitter ) letter S, 110 beede ) lede L. 
confusion of b and k:
84 bobaunce ) bokaunce J, 
confusion of b and v :
84 bobaunce ) bovanns A, 
confusion of ss and d:
13 largesse ) larged L, (see textual note 13) 
confusion of h and 1 :
159 cleped ) cheped Gg.

F, difficulty with minims:
14% -represseth ) empresse J, 154 into ) unto H2 L,

G, confusion over contractions or suspensions:
14 of (l) ) and Gg Hi 112 Sp, 21 and ) of H2,
66 Thou ) That B, 74 that ) yt Sp. 90 ther } %)at S.
106 of ) and J, 107 of ) and il2, 112 nevere ) neue Gg,
126 that ) bou L, 141 governeresse ) governesse BF.

H, wrong word-division:
174 mesured } me seured Gg, 184 merci able ) Merciable A,



I. attraction to a word or letter previously copied:
6. thou ) al Gg H2 Sp, 9 thin ) myn Gg: my Sp, 10 my ) his S,
22 niighten wel ) may righte wel L, 25 miséricorde ) misericordie Pi.
44this } that 112, 45 and deede ) and in deede G, 47 myn ) my HI, lady ) 
yit lady S, 53 him ysee, ) speke A, 59 the bille ) a precious bille H2.
76 not drede ) nat dare drede H2, 88 pitous ) pitisoiis J?
90 brende ) bere brende Gg, 106 lust ) reste H2 J L, 107 0 ) 0 verray A, 
122 him ) thyn R2, 154 And ) that B F Gg Sp, 163 eek ) eke Suffrid
A B F Ff G S Sp; also suffred L; sufferede ek Gg M2 Sp; suffered J.
171 That ) So ferre that 112,

J, anticipation of copy:
8 Venquisshed ) Venqueysheth Pi. 16 bright ) deere M2. 20 hon )
*han taken ) haven Pi, 26 grace and } om HI, 27 vouched sauf ) fouchis 
saufe 1. 29 be ) om J, 47 enemy ) enemyn P2, 50 neither ) nor F Gg Pi
P2 Sp, 73 enlumyned ) illunynde J. 76 Mira ) The M2, thnr j dar G,
80 into ) 01 into M2, 90 ther } then Sp, 95 defende ) fende M2,
98 in us bee ) be in vs it comes borov/ be J ; in us be it cometh of pe L.
101 in oure ) of in M2. 102 wole and dar } dare S, 116^ to werre )
the wers 112, 124 may ) sciinl Gg Sp, 132 rightful ) fulle Gg Sp,
135 is ... haboundinge ) is pitee yow biseche F, 146 deprived ) priued JZ X», 
154 hye toure ) hie paradis toure J; hygh tour of poradyce L,
159 0 ) of B F Gg 112 Sp; of a J, 174 his ) is A F L es J,

K, the following errors are likely to have arisen from dictation:
35 Hast thou ,) as thou L, 46 clothe ) close ' Gg Sp,
83 peynes ) penaunce S, 87 ground ) crowned L,

II BORDER-LINE EIlRO?lS
Between the two main types of scribal error — those which occur 
mechanically and those which are the result of intentional substitution - 
can bo found a number of "borderline" errors comprising those variants 
which resist positive analysis into either main group. Examples are:
A, minor alterations such as "the presence or absence of: the conjunction 
hot before an object clause; and, within n line or at its head ; on article; 
a possessive adjective or demonstrative adjective where the reference is 
not in doubt: the resumptive object pronoun; a conjunctive or pre
positional element in a second or third parallel construction."^
One such instance occurs at line 2:
"To whom that al this world fleeth for socour"

The majority reading omits "that" probably because the metre might be 
called difficult and the scribes took the apparent insertion of "that" 
to be unmetrical"; or through a rejection of the syntactical construction 
"whom that",^^ Alternatively, since "that" is neither metrically nor



graanoticelly essential, the omission may equally probably have arisen 
through mechanical error.
However the variant arose - mechanically or intentionally through the 
smoothing or "pruning" of unessential words — it is more important to 
determine which is the error: the omission or the addition of "that"; 
the decision must be a personal one. Presumption of originality can 
rest on the testimony of a majority reading only in absence of all 
other considerations; "whom that" appears to be the harder reading here; 
so the version of the base text is retained.
Another such difficulty arises in line 3: "of sinne of sorwe and teene".
As Koch points out, such monosyllables as "of" and "and" look suspicious,
since fifteenth century scribes who did not pronounce final -e tended to
insert them to fill up the metre. Since there is no way of ascertaining
which was the original reading, the base text is adhered to.
B. Attempts to assimilate n scribe's dialect or other variants into the
metre of his copy often cause .confusion:

"Where neither on occasion of mechanical inaccuracy nor a possible
motive for substitution can be recovered the editor is powerless ...

in the case of variants of dialect, construction, tense, mood
or number, word order and vocabulary equivalents, which do not materially

12alter the substance of the communication in any way now determinable."
For instance at line 26: That thou n'art ) b£.t b2.u art A K2; but art L; 

that ne bon erte J .
Here the subjunctive case gives rise to alternative constructions 
according to dialect and individual habits. ^
Another case is 24. nere merci of you ) ne were thy mercy thy R2;

ware ne meycy ware of the J.
In the absence of other information, it is necessary to consider scribal 
habits, H2 (and L) probably attempted to clarify "nere" by expanding to 
"ne were", contracting "of you" to "thy" so as to compensate the metre.
"You" is often substituted by "the" in H2, The second "thy" appears to 
occur from retention of copy.
J's "ware ne" appears to arise from a similar tendency to clarify, although 
it too could arise from variants of dialect or construction. Again, 
retention of copy causes the second'Wre": "the" replaces "you" in accordance 
with J's usual procedure.
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C, Omission of phrases,clauses or whole lines may occur intermediately
in 0 lost copy so that detection of the cause of omission may be

13impossible because of the possibility of further variation.
For instance:
■ 26, grace and ) oni. III.
70. of * strete ) of drede B; on. F, (metrical inadequacy 

suggests that B's copy vos also blank here)

D. In this particular poem, the manuscripts occasionally divide neatly
/ \ 14into two groups ( A and B ). Where the reading is not necessarily 

harder in either case, and the meaning is not substantially altered, the 
version of the base text (groupB) is adhered to. Thus at

u3 been in thee )'yn the be - group .A.,'..
58 to have ) as for - group A 
102 the ) a, group A 

III INTENTIONAL SUBSTITUTIONS
A. Substitutions intended to compensate for a previous error. This error 
may have occurred in an exemplar or else through the scribe's own 
mistake. The two cases cannot always be distinguished and ore illustrated 
by the following examples:
29 bent ) y belie y bent Hi (repetition after n/l confusion)
46 Clothe with ) close in with Gg Sp (addition of "in" to assimilate 

auditory error into the meaning of the text;addition of "owene" 
later in the line gives "close in with owene grace").

50. were bitter ) was neuer youre letter S, (after niiscopying: nevere ) 
euer — at previous line end; subsequent confusion of b/1 results 
in "letter").

59. the bille ) the blysful bille F P2; blisful bille Gg Pi Spta precious
. Lille H2,(after omission of "precious" earlier in line).

09 That ... thou ) Thow erte J L (after anticipation of copy at previous
line end).

120 Boo ... have ) Us aghte to penitence go and mercy hnfe L (podding 
after omission of the interjection "as us oughte" from previous 
line end).

122 have ) on, 112 (pruning after addition earlier in line;,
132 is his ) it is A Ff G S; it is be it es pat J L (attempt to 

correct error in exemplar).
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136 To ••• biseeche ) Off petee of whilke I the be seche J (after
raiscooying in line 135 the scribe attempts to assimilate that material 
into the contents of the next line).

1-52 smert so ) Smertith Me So A S (addition after omission of "almost" 
earlier in line),

155 Of ... counsoile ) Thou me wysse hady and counsayle L; bop wisse
me lady and me coT^soyle J (after anticipatory error in previous line,
scribes pad out the material remaining in 155).

170 wolde ) T/il R2 (to avoid repetition after earlier substitution),
171 nothing ) om. H2 (compensation for addition through retention of copy)
B, the attempt to make the cony more explicit indicates the tendency 
towards involvement with the content and leads to: attribution of
(1) more precise designation; (2) an attempt to make an event appear 
more immediate and impending: ^
6, thou ) me bou J. 15 chosen ) now chasen H2 Pi.
29 the ) bi L P2, 36 at the ) atte by J.
39 me ) my folise J. 45 a lie ) alle way J. 53 thou ) to him 112.
for I ) for euer I, S, 58 Bicorne ... nlliaunce ) becora man heere for
us in alliaunce H2. 82 the cros ) thy 8one crose J. 104 hel'pen )
helpist us H2. 112 nevere ) neuer here 112, 123 for ) downe 112,
145 hath ) dies Gg Sp, 148 me ) me now H2. 152 it ) I, H2 J L,
154 And ledest ) lede L; led J. the ) bŷ i B S. 183 that ) thy J L,

* though this may arise through an attempt to maintain rhyming 
consistency: cf. Note 39.

C, whether for his own or for his reader’s benefit, the scribe"will 
occasionally supply translation,gloss, or near gloss often replacing n 
word not likely to have caused difficulty with one of similar meaning:
30. justice ) ri^twisnes 112 J. 108 humblesse ) raekenesse. J;
96 eternnlli ) endelesly J. 146 misbileeved ) heretikes 112.
D, o similar type of substitution results in attempts to improve the 
original, either to avoid repetition, or by substituting a word which 
appeared to the scribe to be more ap'>ositc,
5 flee ) crye 8. 33 Evore ) Ende S. 50 were bitter )wes better M2.
49 Glorious ) Gracyouse Gg 8p. 75 to yov ) with be Gg 8n.
133 merci } ioye Gg 8p, 175 and seye ) softly J.



E, In his eagerness to be understood, the scribe will often attempt to
clarify his cony by one of the following methods:
(l) addition or substitution of a word or phrase:

11 with ) in H2. 12 thin ,,, is ) thow art H2. 13 pleyn ) all A J L,
19 appeere ) to apere L; for to a pere Gg 8p. 22 mighten wel ) may wele J;
may it wele H2, 38 fruit ) good B F HI; goodnesse J. 40 my ... 
confounde ) it will My werke confounde A. 41 to ) on to B2.
43 Biseeching ... absente ) Besechynge the lady be nat absent H2.
48 Unto ) That un to Pi. my ) the H2 J, 63 Thanne ) So 112. 69 Thanne )
So J L. 78 for my ) as for my J L, 82 ne his ) nor the 112. 84 alder )
old L. 86 Convict ) Convicted 112. 88 Continue ) Open J. 92 on which )
in whom H2._ 96 dure ) endure J. 101 in oure ) of in B2. 103 for (2) )
for so B L; for as Gg Sp, 109 From ) And of 112, 118 Thanne ) So 112.
119 ther ) ther as B F; whan 112. 122 agilt hove ) hafe offended J.
139 noon ) nat H2. but it)bot^if it J L. 145 ther ) where H2 L;
where in J. 148 I ) for I Gg Sp. 157 All ... I) For I have B2.
15-9 cleped ) called J • 160 Ther as ) Thnre whare J; wher-.that thy H2,
163 herte ) hert to 112, 164 to ) for to J. 166 eek ) also J L.
168 This ) Than H2. 170 That ... forth ) In that he wold H2. fer forth )
fferforth to J L. 171 to ) for to H2. 17 6 That ... targe ) Ageyne
vejniance. that thow art ay his targe H2. 177 clepeth ) calle^ J; 
callys L. 178 To ... gilt ) The whylk of synful sowlys exciisys %)e 
gilte L, 179 Therefore ) Wherefor H2. 180 nere ) ware noght J.
weren ) were but M2. 183 to ) unto H2. 183 Bring ) And bringe J; So
bring S, 184 ben ... able ) to thy mercy ar able J.

(2) omission of (a) a word which may cause difficulty or (b) an interjection:
24. hevene ) om, G Gg M2 J L. 38 fruit ) om. G L. 40 Of verrey right)
ora. L. 57 tel him ) om, J L. 63 bothe) om. Gg IÎ2 J Sp, 83 bothes ) om.M2
119 as us oufrhte ) om, J L,
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(3) transposition of words in a phrase^^t
38, shall ,. founde ) in me than shalbe founde H2 J,
44 0 help yit ) AA. yit helpe J; 0 ‘̂itt help A L; yit helpe H2.
48 my ... is ) the deed es in poynte J, 53 not him ) hym not Gg H2,
62 thou ... us ) for us ppu J, 69 Thamie ,,, thou ) Thow makest than 112.
71 thee loveth ) loves the J ; lovith thee H2, 79 no ••• wounde )
my wounde no mare J L S, 96 eternnlli shal ) shalie endelesly J,
102 advocat noon ) nanne advoket J, 122 agilt have ) have agylt L.
125 Who ... sone ) wha to thy sone schalle J. 126 that ... pitee )
bat of pitee ert J. 144 thee corowned ) ccrowned be J. 151 I am so )
I so nm J, 153 art ... noble ) so noble es J. 160 evere shal ) 
schall euere (more H2 JflGS And ... this ) And all was A Gg
H2 Sp; So was it al S, 166 I ... am ) To him I am J. 172 list •••
lamb ) as b lambe list J; as lambe lyst for L. 173 Now ... preye )
Now I pr^y the lady fulle of mercy J.

/F, There is also a tendency to add emphasis; ' T
3 relees ) relecesse J . 17 is ) nys Pi. 31 The ) That H2. no ) be-® B.
36 at the ) at that H2. 37 the ) that H2. 38 So ) JTo S. 39 werk )
werkes J Pi. 42 from ) fro be Pi. terapeste ) tempestes J.
46 thi grace ) byPL owene grace Gg Sp, 50 nor in see ) ne in the see J;
ne yit in see H2, 54 the ) bâ.̂  55 certes ) certaynly J. (
64 oure ... to ) oure foes to J; the fiendis elle to H2. his ) b&ir J;
theyr H2. 67 in errour ) into erreur H2; in any erreur J. 81 kan I )
ne cane I 3, 90 a ) oon S, 95 the ) that H2, 97 haddest ) ^it had J L.
99 cristes ) cristis awyn J. 100 or glee ) nor glee H2; ne gle Gg Sp; 
no obere glee J ; ne none ober gle L, 111 awaiteth ) hase vrnite J.
112 nevere ) neuere na J.122 bothe him )boobe of ft him S, 129 and me )
& ek me Gg Sp; and bowe me S, 132 rightful ) rewfulle J L. 137 is )
it es H2 J L, 142 he ) erth J, 144 wise ) a wise J S, 148 can ) ne
cone S, 151 I am so ) I am soore S, 168 socour ) savour H2.173 preye)biseechGg. 
174 mesured ) measured hath h2, 178 To ... gilt ) To wassh the synful
soulis out of ther gilt H2. 181 and ) and eeke S,

G. Because the poem is in form of a prayer it is not surprising that the 
following attempts to embellish the copy ore to be found: 4 Glorious)0 Glorious

B2.63 stinte ) styrt & cease H2. 137 Soth) 8otn & trov/the H2. 156 How )
On whate wise J; of what wyse L. 173 Now ... preye ) For us now blessed
lady I the prey H2.



K, Scribal involvement in the proyer is also indicated by the use of
familiar, more intimate forns of address or a widening of scope so as
to include the render (as 68. him ) us J L), This ia turn often leads
to alteration of pronouns as a matter of course so that the effect is
r&ther one of formality (l38 thee ) you L), Generally,it is pronouns

17which are affected:
7. my ) oure H2. 17 yow ) the Ü2 J. yow ... deere ) yow my lady dere P2.
43 yow ) be <J, ye ) b^u J. you ) the J. 62 bright ) deere H2. us )
me H2, 67 a soule ) we J L.68 him ayein ) us agayne JlL. 69 his (l) )
oure J L, his (2) ) oure J L, 70. him ) us J. 84 .-.his ) us L,
135 you ) the H2 J. is ... haboundinge ) I putte myne habidynge J L.
136 you ) the M2. 138 thee ) you L, 146 these ) this B. 147 you ) the H.2%
151 ye ) bjou J. 165 my ) oure H2. 166 Î ... am ) we to hym ben H2,
167 my ) oure H2, 168 I you ) I the J ; we the 112. 175 ye b^u 112 J.
176 ye ) bou J. 177 yow ) the H2 J.

I. "Bowdlerizntion" - 0 further indication that scribes probably regarded
themselves as responsible for what they wrote - reprenants the following 
examples of censorship :
28. Crystes ) om. A. 31 god ) lorde 112; om. A S. 56 To ... eterne )
To lastande Paine J. 137 God ) he B F Gg Sp*

18J. Homoeographs have been defined by Kane as "readings which preserve
something of the shape of the supplanted, original words or phrases,
but little or nothing of their meaning or relation to the context."

Only three examples can be confidently identified in ABC and probably
arise from unfamiliarity with the verb "entame", o French word:"
79 entame ) vntome Ff 8 ; att&yne H2; untayne A,

The above survey shows that the poem ABC is well preserved in manuscript
tradition. In most cases, errors can be traced to scribal tendencies
of simule substitution*relatively few occurrences necessitate reference to

.19the durior lectio principle. There are only three examples of homoeographs,' 
and only twice does conjectural emendation become necessary (see textual note 
■ 163 ) , occasioning the necessity to emend further where oil varionts
are wrong nnd the archetype is likely to hove been contominnted.
Even o.llowiny for these points, however, there are dangers in strict 
odherence to n basic text, where alternative readings are more apposite.
Thus, Greg: "It^is impossible to exclude individual judgement from editorial
procedure,..The true theory is... that the cony-text should govern 
generally in the matter of accidentals, but that the choice between sub
stantive readings belongs to -he general theory of textual criticism and lies

20altogether beyond the narrow principle of the copy-text".
This survey has produced the following observations on scribal habits in 
this yinnuscript tradition:______
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THE BASE TEXT
The base manuscript or copy-text is Ff,(Cambridge University Library, 
manuscript Ff v 3o)and was chosen for the following reasons. It 
is n very fair manuscript of the early 15th century with few omissions 
or physical imperfections and the spelling of the scribe is mainly 
consistent. Of the 14 texts used, three: Hi, Pi, P2, are fragmentary; 
three: H2, J, L, make serious alterations and omissions; one: B, is 
blotted or faded in places; one: Sp, is a printed edition based on Gg, 
itself a careless copy; of the four remaining manuscripts, three:
A, G, S, contain recurrent errors of spelling and omission and are 
inconsistently spelt. This leaves the two fairest copies: F and Ff.
The spelling of F resembles closely that of the Ellesmere manuscript
except that many final’e’s are added or dropped arbitrarily and the
scribe uses 'y ’ in place of 'i’. But this manuscript F , though in general an
excellent copy, contains several errors including the omission of a
whole line. There appears to be no reason to prefer F, the fairest
text of the "Tyrwhitt" group (B, F, PI, P2, Gg, joined by Hi, 112)

21 ! as did Ten Brink and Brusendorff. Ff, the best text of the pfose or
"pilgrimage" manuscripts, has been preferred by Koch, Skeat, Heath 

22and Robinson.
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THE PRESENTATION ÜF TEXT AND CRITICAL APPARATUS

I have used the following procedure in transcribing the test:
1. Base Test. One stanza of the Bn.se Text appears on each page.
As does the scribe in most cases, I have treated initial letters of 
the line as capitals. Capitals which occur within the line ore trans
cribed after the manner of Ff, for example capital 0 at line 44:
"bouh j be wikke 0 help yit at bis neede" but in the some line, as does 
Ff, I have transcribed "j" in lower case letters and do so throughout. 
Suspensions and contractions are expanded, this being indicated by 
underlining thus: merci : the sole exception was at line IGl where 
the form Xpc is retained but is expanded to Xristus in the edited 
text opposite. Since Ff follows » consistent pattern there was no
need to assess and apply "the common value of the suspension or 

23contraction" as it appeared elsewhere. Where Ff’s uncontracted 
spellings suggest that a superior letter indicates contraction, as in 
b e x p a n s i o n  is shown thus; bipi, pa_̂t. The Latin words which occur 
are underlined. Simple word divisions, such as un to, a 1 mihti, 
are preserved.
2. Sirrnificant Variants.
Beneath the Base Text, is a critical apparatus to support the text.
This records;

"all substantive variants from the text, all morphological
variants which may possibly be substantive, the majority
of grammatical variants, the majority of dialect variants,

,24and a great many orthographical variants."
The apparatus is set out as follows:
The lemma , which corresponds to the reading of the edited text, is 
closed by a bracket thus: ) and is followed by its variant readings.
The authority for these is shown by the sigils after them; distinct 
variants are set off by semi-colons arid the variants for any lemma 
by a full stors, V.hen the text in the lemnn follows toe reading of Ff,
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no sigils are shown in support of it, indicating that the rending of 
the lemmaisfound in Ff and in any manuscript whose sigil does not appear 
among the variants. t'here a whole line differs from the version found 
in Ff or is omitted, this is indicated before the individual word variants 
are listed. V/hen an emendation has been made to the Base Text, the 
lemma (taken from the edited text) is followed by the variant of Ff 
found in the Base Text which appears as a variant. Thus:
163, eek ) eek suffred A B F Ff G S Sp.
Sigils of manuscripts supporting a variant are citèd as follows:
A B F Ff G Gg HI H2 J L Pi F2 S Sp. No authority is implied by this 
order which is alphabetically arranged. Where a variant is supported 
by several sigils, its spelling corresponds to that of the manuscript 
denoted by the first sigil cited. Again, no authority is implied by 
this procedure. Because of this "impossibility of citing all variants

25of nil kinds", minor spelling and dialect variants must occasionally 
be omitted. But in a case such as that of Gg, where "thy" almost 
invariably appears as "thyn", "my" as "myn", each instance is recorded 
so as to emphasise occasional exceptions to the rule. From time to 
time, the same word- recurs within the line as at line 14:
"Haven of refut, of quiefe.a-nd of reste" , Where a variant occurs, 
the lemma is numbered according to its order in the line: thus - 
of (1) ) and Gg Hi Sp. of (2) ) om. L.
Variants are arranged after the lemma- according to their relation to
the reading adopted in the text and shown in that lenuna so that:

"Tlis practice serves the main purpose of the apparatus, namely
to give the evidence for determining originality with the
greatest clarity possible. At the same time it makes easier a
more rapid use of the large apparatus; the reader will, I think,
easily distinguish substantive, variants from accidentals, and

26recognize the points where only the former are recorded."
Transcription of variants follows the practice used in the transcription 
of Ff. Thus, contractions or suspensions are underlined where-expanded, 
initial capitals are used at the commencement of each line, and so on. 
Capitals which occur within the line in manuscripts other than Ff, 
as well as in Ff, are reproduced.
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3. Edited Text. On the opposite page, facing its corresponding 
stanza, is the edited text. In editing the text of ABC. Robinson’s 
maxim has been observed as far as possible; that is:

"The present text ... follows the spelling of the scribe
o 7where it is not absolutely incorrect".

Recurrent instances of deviation from this rule are as follows:
a) the addition or omission of final -e. Superficially, this -e 
is of two kinds:

i ) historical. that is, either inflectional or descended from an unaccented 
vowel in Old English or in French loan words, for example "name" from 
Old English"nnraa"(line 74); line 50 "erthe" from Old English"eorthe";
91 "sygne'S from Old French"sygne". As well as nouns, certain adjectives 
conform to this rule, as at line 56 "eterne" (Old French); pronouns 
which are plural possessives also take final -c as at line 84 "oure"; 
line 83 "youre" ; so also do some adjecti^such as "hevene" At line 24; 
and certain verbs of both strong and weak conjugation: "singe and seye" 
(line 175).
Conversely, some words ending in final -e are knoxra as unhistoric or 
inorganic. That is, where the -e is grammatically or etymologically not 
required. It is used to indicate either a stressed monosyllable:as line 3 
"sinne"(from Old English”synhO or the long quality of a preceding vowel, 
as line 6: "releeve". "bnliistoric" -e is also added to indicate a 
caesura, (line 41: "Fleeinge") or the end of a line. Some rhyme words 
such as hid French "resygne" at line 80 and Old French "entente" at 
line 11 are also derivative, and Chaucer was fairly consistent in 
choosing rhyrje words where the final -e is grammatically correct, os 
for example the rhyme words for "goodnesse" in stanza 18. Occasionally, 
the use of two forms can be noted, as with "wol" (line 102) and "wole"
(line 40 ) ; "wil" (line 4S)̂ , "v/ille" ( line 57). Here, however, the 
use of "wille"can probably be explained by the need to rhyme with 
"bille" at line 59,
ii) scribal tendencies, that is, an -e gratuitously added or omitted 
by fifteenth century copyists. At the end of the Troilus Chaucer warned 
against faulty spelling or careless copying on the part of future scribes:

"So prey I God that non nyswrite the.
Ne the mysmetre for defaute of tonge". (lines 1795—6)

For the modern editor of a fifteenth century manuscript the case for
omission or addition of final -e must rest both on the historical
(grammatical or etymological) information to hand, and his knowledge
of the poet's techniques'^ Thus, the spelling "hise" (liis, its) is
often found with a plural noun in the manuscript but the -e appears not
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to have been sounded and hns been omitted in this text (for example-, 
at line 85), Elision has resulted in further omissions from Base 
Text: "heven(e)" at line 110; "wepen(e)" at line 118, .
b) In verbs where the ending -en or -e is optional, the form -e
has been consistently adhered to: line 58 "Bicome(n)"; line 119 "dide(n)".
c) minor alterations such os the substitution of u for v, f/ff,
th/p, h/gh,î/j ; U./0-
d) In spacing, modern usage has been followed. Thus, un to, in to, 
become unto, into, and participial compounds with y— and for- are 
printed without spacing or hyphen although less clearly recognised 
combinations such as "heer-b4if orn", "but if", are either hyphenated 
or separated entirely.
e) Modern punctuation has been supplied. As Kane has remarked:

"Since ... I have reached many decisions about originality on
grounds of meaning, I am obliged to indicate ray interpretation

29of the poem in the conventional manner by punctuation,"
Substitutions or additions io the text of Ff, or omissions of one or
several letters of a word in Ff, are shown by means of a square bracket.
Minor spelling alterations sueh as those listed, in 3 (c) above are
however not indicated. Omissions of whole words from Ff are not
shown in this way since "typographical experiments failed to produce

30any satisfactory means of showing them" ; they appear both in the 
apparatus and under Emendations. The two such omissions of words occur 
at lines 115 and 163. As far as possible all additions or substitutions 
conform to the spelling and grammar of Ff,
4, Emendations to Base Text. In listing' the emendations, the following 
minor points are omitted: u/v, f/ff, th/b, h/gh, together with such 
spacing alterations as are listed in 3 (d) above. All other emendations, 
including the addition or omission of final -e are noted.
5. Textual Notes. These are intended to amplify the Significant Variants 
where necessary. The variants are set out in n similar manner to those
nrinted opposite, nltliough only those variants under discussion are 
included, and ore then followed by the amronrinte explanation. In 
the case of substantive variants where no note is given, further 
information can be found under "Classification of Variants".
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FOOTNOTES
1. for examples see Kone, Middle English Literature. London, 1951, p 152 f,
2. W. V/, Gregg, Collected Papers. Oxford, 19 66, p. 387.
3. S, Moore, Contributions to the Textual Criticism of the Divina

Coramedia, Cambridge, 1889, p. xxxvi.
4. Kane, Edition. p. 148 comments:"Identification of originality in such 

cases rests on relative probability only. For practical purposes it 
must obviously be accepted, but it cannot be regarded ns sure, since 
the degree of difference of probability is not very great, and the
operation of probability may hove been disturbed by circumstances
unknown to the editor. Where, then, the choice is between perfectly 
equivalent, or equally good readings, the limited character of theb j
authority/conferred majority support is to be appreciated."

5. cf. Kane, Edition, p. 149.
6. A, Miskirain, Susannah, New Haven, 1969, p. 33.
7. see Kane, Editi on, p. 115 f.
8. Ibid., p. 122.
9. cf. Ibid., p. 140.
10. Although this is unlikely since the construction was common; cf.

Mosse, Handbook, S. 161.
11. See textual note to line 3.
12. Kane, Edition, p. 125.
13. cf. Ibid., p. 124.
14. Group A includes: 13 F Gg HI Pi P2 Sp 112, three of which are fragmentary 

HI ends at 48; Pi, P2 at 60.
15. Compare this confusion, arising from the effort of correction, with 

the following instance: 47 thin enemy and myn ladi tak heede.
Difficulty in following the sense of the passage may cause later 
errors, os in this case, where on interjection is involved:
myn ) my HI  ̂confusion of possessive pronoun); tak ) takys L 
(confusion of tense); heede ) hide J (confusion of meaning); lody ) 
yit lody 8 (addition to make more explicit); Unto ) That un to Pi 
(continuing into the nerct line); me to chace ) to me choce P2 (error 
of transposition).

16. See A. Miskirain, Susannah, New Haven, (i960), p. 47, for this 
classification. Compare also Mosse, Handbook, S, 182 for conments
on the "enmhatic position" whereby "an element was frequently displaced 
and put at the head of a sentence for emphasis". Although this
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classification may include inversions of this type it is more likely 
that they occurred through a desire to clarify or further explain 
the cony text.
Two cases are not included in this group since there is no apparent 
reason for transposition: 3, of teene ) of sorow and syn and
tene A, 49 raayde and mooder ) modir and mayd en A,

17. See Kane, Edition, p, 131 who has: "48 %)e ) owr" under "more explicit 
reference. The unusual amount of such alterations in the manuscripts 
of ABC however and the tendency to include the reader in the prayer 
warrant a separate category,

18. Kane, Edit!on, p. 132.
19. Kane, points out how the identification of the variant likeliest to 

have given rise to the remainder of variants is identified more easily 
by means of homoeographs: "The variants with the appearance of homo— 
eographs suggest a hypothesis of originality; those which seem to be 
glosses (often they are unmetrical) help to support it. If on such a 
hypothesis all the variants at a crux can be explained, originality
is regarded as determined to the limit of certainty possible in textual
criticism." (Edition, p. 103). Recourse to this method is noil required

\
by variants in the text of ABC.

20. "W, W. Gregg, Collected Papers, Oxford, 1966.
21. A. Buusendorff, The Chaucer Tradition, p. 240, appears to base his 

preference mainly on the evidence of one line. See below, textual note 35,
22. for details, see preceding chapter.
23. Kane, Edition, p. 166. See also Kane’s note, p. 166: "Contractions and 

suspensions are sources of corruption in transmission and sources of 
error in editorial transcription"; which reflects the importance to
the editor of such contractions and suspensions,

24Û. Ibid. . p 170.
25. Ibid. , p 171.
2 6. Ibid. , p 172,
2 7, Robinson, Edition, p. xliii,
28, For a discussion on the problems of versification, e.g. elision, see 

above page 4.
20. Kane, Ed iti on, p 170.
30. Ibid., p 168,
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BASE TEXT STANZA 1

Al T T iih ty  nnd ol raerciable que en e
To whom fjnt nl bis world fleeth for socour
To hnue relees of sinne of sorwe and teene 3
Gloriowse virgine of alle floures flour 
To bee j flee confounded in errour
Help and releeue lijiou mihti debonayre. 6
Haue mercy on my perilous langour 
Venquisshed me hath my cruelle aduersaire 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
1. ol mercifible ) al merciobele Gg.
2. that ) om. B F Gg J L Pi P2 Sp. this ) the Hi. world ) werlde J;wordle G,
3. relees ) release S; relese A H2; reles G Gg Pi Hi; release Sp; relecess^ J,

of ... teene ) of synne of sorow of tene G Gg P2 Sp* of synne and 
sorowe end teene S ; of synne sorwe and tene B H2 J L; of synne 
sorwe of teene F ; of sinne of sorwe end of teene Pi ; of sorow and 
syn and tene A.

4. Glorious ) Glorieuse B F Ff Gg Hi; 0 glorious H2.
5. flee ) ffle A B Gg L P2; crye 8. confounded ) conffoundid A B Gg Iî2;

confounde P2.
6. releeve ) releue A B F Gg III H2 Pi P2; releeff G S; relees L; relesue J.

thou ) me bpu J; al Gg H2 Sp; om Pi. mighty debonayre ) Mighty & 
Bebonc.ire A HI L.

7. on ) of F Gg J L Sp, my ) myne Gg Sp; me A; oure H2.
perilous ) perylous A L; perillous Sp; perylouse B HI; parayllous S;
perilous Gg.

8. Venquisshed ) Venquysshid B; Venquyst Gg; Vnquessed Hi; Vnquessht P2;
Nenquisched A; When-cused L; Venqueysheth Pi. cruel ) cruell
A B L P2; cruelle Ff J; cruwel S; cruv/ell G; crewel Gg; cruel Pi.
adversaire ) adverseir J; ndversorie G Gg HI L Pi P2.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 1
Almighty and al merciable queene
To whom that al this world fleeth for socour,
To hove relees of sinne, of sorwe, and teene, 3
Glori ou|s] virgine, of alle floures flour.
To thee I flee, confounded in errour.
Help and releeve, thou mighti debonayre, 6
Have mercy on my perilous langour.
Venquisshed me hath my crue[lj adversaire.
EMENDATIONS TO BASE TEXT : 4. Glorious ) Gloriowse
8. cruel ) cruelle 
TEXTUAL NOTES
2. that ) om. B F Gg J L Pi P2 Sp. Relative or conjunctive subordinants

were often re-enforced by "that" or "as" (l-iosse, Handbook,S. 161 ). 
Compare the construction "whom that" with "which that" at 49 below, 
where emphatic language is also appropriate . 

this j the Hi, Although both versions are apt ( . NED v. world, I.e.),
the majority reading "this" is more specific; compare the phro.se
"al this world" with "in this world" at 74. 

wordle G. an alternative spelling of "world", this version is 
consistently preferred by G - compare 74 below.

3, of ... teene. The Base Text is printed unaltered here, although Koch's
note in his Edition may be valid: "of sinne, sorwe and tene.
Ff and other MSS put "of" between sinne and sorwe; but such mono
syllables look suspicious, as scribes of the 15th century who 
did not pronounce the final e are often inclined to put a syllable 
in where, according to Chaucer's pronunciation, none is wanted; 
cfr. Fortune 1. 51, Truth 1. 9, Purse 1. 25," 

of sorow and syn and tene A. A’s tendency towards arbitrary
transposition of words in a phrase has been noted above (page 69 fn,16); 
compere 49 mayde and mooder ) modir and meyden A, where again 
transposition occurs for no apparent reason.

5. flee ) crye 8, Substitution because of the sense of the followiug 
lines, which are cries for help. For a comment on Shirley's 
tendency towards arbitrary changes, see Brusendorff, The Chaucer 
Tradition, pp 226 and 231,

7. my ) myne Gg Sp. Gg has"myn(e)"for"my", "thyn" for "thy" throughout, 
perlions Gg. Not a case of transposition but a variant of "parlous" -

a syncopated form of "perilous" (NEB v. parlous).
8. adversarie G Gg Hi L FI P2. Although "adversaire" is preferred here so

as to rhyme with "debonayre", its use is exceptional. According to



TaflLock (Concordance v. adversarie), "adversarie" appears nine 
times in Chaucer, "adversaire" only once — in ABC.
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BASE TEXT STiVNZA 2

Bountee so fix both in bin herte his tente 9
bnt wel j wot thou woIt ray socour bee
bou const not warne him bat with good entente
Axeth bin helpe, bin herte is ay so free 12
bou art largesse of ple;>nn felicitee
Hauene of refute of quiete nnd of reste.
Loo how bot theeves sevene chasen raee 15
Kelp lady briht or b^t ray ship to breste

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
9. Bountee ) Bounte B G Gg HI H2 J L; Bountie Sp; Bonte F2.

so ) se A, fix j fixe L Sp; fixse 3; fi:ct Pi; fixed H2.
hath j has J . thin j rayn Gg; ray Sp. his ) on. J L-S,

10. thou ) you I'2. wolt ) wit Gg. ray j rayn Gg; his S.
11. warne ) werne G. him ) om. Gg Sp. with ) in 112,
12. Axeth ) Axeba 3; Axith Gg Sp HI; Askith H2; Aslcyth B; Askys L;

Asches J, thin .... is ) thow art H2. ay ) om. A.
13. largesse ) larges A Pi; larged L. pleyn ) pleyne” ̂ l..S;

playn H2 PI; plaine Sp: a 11"A.J
14. of (l) ) and Gg Hi H2 Sp, of (2) ) om. L,
15. that )that that G; om. J Pi. chosen ) now chasen H2 Pi;, chases J.
16. bright ) deere H2. er ) or G Gg L Pi P2 Sp; ar J. that )

om. B P2. ray ) myn Gg. to breste ) 'breste J.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 2
Bountee so fix hath in thin herte his tente, 9
That ■Rrel I wot thou, wolt my socour bee;
Thou const not warne him that with good entente
A%eth thin helpe, thin herte is ay so free, 12
Thou art largesse of pleyn félicitée,
H a v ^  of refut, of quiet, and of reste.
Loo, how that theeves sevene chosen meel 15
Help, lady bright, er that my ship tobrestel 
L"iENDAT10iSiS: quiet ) quiete
TEXTUAL NOTES
9. Bonte P2, P2 follows OF, spelling and probably corresponds here 

to original manuscript (for Brusendorff*s conjectures on the 
French headings and their relevance see The Chaucer Tradition, 
p. 192),

13, largesse ) larged L, This copy error may have arisen through
confusion of signs for "sse" and "d" (see Furnivall, Edition, 
marginal note to L Manuscript, Minor Poems l),

14, of (2) ) om. L, Koch, comparing this omission with those at line 3,
Inotes: "The case however is quite another at line 14 where, after 

the eventual omission of the second of, the third could not 
remain either, which would entirely spoil the metre".

16, tobreste ) breste J. The prefix "to" here means "apart" and is
used to intensify the impact of "breste" (Mosse, Handbook,glossary, 
V, TO— for explanation and examples). Since J tends rather to 
take every opportunity to emphasise, the omission suggests that 
the error was probably inadvertent.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 3
Comfort is noon but in yow ladi deere
ffor loo my sinne and my confusioun 18
Which ouhteii not in %)i presence appeere
lion take on me a greevous accioun
Of verrey riht and desperacioun
And as bi riht bei mihten wel susteene.
bat j were wurpi my dampnacipun
Nere merci of you blisful heuene queene 24
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
17. is ) nys Pi. yow ) the 112 J, yow ladi deere ) yow my lady dere P2.
19. which ) whiIke J. oughte. ) ou^te Gg: ought B P Hi Sp- owght A G;

ouhtenFf; aught en S; aught H2 Pi; aght J; aghte L; ough P2. 
tlii ) Gg. appeere ) to apere L; for to a pere Gg Sp,

20. han ) hoiie A S; has J L; haven Pi. take on ) taken on G Gg S Sp;
take of A; takyn of L. greevous ) grevons A B G H2 J L P2 P2 S;
grevouse F HI ; geuous Gg.

21. and ) of H2.
22. mighten wel ) Mighten wele A; might well B; may wele J ;

nay it wele H2; may righte wele L,
23. were ) ware J. wurthi ) wordi P2; worth HI,
24. nere ,.. you ) ne were thy mercy thy H2; ware ne mercy ware of the J,

nere ) ner S; ne were 112 L; ne F; ware ne J, blisful )
blesful Pi; blessydfull L; blessed H2 P2. hevene ) heuen A; 
huuenys B F Pi P2; om, G Gg 112 J L,
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edited text stanza 3
Comfort is noon but in yow, ladi deere.
For, loo, my sinne end my confusioun, 18
Which oughtjej not in thi presence appeere,
Han take on me a greevous accioun
Of verrey right and desperacioun; 21
And, as bi right, thei mighten wel susteene
That I were wurthi my dampnacioun,
Nere merci of you, blisful hevene queenel 24
EMENDATIONS ; 19. oughte ) ouhten
TEXTUAL NOTES;
17, is ) nys PI, Double or even triple negatives were common in Middle 

English. See Mosse Handbook S, 149 (4) who quotes several examples.
22. mighten wel ) Mighten wele A; might well B; may wele J; may it wele H2; 

may righte wele L, Confusion of present and past tenses; the grammar
requires a preterite here.

24, nere ,,. you ) ne were thy mercy thy H2; ware ne meircy ware of the J, 
nere ) ner S ; ne were H2 L; ne F; ware ne J, Mosse, Handbook, S, 149 (2) 
has:"For sentence-negation there was the adverb ne, ^  which might 
amvlutinate with certain verbs (nil. nam, not, nabbe, etc,) or other 
adverbs (nevere) or conjunctions (nawber, neythir, nebeJLe^, etc.) and 
explains the origins of this procedure. This "agglutination" has 
given rise to the "nere" of Ff but the "ne were" of H2 L and "ware ne 
mercy ware of the" of J point to the difficulty of (l) assimilating 
dialect differences into the metrical pattern and (2) the confusion 
to which an unfamiliar construction or else the effort of assimilation 
can give rise. Compare the variants of "n"art" at 26, of "nolde" 
at 31 and cT- "nys" at 17 above,where the purpose is to add emphasis, 
blisful ) blesful Fl; blessydfull L; blessed H2 P2, (v, bl_es_s_ejd)
shows how these variants of "blisful" developed; the variants at 28 
indicate that the spellings of L and H2P2 respectively are consistent, 
hevene ) heuen A; heuenys B F Pi P2; om, G Gg ÏÏ2 J L,
OE, genitive nlurnl "heofena cwen" gives rise to the expression "hevene 
queene"; compare Canon's Yeoman's Tale 1089: "by the hevenes queene" 
with tiie variant of B F PI P2. Omission may have been caused by 
confusion arising from the "agglutination" earlier in the line, noted 
above; more likely it caused some difficulty (cf. p. 59, E (2) above).
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BASE TEXT STANZA 4
Dowte is ber noon bjm queen of miséricorde
bnt boil nart cause of grace and merci heere
God vouched saf thoruh bee us to accorde 27
ffor certes crystes blisful mooder deere
Were now be bowe bent in swich maneere
As it was first of justice and of jre. 30
be rihtful god nolde of no mercy heere 
But thoruli bee hnn we grace as we desire 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
25. is ) on. Pi. th^u ) bewe S; om. B F Gg III H2 PI P2 3,p,

miséricorde ) mysericorde J; miserycorde B; misericord A Gg L Sp* 
misericordie BI.

26. that ... aart ) bB-t» bj2P art A H2; but b^u art L; that nq bB.̂  erte J,
grace and ) om. BI.

27. vouched saufH^f^ouched sauffe A; wouclied-snwfe F; vouched saf Ff;
vouchede saf G Gg; voiichedsafe Sp; vouche saf f J ; vowche saf Pi ; 
fouchis-saufe L, thee.) om Hl̂ . to accorde ) tncorde B G F El P2. 
thee ) om. Hi. (

28. Crystes ) on. A. blisful ) blissefulle J; blyssedfull L;'blessed H2
29. wore ) weer 8; ware J. the ) bi B P2; om J, swich ) such B G L S;

swilke J. bent } I—bent B F G H2 PI; y belte y bent El.
30. justice ) ri^twisnes ̂ 2 J, of (2) } om, A 112. first ) furst G;

firste J L; fyrest Gg,
31. The ) that H2. rightful ) rithfulle J. god } lorde H2; otf. A S, 

bblde ) nold Pi P2; noolde S; wolde Gg H2; walde J; wold L*
would Sp; no ) b̂ ŝ J. heere } here A B F G Gg III 112 J L Pi P2 Sp.

32. thurgh ) Gg.
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EDITED" TEXT STANZA 4
Dowte is ther noon, thou queen of miséricorde,
That thou n'art cause of grace and merci heere;
God vouched sa^ th^rgl^ thee with us to accorde* 27
For, certes, Crystes blisful mooder deere.
Were now the bowe bent in swich maneere
As it was first, of justice and of ire, 30
The rightful God nolde of no mercy heere;
But tî rgli] thee han we grace, as we desire*
EMENDATIONS;
27 sauf ) saf thurgh ) thoruh 
C  T  32 thurgh ) thoruh
TEXTUAL NOTES
26. grace and ) om. Kl, A deterioration in quality of Hi begins here.
27. vouched sauf. As with "venquysshed" in line 8, there is a notable 

variation of spellings, Robinson in his glossary notes that "vouchen" 
meaning to call or declare, was used only by Chaucer in the phrase 
"vouchen sauf", participle "vouched sauf", meaning to grant or 
permit, so that the version of H2 P2 is preferred here.

29. bent ) I-bent B P G n2_.Pl; y belte y bent Hi. The use of a familiar 
Middle English construction "i—" was no doubt a result of the 
omission of final —e in the previous word "bowe". After realizing his

copy .error Hi corrects by means of simple repetition.
30. justice ) ri^twisnes H2 J, There appears to be no explanation

of this error. Since both scribes copy "justice" correctly in line 
37 it can only be a deliberate transposition.
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BASE TEXT , STANZA 5
Euere hath ciyn hope of refuit been in 33
ffor heer biforn ful ofte in many a wyse 
Host bo^ to miséricorde resceyued me
Cut merci lodi at b® grete assyse 36
Whan we shule come bifore b® hye iustyse 
So litel fruit shal b®iP̂ 6 in me be foWnde.
bat but povL er b&t day me chastyse 39
Of verrey riht my werlc me wole confounde 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
33. Euere ) Ever H2 L Pi P2 Sp* Euyr A B; Ende S. refut ) 

refute F 111 J L Sp; refuit Ff G; Reffuite A. 
been ... thee ) yn the be B F Gg Hi R2 Pi P2 Sp,

34. For ) from 112; om. L. many ) mane Gg, ofte in ) often in F.
a ) om. E F H2.

35. Hast ••• me ) Vnto mercy hastow receyuid me B F Gg III H2 Pi P2 Sp.
Hast thou ) Hastow B F G S; Hase b̂ î J ; Houe yow A; as thou L.

36. at the)atte by ^3 atte G; at that H2. the ) ora. P2.
37. we ) that Hi. bifore ) a for Pi. the ) that 112.
38. So ) To S, fruit ) fruyt 8 ; fruyte H2; ffrute A Pi P2; 

freut Gg Sp; good B F HI; goodnesse J; om. G L. shall ... founde )
in me than sholbe founde H2 J.

39. that (l) ) om. J. correcte me (wel^chastyseAIj:6me )
40. Of ... confounde ) My werlcys wyll me b^n confounde L, Of ) thurth J;

0 III, my ... confounde ) it will My werke confounde A, werk )
werke A B F 111 Sp; werkes J Pi. me wole ) wuli me B F Gg 111 H2 J L
PI P2 S Sp.

40A.Merci to haiie ther by belle grownde G.
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SPITED TEXT STANZA 5
Svere hath myn hope of refuj^ been in thee, 33
For heer-biforn fnl ofte, in many a wyse,
Hast thou to miséricorde re^jeyved me.
But merci, ladi, at the grete assyse, 36
Whan we shule come bifore the hye justysel 
So litel fruit shal thonne in me be founde
That, but thou er that day [correcte me] 39
Of verrey right my werk me wole confounde.
EMENDATIONS
33. refut ) refuit. 35 receyved ) resceyued 
30, correcte me ) me chastyse 
TEXTUAL NOTES
33. been ... thee ) yn the be B F Gg HI H2 Pi P2 Sp, In this stanza 

especially end at cruces elsewhere in the poem's manuscripts, 
versions fall into two groups: A and B. Occasionally, as here, 
the meaning is not altered,whichever version is chosen, (see also 
lines 40, 58, 162), and the base text (group B) is adhered to.

35, Hast ... me ) Vnto mercy hastow receyuid me B F Gg 111 H2 Pi P2 Sp.
Again, manuscripts divide into two groups. The A version:"Vnto.,.
me" is much closer to the French original "Quant a merci m ’as receu",
and Brusendorff (The Chaucer Tradition, p 240) uses this crux to
argue, after Ten Brink, in favour of the Tyrwhitt group - that is,
with manuscript Gg as the base text. However, group A's "mercy"
would involve an unusual repetition (see line 3b); the syntactical
inversion and use of "miséricorde" make group B's version the durior
lectio here; "miséricorde" occurs above at line 25 and is therefore
not unique in the poem; finally, Chaucer's was a fairly loose translation,
so that while the French version is important as a reference,a decision
as to originality cannot be based entirely on this similarity.

38. fruit ) good B F HI; goodnesse J; om, G L. The French version has 
"bien" at this point (line 58) and it is possible that scribes also 
had the French version before them, More likely, "good" is a gloss 
of the familiar image (see Note 38 below),

39. correcte me (ray folise J). The majority of manuscripts (11 including 
Speo-ht) have "cor recte me" ,and "me chastyse" in Ff stands over an 
erasure, so that Koch's preference of version: "me wel chastyse"
is rather i probable. Robinson, while allowing his version to agree 
with that of Koch, admits that "correcte me" is probably the original 
rending. Furthermore, Fevers has convincingly defended the change
of rhyme scheme involved, comparing The Former Age, stanza 6. (see 
below Note 39 for details of his comments).

40a.Scribe G inserts spurious line«'-i. ____
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BASE TEXT STANZA 6
Fleeinge j flee for socour to bi tente
Me for to hide from tempeste ful of dreede 42
Biseeching yow bnt ye you not absente 
bouli j be wikke 0 help yit at pis neede . .
A1 houe j ben a beste in wil and deede 45
Tit ladi bou me clô ie with grace, 
bin enemy and myn ladi tak heede
Un to my deth in poynt is me to chace 48
significant variants
41. Fleeinge ) Ffleynge B G Gg Hi ?2; Fleyng A F 112 L PI S*

Flying Sp; fflennde J. to ) on to P2, thi ) thyn Gg 112.
42. from ) fro b® Hi ; for L. tempeste ) tempest A B F G G-'El ïï2

L Pi P2 S Sp; tempestes J.
43. Biseeching ... absente ) Besechynge the lady be nat absent 112.

Biseeching ) Besekyng F G Gg L; Beseknnde G. yow ) be u. 
ye ) bpu.J. you ) the J ; ban A. not } om. P2.

44. 0 help yit ) AA., yit helpe u ; 0 ^itt help A L; yit helpe Ii2,
this ) that 112.

45. al î ) aile rmye J. a ) om. El. wil ) witte B F Gg ,Hl.H2i>
Pi P2 %), and deede ) and in deede G.

46. th ou ) om. 112. clothe ) cloth H2 PI P2; cloobe S; clethe: d ; " g I
close in Gg Sp. thi ) om. J. ihi grace ) byn owene grace Gg Sp. ,

47. enemy ) enmy H2 L; enemyn P2. myn ) my III .lady )yit lady S. tak ) tokys L,i
heede ) hede A B F Gg 112 L Pi P2 Sp; hide J. 7 — y"'*

48. Unto) that un to Pl. my ) myn Gg; the H2J .my ,,, is) i
the deed es in poynte J. poynt ) ponyte HI. me to chace ) 
to me chace P2.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 6
Fleeinge, I flee for socour to thi tente
Me for to hide from tempeste ful cf dreede, 42
Biseeching yow that ye you not absente
Thouh I be wikke, 0 help yit at this needel
A1 have I ben a beste in wil and deede, 45
Yit, ladi, thou me clothe with thi grace.
Thin enemy and myn - lodi, tak heedei -
Unto my deth in poynt is me to chaceI 48
EMENDATIONS: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
41.ffleande J. This northern form of the present participle is

used by J throughout - compare, for example, 43"Besekande" below,
43. yow ) be J. Ff and others use pronouns "thou" and "you" arbitrarily, 

and while J and sometimes 112 or L use second person singular there 
seems to be no pattern of consistency. See above page (a\ under the 
classification "familiar, more intimate forms of address", where it
is also made clear that some scribes altered pronouns apparently as
a matter of course, while others attempted to widen the scope so as

-2*:. ■? ; \ " 1to include the reader as at 68. him ; us, ’
44. 0 helu yit ) AA, yit helpe J; 0 ^itt help A L; yit helpe H2.

Scribes J L H2 and sometimes A employ inversion so as to emphasise 
their copy. Mosse, Handbook. S. 182 describes this as "the Emphatic 
Position" whereby "an element was frequently displaced or put at 
the head of the sentence for emphasis."

45. wil ) witte B F Gg Hi 112 Pi P2 Sp, Probably a visual error accounts 
for this discrepancy - compare 10. wolt ) wit Gg. Again, the variants
fall neatly into two groups: Group A record "witte" while B have
"wil" which makes better sense here, thoi^"witte" can be interpreted 
as "thought" as in "for I have sinned in thought and word and deed".

46. clothe )closein GgSp.’Realizing his error, Gg Seeks to compensate 
for "close" by adding "in". It is also possible however that Ur-Gg 
hod "thou me close with thin owen grnce".

47. heede ) hide J. "hide" is not an alternative spelling of "heede" (MED 
V .  heede); but, since "heede" is an alternative spelling of "hide", 
meaning concealment, refuge (MED v. Iiide (s)), and the sense is approp
riate here, this is no doubt how the error arose. MED records the use
of "ill hide" but not "tak hide" however (v, hiden). Gompare 103 hire )her J,

48. The fragmentary monuscrint HI ends here,
Compare Ffksinitial capital, here transcribed H, with those, transcribed 
V,at lines 8, GO, 82, 101, 162% it appears, from its resemblance to lower 
case u/v, that the scribe erroneously copied "u" for "7",



BASE TEXT STANZA 7
Gloriows rnayde and mooder which neuere
Were bitter neifaer in eerbe nor in see
But ful of swetnesse & of merci euere 51
Help bnt my fader be not wroth with me 
Spek bou for j ne dar not him ysee
So hnue j do on in eerfie alias %>er while. 54
|)at certes but if bou riy socour bee 
To stink eterne he wole my gost exile 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
49. Glorious ) Glorieuse F G; Grncyouse Gg Sp. ninyde and mooder )

modir and mayden A, uinyde ) rapid Sp; maiden J. tîmt ) per L. 
nevere ) never A B F H2 L PI Sp; euer S.

50. were bitter } was better 112; wns neuer ycure letter S. bitter )
bittir Gg; bittre B; bettir A H2 J L. neither ) nowpe_reJ;
nor F Gg Pi P2 Sp; none 112; om. L, nor in see ) ne in see L;
ne in the see J ; ne yit in see H2.

51, But ) both L; that 112. of (2) ) ora, 112.
52, with me ) om. P2,
58. thou ) om. J; to him rl2. for I ) for euer I, S. ne ) om, H2 J L Pi,

not ) om, P2. not him ) hym not Gg K2. him ) om. A, ysee ) 
se Gg 112 J L S PI; speke A.

54, the ) ber A Ff G; bs.t G.
55, certes ) cert is B Gg 112 L; series G; certnynly J. if ) that

B F Pi P2; om, G J L, ray ) myn Gg,
56, To . eterne ) ^o la sta nd e Paine J. gost ) goste B P2 ;

gooste F L S; ghost Sp; gaste J.
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23ITED TEXT STjlNZA 7
Glorious mayde and mooder. which thâ t nevere 
Were bitter, neither in ^]the nor in see,
But ful of swetnesse end of merci evere, 51
Help that ray Fader be not wroth with me#
Spek thou, for I ne dar not him ysee,
So have I doon in erthe, alias t)^ whilel 54
That certes, but if thou my socour bee.
To stink eterne he wole ray gost exile.
EMENDATIONS;
50. erthe ) eer^e 
54. the ) bsr 
TEXTUAL NOTES
49 Glorious ) Gracjouse Gg Sp, "Glorious" concurs with the French source 

at this point. For Gg’s tendency towards arbitrary changes compare 
133 merci ) ioye; 75 to yow ) with be,

50. was neuer youre letter S, Attempting to correct his error
at the previous line end, S alters the meaning and in his confusion 
mistakes b for 1. Eis preoccupation appears to continue on into 
53 where he has "for euer I" for "for I".

54. the ) A Ff G. Since the dative is inappropriate here, the
base text is altered.

56, To stink eterne ) To lastande Paine J. Distaste for the expression 
may have caused J to depart so far from his original, although this 
is curious since no other scribe has found it necessary to alter the 
text. The "conteniptusmundi" tradition in medieval penitential 
lyrice often led to such extravagant expressions as "stink eterne",
a form of "realism" not contained in the original French version -
see Note 56 below. Three other instances of "bowdlerization" occur 
at 28, 31, 137, none of them involving J so that the possibility of 
responsibility lying with an intermediary cannot be ruled out.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 8
He vouched soof tel him as was his wille 57
Bicomen a mon to ho.ue oure allinunce
And with his precious blood he wrot b® bille
Vp on be crois as general acquitounee 60
To euery Penitent in ful criaunce
And barfore ladi briht b^u for us proye.
bomie shalt bou bobe stinte al his greuaunce 63
And make oure foo to foilen of his praye
significant variants
57. vouched sauf ) vouched Sauffe A; wowchedsouff S; fouched 

soufe L; vouchid sauf B; vouched saaf Ff* vouched Saffe J;
vowchcd saf Pi ; vouchede saf G Gg; vouched safe Sp; vouche sauf P2. 
tel him ) ora. J L, as was ) as it wos J L.
58. Bicorne ... olliaunce ) Becora man heere for us in alliaunce 112'. 

Bicorne a man } B.icoraen à men Ff; Be come man J ; To become non L*
to have ) as for F Gg Pi P2 Sp. alliaunce ) alliance Gg L; 
aliaunce Pi P2; allaunce J.
59. And ... bille ) And yyt^ his blod put that in his remembraunce * 

he wrot be blisful bille P2. And ) om. J L, precious ) om,
B F Gg M2 Pi P2 Sp. the bille ) thà blysful bille F; b^t blisful 
bille Gg Pi Sp; a precious bille H2.
60. Upon ... acquitounee ) of mercy put that in his remerabrnunce Pi P2.

08 .) a H2.
61. in ) of A. creounce ) criaunce Ff Gg Sp,
62. bright ) deere ÎÎ2. thou ... us ) for us b_ou J, us ) me E2,
63. Thnnne ) That J L; So B2. thou ) ora. L. Both ) ora, Gg H2 J Sp,

stinte ) stynt St.. cease H2. his ) ora. B F G.
64. make ) maken F Gg. oure ... to ) oure foes to J; the fiendis a lie

to 112. to ) ora. A. faylen ) fayle A 112 L. -of ) or.B;'-om. K2.
his ) hair J; theyr H2.

 ̂ "put th.at in his remembra une e" i s underlined in the 
no r.u script (to be on i 11 ed ),



EDITED TEXT STANZA 8
He vouched tel him, as vms his wille 57
Bicorâ j a man, to have oure alliaunce.
And with his precious blood he wrot the bille
Upon the crois, as general ocquitaunce, 60
To every penitent in ful cr[^unce;
And therfore, lodi bright, thou for us praye,
Thanne shalt thou bothe stinte al his grevaunce, 63
And make oure foo to fallen of his praye,
EMENDATIONS:
57 sauf ) saaf 58 Bicorne ) Bicomen 61 creaunce ) criaunce
TEXTUAL NOTES
57. tel him ) om, J L, The pruning of interjection or aside by J L

is notable — compare 119 as us oughte ) om, and see textual note 119,
58. Bicorne a man. This is the version of the majority of manuscripts;

Ff’s "Bicomen" adds an extra syllable âince final -e on "Bicorne" 
would normally be elided before the article.
to have ) as for B F Gg Pi P2 Sp, Although "as for" is the harder 
reading it is likely that the scribe of an ancestral manuscript 
retained "as" from the previous line,"os was".to be followed by "as for"; 
but the sense is: "He vouched sauf ,., to have oure alliaunce", with 
"tel him, as was his wille" es interjection and aside,

59. Group A manuscripts omit "precious" and F Gg Pi Sp compensate
by adding "blisful" later in the line. This suggests that omission 
was erroneous rather than a version of the original since alliteration 
is not a feature of the verse; "blysful bille" is an easier reading 
and the emphasis it produces suggests that scribes were covering 
up for an earlier error; another scribe of the A group, B, omits both 
"precious" and "blisful, so that the metre is spoiled; 112's "a precious 
bille" is retention of copy. In view of this, the base text version 
is adhered to.

60. Of mercy put that in his remembrnunce Pi P2. With this unrelated line, 
manuscripts Pi P2 end here.

61. criaunce Ff Gg So. An alternative spelling of "creaunce", this 
form is rare (MED v. creaunce) and does not appear elsewhere in 
Chaucer, Of the four instances where the word occurs in Chaucer it is 
spelt "créance" three times and creaunce once - in ABC (Concordance v, 
créance: Tatlock bases his findings on the text of the Globe Chaucer).
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BASE T Æ f  STANZil 9
I wot it wel bou wolt ben oure socour
bou art so ful of bowntee in certeyn 66
ffor whan r soule folleth in erreur 
bi pi tee goth & ha letli him a yein
banne makest bou his pees with his souereyn 69
And bringest him out of be crooked strate
'..'ho so loueth he shal not loue in veyn
bat shal he fynde os he be lyf shol lete 72
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
65, it ) om. A Gg Sp. wolt ) om. L. ben ) been G Sp* beon S* be L.
66, Ttiou ) That B.
67, n soule ) we J L. folleth ; folle J L. in errour ) into

erreur .112; in any errour J.
63. haleth ) helith il2. him ayein ) us agayne J L,
69. Thonne } So J L; Thow II2. thou ) than 112, his (1) } oure J L. 

his (2) } oure J L.
70. bringest ) bringys J L; bring A. him ) us J. of .,. strete )

of dr ode B; om.F. .ai
71J %ho ) Ho Gg. thee loveth j lovi thee H2̂  lov€S the :» 3*1; he lovys L

he ) om. G.
72, as ) when B P J L.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 9
I wot it wel, thou wolt ben oure socour,
Thou art so ful of bowntee, in certeyn, 66
For, whan a soule felleth in errour,
Thi pitee goth and haleth him ayein.
Thanne makest th^u his pees with his sovereyn, 69
And bringest him out of the crooked strete.
Whoso thee loveth, he shal not love in veyn;
That slinl he fynde, as he the lyf shal lete. 72
EMENDATIONS: None

TEXTUAL NOTES:
67, a soule ) we J L, Inclusion of the reader and a desire to make 

the reference more immediate and explicit cause many alterations 
of this kind - compare Classification of Variants page above, t

68. haleth ) helith H2, Ilalen, to haul, raise up, can be used figuratively 
as here and in Boecë 2. pr. 8. 32? "haleth hem ayen" (MED, v. 
halen 1 b, where ADC is also quoted in this connection). Helen,
to recover, get better, has another meaning : to reform, as in 
The Pardoner's Tale, line 366: "it heeleth jalousie", and ,from this conno
tation the version of "H2 could have arisen. '
him ayein ) us agayne J L. Compare 67 above for a similar instance*
and 69. his ) oure. . ^

o M . S overc^n .8xxS<. Tkftnoicrijat h%s(wc ctiosei 0Spe.oS(6os cn u. <Mn<x iMm. y  of soaereyn .
70. of ... strete ) of drede B* om. F, Furnivall (Minor Poems III p 67) 

asserts that 70. proves B was not copying F, and Koch corroborates 
this. That both copied from an Ur-B F manuscript is possible and 
it could be suggested that B, seeking to fill the blank left by 
his original, attempted to find a rhyme for "lete" in 72, and supplied 
"drede" - hence "out of drede". In any case, the scribe shows little 
thought for scansion.
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DASE TEXT STANZA 10
Kalendeeres enlunyned ben bei . ,
bat in bis world ben lighted bi nanie
And who so goth to yow b® rihte wey 75
Him ther not drede in soule to be lane
Now oueen of comfort sithe b ^  art bat same
To whom j seeche for my medicyne. 78
Lat not my foo no more my wounde vnteme
Myn hele in to b̂ î  hand al j resyne
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
73. enlumyned ) illunynde J. ben } beon S ; beeth G; beth B F ; 

or J L,
74, That ) Yt Sp. world ) worlde A B F S; werlde J; world L; wordle G, 
'M- ben ) been G; beon S- beth B; or L; er J. lighted ) lithned J;

lyghtned H2.
75, to yow ) with b^ Gg Sp. righte ) Right A B F G L S Sp; rit^ J; redy
76, Him ) The H2. thar ) dar G. not drede ) nat dare drede H2,
77, Now ) Norise H2, that)be A 112 J Sp,
78. for my ) as for my,J ,L. my ) rryn Gg; pm. H2.
79. no .,, wound e ) my wound e no mare J L S, my ) myn Gg, en hume 6 F̂;. (y

T-U-Spï> ) vntame Ff S; attayne U2; untayne A.
80. hele ) heele A S; help H2,.. into ) al into K2,
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 10
Ke lender es enlnniyned ben thei
That in this world ben lighted wj^t^ thi name ;
And whoso goth to yow the rights wey, 75
Him thar not drede in soule to be lame.
Now, queen of comfort, sit̂ ij th_ou art thâ t same
To whom I seeche for my medicyne, 78
Lat not my foo no more my wound e [c^tame;
Myn hele into thin hand al I resy[r}ie.
EMENDATIONS:
77.sith ) sithe 79. entame ) vntame 80. resygne ) resyne
TEXTUAL NOTES:
77. Now ) Norise 112, Possibly an elaboration of the medical metaphor, 

this could be intended either as a noun (meaning nurse — cf. Parsons
Ta le, 874: "norise of vices") or a verb (meaning to strengthen -
cf. Boece , III met, vi, line 13 : "yf he noi^/̂ chg hi s corage unto 
vices"). Given H2's tendency towards paleographic errors however 
it is more probably a confusion over w, (compare 97 Noble .) Now H2), 
the error arising thus: Now ) *Nowe * Nowrise) Noriae.(nowrise was 
an alternative spelling of norise,v. NED, norice). !.

79, entame ) vntame Ff S; attayne 112; untayne A, Koch has: "'Untame' 
can only be a miswriting for "entame" (Fr,entame") which isto 
be found in most of the other manuscripts, and the French". Robinson 
supports this view in his text , The word clearly caused difficulty 
and the variants cited come into the cotegory of homoeogrophs as
defined by George Kane (see above page (c % ),
Koch uses this example to support the contention that, the best texts 
being in error, the common source was faulty - compare Brusendorff*s 
comments: textual note 163; Koch ago in, textual note 181 below.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 11
Lo-di bf sorwe kon j not portreye 81
Vnder be croa, ne liis greevous penaunce
But for youre bobes peynes j yow preye ' .
Lot not ourê  alder foo make his bobnunce 84
bnt he both in hise lystes of mischnunce 
Conuict b^f yo bobe hnue bouht so deere.
As j seide erst bou ground of oure aubstounce 87
Continue on us bf pit ous eyen dee re 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
81, thi ) byn Gg* - ; kon I ) ne cane I S.
82, the cros ) thy Sone crosse J. ne his ) nor the 112,
83, bothes ) boob^s S; bothis Gg* bothe F; both B L* bather J; om, H2,

peynes ) peygnes G; peynis A L* pnynes H2 J ; peyne Gg Sp; 
penaunce S.

84. older ) oldir Gg; aldres S; albere 112 J; oiler B F ; old L.
his ) us L. bobounce ) boko une e J ; :#bovonns A; bostnunce Sp.

85, of ) wjitli Gg. lystes ) lestis Gg Sp; lustes B2.
86. Convict ) Convicted H2; Compitte J, bought ) bouth J.
87. erst ) nr J, ground } crowned L. oure) om. Gg Sp.
88. Continue ) Continew A B F Gg; Contene L; Open J. on ) in B F,

thi ) thynne Gg. pitous ) petous Gg; pitouse B; pitisous J; 
pitevous A, eyen ) eyne Gg; yen A B.
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EDITED TEJCT STANZA 11
Ladi, thi sorwe kon I not portreje 81
Under the cros, ne his greevous penaunce.
But for youre bothes peynes I yow preye,
Lat not our_e alder foo make his bobounce 84
That he hath in hi[s] lystes of mischaunce 
Convict that ye bothe have bought so deere.
As I seide erst, thou ground of oure substounce, 87
Continue on us thi pitous eyen cleerel
EMENDATIONS;
85, his ) hise 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
83, bothes) boobes S* bothis Gg; bothe F; both B L; bother J; om, H2. 

Robinson suggests the following explanation: "'youre bothes', though 
supported by good manuscripts, is o strange construction, Perhaps
the reading should be 'youre bother' (supported by J) as in Tr.iv 168", 
But MED (V, bothe la.) records that "bothes" accompanying a personal 
pronoun and qualifying a plural noun is correct. The sense here 
is "both of your suffering(s)"; compare "ye bothe" at 86 below.

84. bobounce ) bokaimce J ; bovnnns A; bostaunce Sp, These are'paleo
graphic errors, the scribes misreading k for b, v for b, st for b 
respectively, rather than honioeographs as may at first appear.

86, Convict ) Convicted 112; Committe J. Both "convict" and "convicted" 
are past participles and J's visuo 1 error probaî)ly arose from the 
appearance of another alternative spelling "convit" (MED v. convicte(n)); 
although the sense (committed for trial) is not entirely inappropriate,

87, ground ) crowned. Auditory errors occur rarely in these manuscripts; 
compare peynes ) penaunce S at line 83, above,

88, Continue ) Continew A B F Gg; Contene L; Open J. L's "contene" orobnbly 
derives from "contenPn"(to contain ), and is n visual error. For J's 
tendency towards altering his copy compare 13 pleyn ) all ,
122 agi It have ) hnfe offended end page 5^9 above, 
pitous ) petous Gg; pitouse B ; pitisous J; pitevous A, J's"pitisous" 
is probably retention of copy, as is A's error (derived from "petous"); 
both indicate confusion over their copy.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 12
iloipes bnt sauh |3e bush with i lowmes rede
Brenninge, of which ber neuer a stikke hrende 90
V/as signe of bin vnwemmed mnidenhede
bou art be bush on which ber gan descende
be holigost, b® which bat moyses wende 93
Had ben a fyir and bis was in figure.
Now ladi from b® fyir b®^ us deufende
Which bnt in helle eternalli shal jdure 96
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
89. bush ) busbh A’; bosch Gg; buske-J. ‘ with ) of Gg.

flawraes ) flaumbes G S; flambes B F; flambis Gg Sp; floures 112.
90. ther ) then-.Sp^ bet S; om. A H2 J. a ) oon S, stikke )

sticke Sp; stike 112 ; stik A B F L; qwist J : stroke S.
brende ) bere brende Gg; I—brent H2.

91. signe ) figure K2.
92. on which ) in whom H2. gan ) can Sp. descende ) discende A B F;

desende G; descend J L Sp; dessendyn Gg.
93. the ) om. B Gg Sp,
94. n-fyr ) a fiur G; A fire B F J L; a fuyre B2; on ffyre A Gg S Sp,

in ) a J L.
95. thou ) om. Gg J Sp. the ) that H2. defende } deufende Ff;

defend Sp; fende 112.
96. which ) 051. J. eternalli sha l ) scha lie endelesly J, 

dure ) endure J.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 12
Moises, tho_t saugh the bush with flawmes rede,
Brenninge, of which ther never a stikke brende, 90
Was signe of thin unwemmed moidenhede.
Thou art the bush on which ther gan descende
The lioli Gost, the which that Hoyses wende 93
Had ben a— and this was in figure. '
Now, ladi, from the fyr thou us de^jsnde
Which that in helle eternalli shal dure. 96
EMENDATIONS:
94 a-fyr ) a fyir
95 defende ) deufende 
TEXTUAL NOTES:
89, floures 112. A visual error probably arising from confusion over "w" - 

compare note 77 above.
90, ther ) om. A H2 J, Minor omissions such as this occur throughout

the text; for a full outline of reasons and further comments, see above p.B̂ S. 
stikke^ ). qwist J; stroke S, Visual errors; "ick" resembling "w"causes confusica

91, Compare this paleographic error with 169:figure ) signe B.
95, fende H2, Probably,anticipation of copy; 112's variant nevertheless 

derives from "fenden", meaning to defend (MED y. fenden). Compare
96 dure ) endure J; 146 deprived ) priued J L, where originality 
is also indicated by metrical considerations.

96. eternalli shal ) scballe endelesly J, For J*s tendencies towards
td/ to 0.1inversion and Alteration see, respectively^ notes 44 and 108,



45"
BASS TSXT STANZA 13
Noble princesse b^t neuere haddest peere 
Certes if nny comfort in us bee
bat coraeth of bee boii cristes mooder deere 99
V<e hen noon oober melodye or glee 
Vs to reioyse in oure aduersitee
Ne nduocat noon b^t wol & dar so preye, 102
ffor us, and b̂ )t for litel hire as yee 
bat he1pen for an Aue marie or tweye 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
97 Noble ) now H2, haddest ) haddist Gg; ^it had J L,
98 certes-) ora. L. in bee ) iiu us be it coraeth of pe ,L;

be in v.s it comes b®row be J,
99 That ... thou ) Thow erte J L, thou ) ora.B F G Gg Sp,

cristes ) cristis awyn J.
100 or glee ) nor glee H2; ne gle Gg Sp; no obere glee J; ne

none ober gle L,
10.1 in oure ) of in 112.
102 odvocat noon ) nanne advoket J. tint ) ora. H2. wole and dor )

wole and can H2; dare bn^^e S. so ) ora. S, preye ) prey B F Sp;
praye il2; pray A; prayne J L.

103 f01(2) )for so B L; for as Gg Sp, hire ) her J; here Gg.
104 helpen ) helpes J L; helpist us îi2. an ) on Gg; ora, 112,

Marie ) Maria A. tweye ) twayne J L.
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EDITED TiXCT STiUîZA 13
Noble princesse, thot nevere haddest peere,
Certes, if snv comfort in us bee.
That cometh of thee, th.ou Cristes mooder deere, 99
We han noon oother melodye or glee 
Us to rejoyse in oure adversitee,
Ne odvocat noon th^t wol and dar so preye - 102
For us, and that for litel hire as yee.
That helpen for on Ave—Marie or tweye,
BLIENDATIGNS; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
98 in ... bee ) in us be it coraeth of b® L; be in v.s it comes boro^ 

be J. Anticipation of copy in line 99 possibly encouraged the 
rhyming of "bee" (end of 98) with "bee" (caesura, line 99),

99 That thou ) Thow erte J L, Compensation for earlier anticipation 
of copy. cristes ) cristis owyn J, J attempts to pad out the copy 
after omission earlier in the line.

100 or glee ) nor glee U2; ne gle Gg Sp; no obere glee J; ne none
ober gle L. For scribal habits connected with double negative,
see above note 17. J L^repeat "obere" either mechanically|or, 
probably, in an attempt to elaborate, with little regard for scansion,

102 prayne J L, A copy error which scribes seek to assimilate by altering rhyme 
n-’̂ordi "tweye" to "twayne" in 104 below.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 14
0 verrey light of eyen. bnt ben blynde 105
0 verreV lust of labour and distresse 
0 tresorcere of bouiitee to inonkynde
bee whom god ches to mooder for humblesse 108
ffron bis nncille he made be maistresse
Of heuene eerbe. our^ bille up for to beede
bis world nioiteth euere on bi goodnesse 111
ffor bou ne failest neuere wight at neede

SIGMIFICA NT VARIA NTS
105 eyen ) Yen A B- ejyjn Gg; eyeghen S, that ) b® Gg Sp,

ben ) been Sp; beon S ; a r  L; er J.
106 lust of ) reste ofHSL-'; reste and J, distresse ) Distres A;

destresse Sp; of distresse J; disease 112,
107 0 ) 0 verray A, of j and ii2,
108 Thee ) bou J ; om. il2, god ) god hir H2. to ) om, H2/J L.

riood̂ T̂  j om. rI2, humblesse ) hunilesse G; uniblesse Gg; 
humbles A; humblenesse L; verray humblenesse H2; mekenesse_ J,

109 From } ffor'.,A; And of 112, he ) om. J. the ) yowe S,
110 up ) om. A. for ) om. Gg S Sp. beude ) bede A B Gg H2 J Sp

ied e L, ;■ T - - I
111 Awaiteth ) a.waytebe/S ; awaytys L; ha se wnite J. on ) in L.

thi ) byn Gg.
112 ne J om. H2 J L. feilest j ffayiist A; fayles J ; faylis L;

fayledist Gg. nevere ) neuer A B F H2 L S Sp; neue Gg; 
neuere na J ; neuer here H2.



îûlTED TEXT STANZA 14
0 verrey light of eyen that ben blyncle, 105
0 verrey lust of labour and distresse,
0 tresoreere of boiintee to niankynde,
Thee whom God ches to mooder for humblessej 108
From his encille he made the naistresse 
Of hevi^j and [i^the, our bille up for to beede.
This world awaiteth evere on thi goodnesse, ' 111

For thou ne failest nevere wight at neede.
EMENDATIONS ;
110 heven ) heuene. erthe ) eerbe 
TEXTUAL NOTES
106 lust ) reste Hg J L, Possibly an intermediary copy read "leste" and 

retention of copy or visual error resulted in "rest"; alternatively, 
retention of copy from "light" above could have caused "lust" - again 
assuming an intermediate copy to read "lest(e)". In this case, where 
either is a possibility, it is necessary to have final recourse to 
the majority verdict: "lust", besides which 112 J L frequently err 
and are therefore unreliable, distresse ) disease 112. visual error;'cf<note775 

108 humblesse ) mekenespe J. Another example of J's tendency to gloss 
his copy - compare p, 58 tT'— by substituting a word of similLr meaning.
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CASK TüSCT STANZA 15
Curpos I hnue Bu;n tine for to enouere
V/lierfore and v/hi t>e hoi i %ost bee soiihte 114
whan 'xabrielles vois can vn to bin ere 
Ho not to verre us svich n wunder vrouhte
Cut for to soue us ^nt he sithen bouhte 117
barine needeth us no vepene us for to soue.
Cut oonly ber v/e did en not as us oulite
Coo penitence and nerci axe and hnue 120

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
113 Purpos ) Purpose H2 J Sp; Pourpose S ; Porpoos G; purposed A,

for ) om. L, to enquere ) tenquere C F Gg Sp.
114 and vlii ) on. L.
115. Gobrielles ) Gabrieli A J, to ) vn to A Ff B2 Pi P2 S.
116 to verre ) to very L; the vers H2, vroughte ) wrought C F H2 S-

vroght Sp;T/roth J,
117 si then ) seyn J; syne L, boughte ) boghte L; bought C F 112 Sp;

boght A; bou^h J,
118 T/hanne ) So H2, us ) us, than IÏ2; ora, L S., for ) om, C Gg IÎ2 J Sp.

save ) hnue S.
119 ther ) tlier as B F- when H2. did en ) did C G Gg J L S Sp; do K2,

as ,,, oughte ) ora, J L,
120 Coo have ) To penitence ga and mercy hnfe o;

Us oghte to penitence go and mercy have L. Doo) To A,



too

EDITED TEXT STANZA 15
Purpos I hove sum time for to ennuere
Wherfore ond whi the Hoii Dost thee soughte, 114
Whan Uebrielles vois cam to thin ere.
He not to verre us sv/ich 8 v[)jider vroughte,
Dut for to save us that he sithen boughte; 117
Thmnue needeth us no wepe^] us for to save.
But oonly ther we did̂ ] not, as us oughte,
Doo penitence, and merci axe and hove, 120
EMENDATIONS t
115 un ) om. ' — -
118 T/epen ) vepene 119 dido ) diden 
TEXTUAL NOTES
115 to ) vn to A Ff H2 Pi P2 S, The insertion of "un" alters the metre

unless final -e on "Gabrielles" remains unsounded. Since the
majority of manuscripts omit "un" - even, as in J, when writing
"Gabriel" - it is not included here; the stress pattern is as follows:
V/han Gabrielles vois cam to thin ere

116, to verre ) to very L* the vers H2. Visual error; in the case of L
the meanings are similar: "werreyen" means to make war, oppose;
"weryen", to strangle, worry, H2’s error appears to have arisen
from anticipation of copy, "To verre" is not an infinitive- cf.Fr,"pour guerre but means "frpm hostility"; see Note 116 belov.

119 as ,,, oughte ) ora J L, See note 57 above for a similar example of
omission by J and L; scribes attempt to set this right in the next 
line, J by further pruning, L by incorporating "as us oughte"_into 
his copy.
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BASE TEXT STANZA 16 ‘
Oueen of confort vit wlion j me bithinke
bat j ngilt bane bob© him oncl
And bat ray soiile ir. tnirthi for to sinhe 123
Alios j coityf whider may I flee 
V/ho shnl vn to bi sone ray mene bee
Mho but pi self bat art of pitee welle 126
bou hast more reuthe on oure_ aduersitee 
ban in bis world miht any tunge telle

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
121 yit ) right Sp, bithinke ) bethinke F G Qg il2 J L Sp;

be bink A; bethenke G; bethenk S- thinke B,
122 That I. ) That day I H2, agilt have ) have Bgylt L; agylted 112;

hnfo offended J, have ) om. 112. bothe him ) boobe offt him S- 
both thyn 112.

123 ray ) myn Gg, for ) downe H2. sinke ) stynke B.
124 may ) schal Gg Sp,
125 Who ... sone } whn to thy sonne schalle.J,Who ) Bo Gg.

un ) om, L, thi ) thyn Gg. ray ) rayn Gg.
126 thi ) thyn Gg, that ....pitee ) b^t of pitee ert J. that ) b^^ B.

pitee ) uitie Sp; pite B L S; pete A Gg,
127 reuthe ) row the A ; rowthe G 112; routîi B F Gg S Sp; rewt J,

on } of J Li S.
128 might .) myghte G Gg L; may A il2.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 16
Uueen of comfort, yit whan I me bithinke 
That I agilt have bothe him and thee,
And that ray soule is ŵ Jrthi for to si nice, 123
Allasl I cnityf, whider may I flee?
Who shal tinto thi Sone ray mene bee?
Who, but thiself, that art of pitee welle? 126
Thou hast more reuthe on our_e adversitee 
Than in this world might any tonge telle.
EXIENDATlONSt -

TEXTUAL NOTES;
121 bithinke ) thinke B, B’s variant "thinke" lacks the emphasis of 

the reflexive verb "bithinke", meaning to reflect, concern oneself 
with something.

123 sinke ) stynke B, Unless influenced by 56 - "stinke eterne" - 
this is a straightforward copy error.
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BASE TE2C7 STANZA 17
’ledresse ne raooder ond me chastise 129
ffor corteynly ray foderes chostisinge 
bat dor j nonht obiden in no vise

J
So hidous it is rihful rekenynge 132
Mooder of v/hom cure merci gan to springe 
Beth ye my juge & eek ray soulea leche. 
ffor eu ere in you is pitee liaboundinge
To eche bat vole of pitee you biseeche 136

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
129 ond me ) & ek me Gg Sp; and S,
130 certeynly ) Gertnynly A J L S Sp; certis B 112. foderes )

foderis Gg L; fadrys 3 F; foders H2 S Sp; ffndirs A; fader J .
131 that ) ne Gg Sp- om. B F J, obiden ) abide B G H2 J L.
132 is his ) it is A Ff G '; it is b© S; it es bü^ U L. rightful )

rihful Ff; rewfulle J L; fulle Gg Sp.
133 merci ) ioye Gg Sp. to ) ora. J.
134 ye ) bpu H2 J, eek ) also J; als L. my ) myn Gg.
135 you ) the H2 J. is ... haboundinge ) I putte myne habidynge Tk Î

^  N.Z- is pitee yow beseche F.
136 To ... biseeche ) Off petee of wliilke I the be seche J; line om. F.

eche ) eueryeh B L. you ) the H2.

 ̂o Inter hand hns inserted "hys" in the margin
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 17
Iledresse me, mooder, ond me chastise, 129
For certeynly my Foderes chostisinge.
That dor I nought, obiden in no wise,
So hidous i[sjhis righ^jpul rekenynge. 132
Mooder, of whom oure merci gon to springe,
Beth ye my juge ond eek my soules leche;
For evere in you is pitee haboundinge 135
To ec^ that wole of pitee you biseeche,
EMENDATIONS ;
132 is his rightful ) it is rihful 
136 ech ) eche 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
13&. foderes ) fader J, J's version is an example of o "genitive 

with zero ending" (Mosse, Handbook, S, 110 2) which is probably 
correct - compare General Prologue 695: "Oure Lady veyl". Book of the 
Duchess 372: "the forest syde"; J (and A) uses the same form above at 
line 115: Gabrielles ) Gabrieli. However, since J is a poor manuscript 
and this version is unsupported the majority version stands./

\ . "Is his iskoeK's C o n C e c f c o f A f o n132. is his ) it is A Pf 'G S; it is be G; it es büU G L.^ Ff’s' **it is 
rihful rekenynge*' is corrected into "hys" by a later hand in the 
margin. Koch notes: "The reading of the 1 group of MSS 'it is' is 
senseless; the other group seems to be in order with its 'is 
his', but a comparison with the French text (1. 196: son chastoy si 
fiert a hie) shows how the error of the first clause must have 
originated; the copyist of the MS which become the common source 
for the MSS belonging to it, apparently took 'hit his* only for 
8 bad spelling of 'it is', and corrected these words, in his 
opinion, but spoilt the sense entirely; whilst another scribe, 
whose work became the original for the second group, altered this 
nonsense but did not hit upon the right reading". Lee Koch, Edition. 
132 n.

135 is ... haboundinge ) I putte niync habidynge J L; is pitee yow
biseche F. Given J L's tendencies towards clarification (see above 
page 54 for examples) this may fall into that category; alternatively, 
a. gap in an intermediary copy could have caused the error, or it 
could even arise from l)the tendency towards inversion 2) confusion 
arising from this effort 3) visual error involving "pitee/putte,"
"h a b ound inge/habidynge".
Although there is no gap in F , the next words after "is pitee" are 
"you biseeche", no doubt because the eye caught "pitee you biseeche" 
immediately beneath in line 136.



105

PASS TEXT STANZA IS
Soth is bat god ne granteth no pitee 137
With oute bee, for god of his goodnesse 
fforyiveth noon but it like vn to f)ee
He hath bee maked vicair & raaistresse 140
Of al be world, and eek gouernowresse 
Of hetiene. and he represseth his iustise.
After bl wil. and perfore in witnesse 143
He hath corowned in so rial wise

SIGNIFICAI-rr VAP.IANTS
137 soth ) sooth G Sp; Sobe A; soobe S ; soth & trowthe H2,

is ) it es li2 J L. that ) om. H2 Sp, God ; he B F Gg Sp, 
ne ) om, H2 J L, granteth ) grapites J L,

138 thee ) yon L.
139 foryiveth ) ffor giffes J L. noon ) nat H2, but it ) hot

jif it J L. un } om. J L.
IdO hath naked ) hase made the J. maked ) Made A B H2,
141 this ) the -A Ff S . eek } also J L.

governeresse ) gouerhowresse A Ff J L; gouernesse B F.
142 he ) erth J ; on. Gg Sp, represseth ) empresse J.
143 thi ) thyn Gg, therfore ) therof H2.
144 thee ccrowned ) corowned be G- corowned ) korovned G;

crowned H2 L Sp; crounnyd Gg; crownid A, wise ) a wise J S.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 18
Soth is that God ne granteth no pitee
Withoute thee; for God, of his goodnesse, 138
Foryiveth noon, but it like unto thee.
He ha th thee nrnked vicair[e] and mai stresse
Of a 1 th^sj world, and eek governeresse 141
Of hevene, and he represseth his justise 
After thi wil; and therfore in witnesse
He hath thee corowned in so rial wise. 144
EMENDATIONS :
140 vicaire ) vicair
141 this ) the 141 governeresse ) gouernowresse
TEXTUAL NOTES;
137 soth ) soth & trowthe H2. Embellishment of copy; compare 173 

below for another example in H2, and page 60 above for examples 
by this and other scribes,

141 this ) the A Ff 8. The expression "al this world" occurs earlier 
in the poem; compare note 2 above.
governeresse) gouernowresse A Ff J L; gouernesse B F, Koch, Edition,
amends to "governeresse" in accordance with the French at line 214.
Hobinson however leaves "governouresse". Koch's version has been 
preferred here, consistent with "entame" (see note 79 above), 
since "governouresse" is a possible anglicization on the part of 
the scribe (compare NED:.governouresse). B F's "gouernesse" 
probably arose through confusion over n contraction.
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BASE TIiIXT STANZA 19
Temple deuout ber god hath his woninge 
ffro which base mishileeued denriued been
To you my soule penitent j bringe 147
Tlesceyue me. I can no ferbere fleen 
ith thornes venyraous 0 heuene queen 

ffor wliich be eerbe ocursed was ful yore. 150
I on wotgded as ye nay T/el seen 
bot j om lost almost it sraert so sore

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
145 Temple ) Temperall A, ther ) here A B Gg; where 112 L; where in J.

hath } hot H2; has J; ches Gg Sp. his ) om. J.
146 Fro ) ffro J; for Sp. these ) this 3. misbileeved ) mysbeleeuede G;

nysbileunnde J; heretikes H2. deprived. ) prjued J L. been ) be K2.
147 you } the 112 J. I ) om. H2.
148 me ) me now 32. I ) fori Gg Sp. con ) ne cane S.
149 0 ) A d ; I BF; om. Gg Sp, hevene ) heuyn A B J S; heaven Sp,
150 ncursed ) cursed J L. was ) om. L. full j fell L. yore ) sore 112 Sp,
151 I am so ) I so am J; I om soore S, so ) om, A Ff. ye j d.
152 almost ) on. A S, it-) I II2 d L, “sm'ert so ) Sraertith Be So A S.

sore ) soore S; sare d.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 19
Temple devout, ther God both his woninge.
Fro which these misbileeved deprived been
To you my soule penitent I bringe. 147
iieceyve me - I con no ferther fleenj 
With thornes venymous, 0 hevene queen,
For which the eerthe acursecl was ful yore, 150
I om [so] wounded, os ye may wel seen.
That I am lost almost, it smert so sore.
EMENDATIONS;
151 so ) om. . . ‘
TEXTUilL NOTES;

145 Temple ) Temp era-11 A. A may have hod in mind "atterapre" - temperate, 
modest, discreet - or "teraprenf — to control, moderate, but it is more 
likely to have occurred through raiscopying.

146 dep^ved ) priued J L. Compare note 95 above, and 150 ncursed )cur.sed JU 
151 so ) om. A Ff. The majority of good manuscripts insert "so" here;

8's "soore", while being the harder reading here,may be due to anticipation 
of rhyme-word "sore" at 152; or to emphasis (for S's tendency towards 
emphasis cf. p. 60 F),
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BASE TEXT STANZA 20
Virgine t»nt art so noble of apparaile 153
And ledest us in to be hye tour 
Of Paradys, bou me wisse and coun^a^le
How j may haue bi grace & bi sô ojur 156
Ail haue j ben in filthe and in erjr<̂ ur
Lo.di vn to bak court bou me aioi^rje
jbat cleped is bi bench. 0 fresh flour 159
ber as bot merci euere shall soiourne

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
153 art ... noble ) so noble es J, art ) is L,
154 And } that B F Gg Sp» om. G J L, ledest ) ledist A 3 Gg Iî2;

lead est Sp» lede L; led J. into ) unto 112 L, the ) byn L S.
hye tour ) highest toure 112; hie paradis toure J ; hygh 
tour of paradyce L.

155 Cf ... counsoile ') Thou me wysse lady and counsayle L;
bou visse me lady and me counsayle J. visse ) wiche Gg; wish Sp,

156 IIow ) on whate wise J; of what ivy se L. thi (l) ) by^ Gg,
thi (2) ) byn Gg,

157 Ail ,,, I ) For I have H2. in (2) ) om;”J L, filtîie )
filth B 112 Sp; full the G» fyghte L.

153 unto ) on Gg Sp, court ) contre B F Gg Sp,
159 cleped ) clepid 32; cleaped Sp; colled J; cheped Gg. thi )

^the'32; om. L. bench ) benche F 112 S; benke J ; bouche L,
0 } of B F Gg 112 Sp, of a d. freshe) frosche Gg.

160 Ther as ) There whore J; wher that thy H2. that ) om. J L.
evere shal ) scholl euere (more 112 J ) L, sojourne )
Suggourne G.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 20
Virgine, that art so noble of nnperaile, 153
And ledest us into the hye tour
Of Parodys, thou me visse ond counjsoî le
How I may have thi grace and thi sojc<̂ ur, 156
All have I ben in filthe and in erjr<̂ ur.
Ladi, unto that court thou me njoi^ri^
That cleped is thi bench, 0 freshjê  flour 1 159
Ther as that merci evere shnl sojourne,
EMENDATIONS;
^59 freshe ) fresh 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
154 tour. Furnivall has "toure"; it is possible that a final -e occurred but
the base manuscript is rather smudged at this point.

155—8. Damage to manuscript Ff has made the final word in each of these 
lines imclear.

159 0 ) of B F Gg 112 Sp; of a J. It is likely that J's original also 
read "of", an error which J attempts to set right,altering to "thy 
benke of a fresch flour". L, after omitting "thi" has become totally 
confused; his "bouche" is evidently a visual error. j
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BASK TEXT STANZA 21
Xpc bi sone hot in bi^ world alighte
Vn on be cro? to suffre his pnssioun 162
And eek suffred bui* longius his herte pighte 
And mode his herte blood to renne adon^
And 01 was bis for ny saluo^ioiia 165
And j to him am fais and eek vnlcynde 
And yit he wole not ray d&mpnacioun
bis thanke j yow socour of al tnankynde 188

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
161 Xristus ) Chryste L* Xpist 112; Xpus F; Xpc B Ff G Gg S.Spy Xps A,

thi ) byn Gg. olighte ) alight A F G Gg ii2 Sp; litli J,
162 the) a B F Gg 112 Sp; om. G.
163 eek ) eke Suffrid A 3 F Ff G S Sp; also suffred L;

sufferede ek Gg H2 Sp; suffered J. herte ) hert 3 F; 
hert to 32. prighte ) pighte - editor's emendation (see 
note opposite).

164 herte ) hert B F 112. blood ) blody 112. to ) for to J; om. Gg Sp.
0 d oun ) downe J L.

165 And ... this ) And all bi® was A Gg 112 Sp. So was it al S,
this ) thus L. my ) myn Gg; oure H2. salvacioun ) sauacioun G Gg,

166 And (l) ) ora. J L. I ».. am ) To him I ora J; we to hym ben H2.
and (2) ) on G. eek ) also J L.

167 ray ) rayn Gg; oure 32.
168 This ) Than TI2. I yow ) I the J; we the M2. socour ) socoure 3;

s au our 112.
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 21

thi sone, that in this world aligh^
Upon the cros to suffre his passioun, 162
And eek that Longius his herte pighte,
Anri made his herte blood, to renne ad oun.
And. a 1 was this for ciy salvacioun; 165
And I to him om fais and eek unkynde.
And yit he wole not my do-mpnacioun, -
This thanke I yow, socour of al mankyndel 168
EME.NDATIGNS;
161 Xristus ) Xnc. alight ) olighte
163 And eek that ) ond eek suffred that. prighte ) pighte.
TEXTUAL NOTES;
163. And eek thâ t. All manuscripts insert "suffred", apparently as 

repetition of line 162,
prighte. All manuscripts have"pighte", a version which Robinson 
retains,while conceding that "prighte" may be correct. Brusendorff 
at page 241 of The Chaucer Tradition comments; ".. the last word 
is a clear scribal error for 'prighte', and this certainly seems 
to indicate thet all th-e. preserved manuscripts are derived,'from the 
Same copy of the original". "Lichen" has two meanings: 1) to pitch a
tent; 2) to furnish with a pike (NED v. pichen). "Prichen" from
which "prighte" :1s derived is more appropriate here, since it means 
to pierce.

168. socour ) sauour H2, Meaning "saviour", ÎI2's variant is probably 
intended to add emphasis.
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PASS T£XT 'STANZA 22
Ysoac was figure of his deth certeyn 
hot so fer forth his foder wolde obeye
bat him ne rouhte no thing to be sloyn 171
Hiht soo bl sone lust as a lonb to deye 
Now ladi ful of merci j yow preye
8ithe he his merci mesured so large. 174
Be ye not skont. for alle we singe & seye 
pot ye ben from vengeaunce oy ourje targe

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
169 figure ) fygur L* figeur Gg; signe B. deth ) death Sp; dethe F;

deebe S; dede J.
170 That ... fer forth ) In that he wold H2. fer forth ) fferforth to J L;

wolde ) wil 112.
171 That ) So ferre that 112. îiim ) he J. ne ) om. J L,/ nothing ) I

om. 112. to } for to 112. I
172 soo ) ora. L. thy ) byn Gg. list ... lamb ) as a larabe list J;

as lanbe lyst for L. a. ) om. 3 F. to ) om. J.
173 Now ... preye ) Now I pray the lady ffule of mercy J;

For us now blessed lady I the prey H2. preye ) biseecli Gg.
174 Sith ) Sithe Ff Gg; sen J L. his ) is A F L S; os J.

-mesured ) measured hath h2; me seured Gg; sured me Sp.
175 ye ) bop K2 J. and seye } softly J. and ) or Sp,
175 That ... targe } Ageyne veriiance. that thow art ay his targe 112.

ye ) bou J. ben ) been F G Sp; beon S; erte J; ar L,
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EDITED TEXT STANZA 22
Ysau-c was figure of his deth, certeyn,
That so fer forth his fader wolde obeye
That him ne roughte nothing to be slayn; 171
Right soo thi Sone l̂ |??t, as a lamb, to deye.
Now, ladi ful of merci, I yow preye,
Sit|̂  he his merci mesured so large j 174
Be ye not skant; for a lie we singe and seye 
That ye ben from vengeaunce ay our^ targe.
EMENDATIONS;
172 list ) lust 
174 sith ) sithe 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
173 preye ) biseech Gg. Sp, who evidently copied Gg, alters his text 

to rhyme with "deye", independently of Gg's manuscript and
thus achieves the correct majority reading "preye".'

174 mesured ) me seured Gg; sured me Sp, Sp attempts to set right
Gg's error which arises from false word-division.
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DASh: TEXT STANZA 23
Zoxharie yow clepeth be opene welle 177
To VOsshe sinful soule out of his gilt 
befor b"is less oun ouht j wel to telle
bet nere bl tender herte we weren spilt 180
i'îow lodi sithe bo'i const ond wilt 
Ben to be seed of Adorn mereiohie.
Bring us to b̂ t̂ palais b^t is bilt 183
To penitentes bat ben to merci able Amen

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS
177 yow ) the H2 J. clepeth ) clepith A B Gg H2 Sp; clepebe S;

calle^ J; cnllys L,
178 To ... gilt ) To wossh the sjmful soulis out of ther gilt H2;

The whyIk of synful sowlys excusys be gilte L.
To wosshe ) b® whiche Gg; that wisht Sp,

179 Therfore ) ''befer- Ff ; therfore J; V/herefor H2,
ought ) awe L; out Gg Sp,

180 nere j ne were L; ware noght J, thi ) byn Gg. weren )
were B F Gg 8p;'wer L; war J ; were but 32,

181 bryghte) om. all manuscripts save Gg Sp, sith. ) sithe Ff;
sen J L. thou ) thou both H2. and ) and eeke S,

182 seed ) sed B Gg; sede A F L; seede 32 S,
183 Bring ) Bringe B F Gg 112; and brynge J; so bring S,

to } tinto H2. that ) thy J L, palais ) place K2 J L,
bilt ) bryghte L.

184 penitentes ; penitentis B F Gg; penytent^ G; penitence J;
penitent L, ben ... able ) to thy mercy or able J. 
merci able ) Merctable A, able } abele Gg; Abull 3,
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SPITED TEXT STANZA 23
Zacharie yow clepeth the ope^ welle 177
To wasshe sinful soule out of his giIt.
Therfoi|^this lessoun oughte I wel to telle,
That, nere thi tender herte, weiver|̂  spilt, 180
Now, lodi jbryghtej, sit^j thou canst ond wilt 
Ben to the seed of Adorn mercio-ble,
Bring us to that polo is that is bilt 183
To penitentes th^t ben to merci able. Amen
EMENDATIONS:
177 open ) opene 179 Therfore ) befor
180 were ) weren 181 bryghte - inserted, sithe ) sith
TEXTUAL NOTES:
179 Therfore ) befor, Ff makes an alteration by subpuncting,
181 brYghtf!. Omitted in all manuscripts save Gg Sp, "bryghte is 

inserted here by previous editors. On lines 181 and 183, Koch 
comments: " They are deficient in one syllable, according to 
the best manuscripts. In the first case, Gg and 8p make a very 
good suggestion with their *ladi bryght* , which phrase also occurs 
in lines 16 and 62 in all manuscripts; in the second perhnpé H2 
has by chance the best reading with its'unto', instead of 'to'; 
perhaps 'bilt' is to be altered into 'ybilt'. If the best texts 
seem to prove that no such addition is necessary, one ought to 
bear in mind that their common source must already have been
a faulty one, as is clearly shown by my remarks to 1. 79 ••• 
so that omissions in the last line would not at all be unlikely".
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4» .. of alle fleures flour, the best, the most excellent, A familiar 
phrase in medieval English and Latin lyrics (where it appears as 
"florura flos") dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, See ÎI, Woolf,
Religious Lyric _, p 276, The description is used by Chaucer to
address the daisy in theFPrologue to the Legend of Good Women (line 185),
Compare also The Parson's Tale, line 288: "For in the flour is hope
of fruyt in tyrae cominge". This brings out the sense of potential
and promise of achievement implicit in the epithet "flour", a
phrase not used in de Deguilleville, but echoed by Chnucer at
line 159 of ABC and reinforced by the harvest associations later in
the poem (see n, 38 below).
For a discussion of the phrase "florum flos" see P Dronke, Ledieva1
Latin and the Rise of the European Love Lyric, i, Oxford, 1965, pp 
181—92, The virgin was also addressed as "flos est puellarum" — ^Flower 
of all maidens" (see Medieval Latin Lyrics, ed, H, Waddell, New York,
1933, p, 224).

6, debonayre. Gracious lady. Occurring in the French at line 11, 
"debonayre"is frequently found in contemporary English lyrics to the
Virgin modelled on the secular tradition, ^ee C, Brown, Lyrics, no* 16,1.17,

7. langour, This word indicates the spiritual sickness caused by 
the poet's "adversaire", the devil (cf, lines 79, 84—5, 15l),
An interesting parallel can be drawn with the use of"1apgunghwi1"
in the Old English poem The Bream of the Rood. Glossed by editors
as "time of weariness of spirit", a comparison is made with the
meaning of the word "accidia" - "a spiritual disease peculiarly
incident to the cloister" (The Dream of the Rood, ed. Bickins & Ross,5 edition,
London, 1963, line 126 n. See also Additional Notes, p. 35),
But a further conceit is probably intended here. In view of the 
sensuous tone of the complaint to the Virgin and the secular connota
tions implied in the word "langour" it can be assumed that the 
poet is also suffering from the lover's malady or "hereos". For 
the word "langour" had its place in both religious and secular love 
poetry. The text "amore langueo" was much quoted by mystical writers, 
such as Richard of St Victor, in reference to the wound of love.
It appears in several medieval English lyrics, notably in the 
refrain of "In a tabernacle of a Toure" (see R T Davies, Lyrics, 
p, 148), Though in secular usage it refers to the langour of love 
("I languysch for lufe") its use in religious literature was always 
a sign of the ecstatic view of love, and the violence of
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its effect (see P Rousselot, Pour 1*histoire du problème de famour 
au moyen 'age. Munster, 1908, pp 56-87). The history of the "wound 
of love" image has been traced by R Woolf (Religious Lyric. pp<
164—5), from its origin in the classical idea of Cupid shooting 
with his bow. She contrasts this with the Old Testament, where 
arrows are symbols of God's anger. A similar contrast can be 
made in ABC, between the wound incurred by the poet and the Old 
Testament reference at 11 -29-30 where the bow is bent not in love 
but in anger — "as it was first". The reference to the wound in 
the Song of Songs, iv. 9: "Thou has wounded my heart, my sister", 
possibly inspired Chaucer here. It was associated in the Middle 
Ages both with the amore langueo text, and with the wound of the 
lance that pierced Christ's side. This could explain Chaucer's 
reference to Longinus the centurion at line 163; like "langour",
"Longius" does not appear anywhere in de Beguilleville's poem,

11. Warne. reject, refuse to hear. Skeat quotes Piers PI oilman,
C version xxiii. 12: "whanne men hym werneth", meaning "when men 
refuse to give him what he asks for",

12. Free, liberal. It should be noted that "free" echoes the 
theme of the poem: bounty, or generosity, which is referred to 
three times in this stanza ("Bountee", "free", "largesse"). Be 
Deguilleville has: "Duar tu es de salu porte".

13. see 96 of. the French for a similar reference to "largesse": "habondance"

14. Robinson refers us specifically to Tne Man of Law's Tale, 852, and 
linqs 850-54 are worth quoting here, forCoustance's prayer to the
Virgin closely parallels ABC in tone and content:

"Now, lady bright, to whom alle woful cryen,
Thow glorie of wommanhede, thow faire may,
Thow haven of refut, bright sterre of day,
Rewe on my child, that of thy gentillesse,
Rewest on every reweful in distresse,"

Skeat's comment that the tale ofjCoHstance was first written before
the Canterbury period ond afterwards revised has been rejected
by most critics, but the above passage goes some way towards
supporting his view, cf. page 23 above.
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15. theeves sevene. Seven Deadly Sins. The original has "Par
sept larrons, pechies mortez", line 17, and a note in manuscript
S has "i. seven dedly synnes" (see Furnivall's Parallel Text
version of the Sion College manuscript. Minor Poems JCII p66 ).

 ̂ • 
The seven robbers who here threaten to rob the sinner of his
"bountee" were a common theme in Old French and Middle English alike
and are treated of at length in Chaucer's Parson's Tale and in
Piers Ploiyman. See M Y/ Bloomfield, The Seven Deadly Sins, Michigan,1952,
p..393,n.29; here, the sins are described as thieves attacking various parts 
of the body; cf. n, 7 (langour) above for the similar effect produced.
16. er that my ship tobreste. Not in the French, this phrase
introduces what was a key image in Middle English religious literature.
Owst (Literature and Pulpit, pp 68-76) provides an index of sea 
imagery, commenting that "the 14th century songster and the 15th 
century homilist are alike in their debt to this typical product 
of sacred allegory", Curtius (European Literature, p, 128 f.) 
traces the ship image back to the Latin sources.
h'hile Chaucer is here amplifying the epithet "haven" in line 14, . 
and continues the conceit at line 42 ("terapeste ful of dreedê ') 5 
it is possible that an allusion to the poet's dilemma is also 
intended. The "boat of the poet's mind" is a rhetorical device 
used by Dante in the Convivio, Book 2, See also Purgatorio. I,ii, 
as well as Paradiso, II, i-/v: "0 voi che siete in piccioletta 
barca,.. " cf, Troilus and Criseyde II 3—4 ("the boot,,. Of my connynĵ '),

20, accioun, legal action, accusation. An unusually close 
translation of the original at line 25: "Contre raci font une 
acciou,i".% Robinson notes; "For the idea of the stanza, comparison 
has been suggested with 1 John iii, 20—21". J Mersand .
(Romance Vocabulary, p 62) has counted this among the five words 
in the poem which Chaucer "naturalized as citizens of English 
speech and used in his translation". The words, used probably for 
the first time in English, are: accioun, desperacioit*,enlumyned,
Igoverneresse, resigne,

21, right and desperocion. Again, Chnucer closely parallels the 
French: "raisons et desperacion", of Seyer's version (line 29 n,),

22, susteene. to maintain or sustain an action. Again, a direct 
translation of de Deguilleville's "maintenir". This is a legal term, 
"susteene" here meaning to "sustain the plea".
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26. n'f»rt. After verbs with q negative implication such as "doubt",
"forbid ', it was common in Middle English to repeat the negative 
idea, usually by the particle "ne", in a dependent clause. Robinson, 
in a note on Troilus II, 716, quotes several examples of this in 
Chaucer and Layamon, as well as in Anglo-Saxon. Compare the use 
of the subjunctive case, following "ne" in a dependant clause, 
still extant in modern French. See textual note to line 24 for a 
discussion of other examples of "agglutination" which occur in the poem.
28. Crvstes blisful mooder deere. In addition to the general tribute 
to the Virgin given here, R. A, Klinefelter suggests that Chaucer also 
alluded to the allegory of the four Daughters of God ("Chaucer's An ABC, 
lines 25-32," Sxplicator, xxiv (l965) item 5): "This theme, otherwise 
known as 'The Reconciliation of the Heavenly Virtues' or 'The Larliojuent 
of Heaven', is an extension of Psaln Ixxxiv, 11: ^'Misericordia et 
veritas obviaverunt sibi; justicia et pox osculntae sunt’.
After Adam's fall, four virtues of God - Justice, Mercy, Peace, 
and Truth - quarreled concerning the ultimate destiny of sinful men,
God's Justice and Truth demanded satisfaction; His Mercy and Peace 
urged forgiveness. An actual debate took place before God's throne.
The reconciliation of these opposing principles was accomplished 
when the Son of God offered Himself as a redeeming sacrifice hnd 
Gabriel was dispatched to break the news of the Incarnation to Mary", 
According to Klinefelter, this legend accounts for Chaucer's allusions 
in these lines to God's vouchsafing "with us to accorde" and Mary's 
being the"cause of grace and. merci", and also for the reference in 
line 31: "that God would not hear of mercy because of 'justice and of 
ire' until the redemption through the Incarnation", He suggests 
that there is an echo also of the allegory later in the poem at 
line 115: "When Gabrielles vois cam to thin ere". The parallel, 
though interesting, can more easily be explained by biblical reference — 
see n, 29 below,
29. "Were the bow of justice and of wrath now bent". cf. the expressions 
of the French:*'1 ' arc de justice", line 42 and "S'encore fust I'arc 
encorde”, line 47; the image o^ the rainbow is borrowed from Genesis 9,13, 
and Revelations 10. 1 where it refers to the last judgment - a theme which 
runs throucrhout the poem (cf. n, 36). The implication is that the Virgin 
os intercessor rill deflect the wrath of God "as it was first" (in the Old 
Testament) thus obtaining the mercy which Christ's passion made possible 
"as generol ncnuitounce" (l.GO) on the day of Judgment,
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36. assvse. Last Judgment, References to the "great assyse" 
or "last assyse" are common in Middle English literature, and 
particularly in poems to the Virgin, Her position as intercessor 
on two important occasions - the day of death and the Last Judgment
- became firmly established in late 14th century lyrics. (See R Woolf, 
Religious Lyric , p, 276).

38. fruit. Robinson notes: "The biblical figure of fruit is 
added by Chaucer — cf. Romans vii. 4". Eut rearrangement, not 
alteration, is a feature of Chaucer's translation here. As ten 
Brinlc comments "the imitation is rather free....there ore often 
deviations in the arrangements of the thoughts'(English Literature, 
tr. W. Clarke Robinson, London 1893, vol. 2, p. 60 ), Images are 
thus transposed from one part of the poem to another. An obvious 
example is Chaucer's "tente" in line 9, not found in de Deguille
ville until line 61. Here, the case is more complex. Sturzinger's 
variant readings at line i are: refui ) le frui, a /S. If Chaucer 
had used manuscripts a /, his deferment of the "fruit" image could 
explain the absence of any effort to translate de Deguilleville's 
first line - an unusual circumstance even in Chaucer's style of 
imitatio. However, it is more likely that the meaning of "gaine"
— autumnal fruit — in line 118 of the French influenced Chaucer 
here. Old French gayn, gaaigne, gaine, weyn, wains, had harvest 
associations which were especially appropriate in the context of 
the Last Judgment (for a list of examples, see Godefroi, "gaine").
This impression is emphasised by the use of "foysonne", line 205, 
"dessaisonne", line 213, and "a&fruite", line 190, where "bien"
is also implied, "Gaine" is of course used in the sense of modern 
"gain", and this accords with the word that Chaucer's "fruit" 
replaces, which is "bien". It is interesting to note here that 
some manuscripts of Chaucer's ABC have "good" instead of "fruit"
(see textual notes, line 38), suggesting that the scribe may have 
had a copy of the French original by him.
Perhaps the most famous occurrence in Chaucer of the word "fruit" 
is The Nun's Priest's Tale, line 3443 where it also refers to a 
harvestz^Taketh the fruyt and let the chaf be stilleV.
The image of fruit is also referred to in 14th century Passion lyrics ; 
for example, the grapes which poured forth the blood of Christ - an 
image from Numbers xiii - are referred to in Lydgate's Erlv on Morwe 
(see R, Woolf, Religious Lyric ,pp. 200—201),
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39. That but thou er that day correcte me. J Burke Severs
has suggested that the line preferred by most scribes is the
correct one: "That but thou er that day correcte me". Although 
it shows a deviation from the rhyme scheme turning it into 
ababbcac, instead of the regular ababbcbc, Severs quotes a 
similarly irregular rhyme "galles" in the sixth stanza of Former 
Age over which the manuscripts are unanimous. He finds that 
"since 'correcte me' is the reading of the two main groups of 
manuscripts it must have been the reading of the archetype.
Readings ending in 'folise' or 'chastyse' must be regarded as 
merely scribal efforts to regularize the rhyme scheme" (J Burke 
Severs, "Two Irregular Chaucerian Stanzas", MLN, Ixiv, (l949), 
pp 306—9/. He alleges that it also makes better sense to have 
"correcte" - since the poet is asking for help to reform: before 
the day of judgment.' It is also the harder reading - see textual n.39 above,
(it is however difficult to agree with Severs' suggestion that
Chaucer here made a careless slip or that he wrote the irregular 
rhyme on purpose).

48. in poynt. is ready. It is also possible that a "poynte" 
or type of epigram is intended here. Thus, an acrostic on the 
name "Chaucer" could be conjectured from the line "Unto my deth 
in poynt is me to chace". Be Deguilleville's taste for acrostics 
in his Latin poems, as a means of perpetuating his name has been 
noted by M Lofthouse (Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine de Guillaume 
de Deguilleville, unpublished M  thesis of the University of 
Manchester, 1929, App. II, p I ff). Comparison with the French 
at this point does not support such a conjecture, and the absence 
of other acrostics in Chaucer's poetry makes the surmise unlikely, 
but the arrangement of the poem - in abcidical verse form - and 
the reference to a "lessoun" in line 179, could be used to support 
this view. For a discussion of epigrammatic tendencies in the 
Middle Ages, see Curtius, Kuronean Literature, p. 292 - "Epigram 
and the style of 'pointes'".
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50. bitter. French "amere". An allusion to the association 
of "Maria", the name, with Hebrew "mârâh", bitterness; see 
Exodus. XV, 23,

56. Variants indicate that French "oste chaucement d'ordure",
at line 144, was less widespread in Old French than was Chaucer's
"to stink eterne**in Middle English. Robinson notes: "The
conception of hell as a place of stench recurs in IÇF, 1654.
Cf Dante, Inf. vi, 12; vii, 127; xi, 5". Other examples are
cited by T. Snenser,"Chaucer's Hell", Speculum, II (l927) pp 177—200.
The stench of the devil himself is also referred to in Mactacio
Abel: "It stank like the dwill in helle" (The Wakefield Pageants
in the. Towneley Cycle, EETS, ES lxxi,d.283). In a note on "eterne"
Mersand has: "Tterne. 56 f., is a new word /in the English language J
but it has no equivalent in the original"(Chaucer's Romance Vocabulary, 
New York, 1937, p. 62).
59. wrot the bille. cf. 110 - "our bille up for to beede".
The image of a bill or charter emanated from the series of complaints 
relating to the Charter of Christ (See M C Spalding, The Middle 
English Charters of Christ, Bryn Mawr, 1914). The charter, 
endowing man with the kingdom of heaven, was written on the parch
ment of Christ's skin, the pen being lance and nails, the ink 
the blood, the letters the wounds, and the seal His heart. See, 
for example, William Herebert's The Devout Man Prays to his 
Relations, an early 14th century lyric, lines 23-4:

For Love the chartre wrot.
And the enke orn of his wounde.

printed in R T Davies, Lyrics. on p. 96 and discussed,in Notes, on 
p. 319.
R. Woolf, pointing to a connection between legal and wound images 
in the Passion lyrics, comments: "To the extent that the Charters 
of Christ are Passion complaints they need no further comment, 
but the legal, image at their centre requires elucidation. The 
application of legal terminology to the doctrine of t--e Redemption 
be.gins with St Paul and seems first to have been applied to 
histerical events by St Ambrose, who described the committing of 
the Virgin and 8t John to one another as a part of Christ's 
testamentum. Christ's promise to his disciples, 'Pacem relinquo
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vobis' , also suggested by its form a testamentary disposition.
This may be illustrated from the Pèlerinage de la vie humaine of 
Guillaume de Guilleville, where in the earlier text Christ 
bequeaths only His peace, whilst in the second the bequest is 
extended to include Christ's body to the sepulchre, and thereafter 
to all Christians, His mother to St John, His blood to those who 
feel compassion for His sufferings, etc. Similar lists may be 
found in a variety of works, both homilectic, such as the Legenda 
Aurea, and literary, such as the Stanza.ir. Life of Chria.t and 
Lydgate's A, Seying of the Nightingale" (Religious Lyric, p. 21l)-̂
Ms. Woolf also discusses the concept of a lover's "bille" or 
complaint in poems addressed to the Virgin (Religious Lyric, p 280).

68 haleth. Although Skeat glosses "draws back" and manuscript H2 
has "lieleth", MED indicates that the two meanings are compatible.
For both originate in Old English "haelan" which has several 
meanings, all of which can be found in Chaucer. They are : 1) to 
cure, heal, which is used of both physical sickness and of "hereos", 
the disease brought on by love (see Knight's Tale. 122Of. Troilus,!. 

lQ86f.). 2) to reform, save, preserve from death or damnation, 
as in Pardoner's Tale, 366: "And sires also it heeleth jalousie".
3)to draw somebody up from one condition to another, to uplift 
(the heart). Thus. Boel.ce II. pr. 8.30: "The contrarions Fortune 
ledeth ofte folk ayen to sothfast goodes, and haleth hem ayen 
as with an hook". It is the third category to which our example 
specifically belongs and it is quoted in MED in this connection 
(v. halen, lb). But all three meanings fit in with the theme and 
imagery of the poem.
^Haleth''also means to draw up, or rein in, the bridle. Thus, Malory 
(Works, p. 238/6) "Than they haled up their brydyls and began to 
walop". Compare the note on rebellion signified by de Deguilleville's 
"colier", the French equivalent of "haleth" in Textual Notes 127 
of Appendix below.

70. crooked strete. One of several pilgrimage metaphors in 
the poem, cf. line 75: "the righte wey". De Deguilleville (lOS) has 
"et rernes en droite voie" which Chaucer reverses to mean-"brings 
himiout of the wrong rood".
73. Kalenderes. An allusion to the custom of writing the high festivals 
of the Church in red or illuminated letters. For a list of instances 
where Mary apnears in calendars, see Skeet, Edition, 73 n.



76. him thnr not drede. he need not dread.
78. medicyne. A direct translation from the French, and a 
familiar title of the Virgin (see R T Davies, Lyrics. p. 375 
for other examples in Middle English literature).
A close parallel exists between the theme of the healing power of 
the Virgin and the secular theme of love as a disease and the 
lady as physician - cf. Book of the Duchess, lines 36-40. On 
the other hand, R. Woolf (Heliyinus Lyric, p. 129) points out 
the connection with the ancient religious metaphor of sin as a 
disease and Christ the Redeemer as physician. She also quotes 
Anselm's prayer to the Virgin: "To you, o source of life and 
mother of health, 0 temple of pity and mercy, to you my wretched 
soul tries to come: it is weak from the diseases of sin, rent by 
the wounds of evil deeds, corrupt with the ulcers of shameful 
actions: as much es it is possible for one at the point of death, 
it endeavours to beseech you that you condescend to heal by your 
powerful merits and your holy prayers .... 0 lady, I desire to 
ask you that you heal the wounds and ulcers of my sins with the 
glance of your compassion".

80. resygne. One of the five Romance Words which Mersand 
claims are used for the first time in English, "resygne" refers 
back to line 112 of the original - "resine".

81. Koch, Edition. Bln., notes that it is clear Chaucer's copy 
had "douleur" here, in place of the "douceur" of the French. But 
since none of Sturzinger's 76 variants has "douleur" it is possible 
a misreading occurred. More probably, Chaucer altered his copy
to include a reference to the "mater dolorosa" here.

84—6. Robinson's explanation makes the passage clearer: "Let not 
the foe of us all make his boast that he has, by his wiles of 
misfortune, convicted (the soul) that you have so dearly purchased".

85. Ivstes of mischaunce. Chaucer's translation of French "raestrait" 
alters the meaning from "misdeed" to "misfortune". For the tradi
tional personification of "mesfait" in Old French literature see 
Textual Note 127 in Appendix below.
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90 • The type of the burning bush signifying the Virgin birth vms 
a common theme in Middle English lyrics, the image occurring in 
Exodus iii,2. For examples, seeR T Davies, Lyrics. p. 371;
The Early En<rlisli Carols, ed. R L Greene, Oxford, 1935, p. 147 
and p. 143; Woolf, Religious Lyric < p.286.
100. raelodye or ylee. French "tirelire". The word has two 
meanings; that indicated in de Deguilleville is "moneybox" which 
echoes the recurrent theme of bounty or generosity. Alternatively,
8 "tirelire" was a. musical instrument or refrain. Clair Olson 
("Chaucer and the Music of the Fourteenth Century", Speculum. 
xvi (l94l), 64—91) lists "turelure", "turelurette" under "the chief 
instruments used in fourteenth century England ond France."
A reed instrument, the word was usually associated with shepherds 
(cf. Primum Pastorum, EETS,ES Ixxi, "tyr" at 11. 113-4; Carols. p.27: 
Middle English "tooraloora"). An interesting combination of the 
two meanings is found in a "tirelire" or nonsense refrain which 
appears in one Old French Pastourelle:

L'autrier chivachoie
Leis un boix ki verdoie.
Trovai pastoure aignaus gardant
Et jolivement chantant: ,
'Tirelire un don'. - ... j

(See Godefroi for further examples).
Here also "tirelire" implies generosity as well as music. This 
connection is perhaps explained by the familiar figure of the 
minstrel who sang for money at the medieval court (see P. Dronke,
The Medieval Lyric, London 1968, p.20 f.). Chaucer's word "glee" 
while meaning song may also be interpreted as "minstrelsy" (MdiP v. 
glee) so that it cannot be alleged, as has Ekeat (Edition, n.lOO) 
that Chaucer made a mistake in translation here.
An interesting development arises in the Inter poem Complaint to 
his Purse where Chaucer begs money from his "Queen of comfort"
(his empty purse) - a phrase also used in ABC (line 77) relating to 
the Virgin. "Tresoieere" also appears in both poems. This burlesqueing 
of the love-complaint was perhaps modelled on Deschnmpe' ballade to 
Charles V, or on Froissart. Compare also Hoccleve's Conulaint to 
Lady Moneve.
109. Ancille. a female servant, cf. Luke i. 38 — "Ecce ancilla Domini".
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110. Our bille up for to boede. to offer up a petition on our 
behalf. T'or the familiar expression "putte vp a bylle" see Piers 
PIovrman, C. Pass. v. 45; Paston Letters i. 151, 153. (ed. J..Gairdner,London 19C%) 
Compare also Pity, line 44.

116. to werre, (French "pour guerre'j): it was not from hostility 
that he wrought such a miracle for us. "Werre" is not a verb: 
the verb form is "werryen", see Squires Tale, line 10 % The Former Age, 
line 25 ("to werreye").

120 . cf. Mark i.4; Matthew vii.7.

124. caitvf. Emotive epithets such as this frequently occur in 
Middle English penitential lyrics (see F A ('Patterson, '̂ he Middle 
English Penitential Lyric. New York, 1911,intro). Compare, in 
Chaucer, the Second Nun's Prologue, line 58: "flemed wrecche"

/
125. mene. Mediator, intermediary. Cf Piers Plo-.man, B Pass. vii.
196: "And Marie his moder be owre mene bitwene." On Mary's role 
as intercessor, H. Woolf comments: "in the new devotional temper 
an appeal to Mary was a sign of sincere remorse, for,once the idea 
of a hierarchy of appeal had been accepted a direct and immediate | 
invocation of Christ might suggest a presumptuous unawareness of 
one's own sinfulness rather than a theologically correct recourse 
to the only and ultimate source of forgiveness. This idea of 
a proper fear, preventing a direct plea to Christ, underlies all 
the Marian penitential lyrics" (Religious Lyric, p. 119). For 
examples see F P Patterson, Penitential Lyric, nos 7, 13, 19, 62 
and Carleton Broim, Lyrics, XIII, 55, p. 113. The mercy of the 
Virgin was especially implored for the hour of death and at the 
Last Judgment - see n. 78 above.

132. For Koch's comment on the uncertain interpretation of this 
passage see Textual Notes, 1. 132 above.

140. vicaire. Deputy, to rule in His place. Not in the French, 
but compare "vicaire an epithet of Nature, Pliysician' s
Tn1 P, 1. 20; Parliament of Fowls. 1.379; The Romaunt of
the_Rose, lines 16782, 19505 ff. This term was probably
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taken originally from Alanus, De Planctu Naturae, where it occurs 
three times in relation to Nature (see Robinson, Edition, 
p 727 ,20n*). It is possible that Chaucer took the term from 
Roman de la Rose, line 16970f, but more likely that both Chaucer 
and Jean de Meung took it from Alanus, It is only in ABC that 
Chaucer used "vicaire" in relation to Mary.

141. go verneresse. A new word in English, according to J Mersand. 
cf. Pity, line 80. Masui notes: "Words /ending/ in —esse as in 
—nesse seem to have provided the poet with a convenient means 
of riming through which he could create or coin the necessary ryme 
words as the occasion arose... Sometimes the English translator 
borrows the original ryme words bodily, at other times he adapts 
the English words corresponding to the French words, especially 
by the help of the suffixes —esse and -nesse". (see M. Masui,
Ryme Words, p. 15). For a discussion of Chaucer’s adaptation 
of the French, see Textual Note 141 above).

144. Suggested by Revelations xii, 1, the expression "Regina, 
celi, veni coronnberis". or "Hail, crowned queene", occurred 5 
frequently in Middle English poems and hymns to the Virgin.
See for example Political Relierions and Lov.e Poems, ed. F J 
Furnivall, EETS^ Ixv,, p. 147 and R T Davies, Lyrics, no;; .. 62, line 3,

145. cf. the Second Nun's Prologue line 43: "V/ithinne the cloistre 
blisful of thy sydis". Carleton Brown uses this and other 
similarities torclaim that ABC end the Second Nun's Prologue were 
written at about the same time: 1370('The Prologue to Chaucer's Lyf of 
St Cecile", MP, vol.12, 1911). But the figure of the.Virgin as
a tabernacle"was-famâliar. See William of Shorehara's A Son? to 
Mary (ll T Davies, Lyrics, no. 34, line 2 ).

149-50. cf. Genesis iii, 18, Thorns here mean sins - compare the 
French, line 224: "Des espines de 1'iniquité".



154, tour, Although the figure of the new Jerusalem is from 
Revelations xxi, it also continues the conceit of Mary as tabernacle.
Thus, Lùke x, 38: "Intravit Jesus in castéllum" where the word 
"castellura" or "tour" gave rise to the medieval figure (cf.
The Castel of Love, a 14th century English version, ed, R F Weymouth, 
Philogical Society Publication, vol. 48 (l862-3). Lyre's "Sermon 
on the Assumption" in his Festin 1 tells how this Fortress of the 
Blessed Virgin had for its moat her meekness, filled with the 
water of her compassion (EETS, ES xcvi, pp 228-230).

158. French "Ou tu a la court ra'ajournes"; it means "fix a day 
for me to appear at thy court".

159. Not in the French. Chaucer introduces the English term 
"bench" as in Common Bench, King's Bench. Skeat compares Wycliff 
Works, ed. Arnold, iii, 215.

161. Xristus, Christus, written Xpc in several manuscripts. Skeat 
notes that de Deguilleville was unable to find a French word 
beginning with X, so he substituted for it the Greek "chi" which 
resembled it in form.

163—4. cf lines 243, 247 of the French, meaning "For me He had 
His side pierced....For me His blodd was shed". There is no 
mention of Longinus, the blind centurion who pierced the side of
Christ with a lance, in the French. A suggested explanation for
Chaucer's allusion has been made above, in connection with the "wound 
of love" motif (see n. 7 above). But in any case the situation 
makes its use appropriate at this point. The name Longinus is 
most likely derived from the Greek word meaning lance, as used in 
John xix, 34, and the legend gradually developed from St John's 
narrative. The name Longinus first appeared in the Apocryphal 
Gospel of Nicoderaus. It arises in chapter xlvii of the Lerrenda 
A urea and in several Middle English Mystery Plays. See nlso C.Dr own,Lyr ics,55.Z( 
In a note on the "mater dolorosa" in French religious art, Male writes:
"Art had not yet dared to exnress this poignant grief, though here and 
there some isolated window shews the symbolic sword piercing her heart 
as she stands at the foot of the Cross, or some carved ivory shows the 
lance reaching: fron the side of Christ to the heart of His mother"(italics 
mine). See E, Mâle, Religious Art in France of. the 13th century , 1910,repr.
London, 1961, p.237, tr. D. Nussey under the title The Gothic Image.

_Cf, my n. 81 above for another possible reference to the "mater dolorosa" 
which was not to be found in the French.
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164. Herte blood. Middle English "herte" was derived from Old 
Snglish"heortan", or "heart's". The phrase occurs again in Chaucer 
in Tne Pardoner's Tale, line 902,

169-171, cf. Genesis xxii; Hebrews xi, 19, Chaucer translates 
close to the French (at lines 253-5),

177. cf Zechariah, xiii, 1, The words of Zechariah ore usually 
applied to the blood of Christ, as in Revelations, i, 5.

184. pa la is. Possibly not only the new Jerusalem, the city 
described in Revelations, but the "castle of virtue" in which Mary 
herself was believed to have lived (see Manuscript Bodleian 649; 
Grossetete, Homily. Manuscript Bodleian 830, f. 43). Cf. the 
court mentioned in lines 158-9 of ABC. /
merci able. fit to obtain mercy — cf. Prologue, Canterbury Tales, 
line 167,
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APPENDIX _ - THE FRENCH VERSION
BY G. DE DEGUILLEVILLE

1. THE FRENCH ORIGINiVL
The large number of manuscripts which exist in the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris bears witness to the widespread popularity of
Deguilleville’s Pèlerinage - particularly in the fifteenth century.
Moreover, the work was made into prose c. 14s65̂  and translated
into English both in verse form, by Lydgate, and into prose form,
by an unkno'.im author. English authors who have utilized the

2work include Chaucer, Lydgate and almost certainly Dunyan.
The first printed edition of the poem was published in 1511;
while this version is illustrated with wood—cuts, several of the
manuscripts are likewise beautifully illuminated with scenes from
the pilgrim’s life. Written c. 1330 and revised some 25 years later,
the poem is divided into three parts: 1. le Pèlerinage de la Vie
Humaine; 2. le Pèlerinage de l’Ame, 3, le Pèlerinage de Jésus
Christ. It is part (l) which concerns us here, for lines 10894"
11168 were translated c. 1369 by Chaucer, Before the prayer,

the following preamble addressed by Gracedieu to the pilgrim
appears in the manuscripts:

"Or vous di que I’escrit ouvri 
Et le desploiai et le vi.
De touv poins fis ma priere 
En le fourme et (en la) maniéré 
Que contenoit le dit escrit 
Et si corn Grace l’avoit dit.
La forme de 1’escrit orrez,
Et se vostre a.b.c. (ne) savez,
Savoir le pourrez de legier 
Four dire le, s’il est mestier".

Two final stanzas of the prayer, not trnnslnted by Chaucer, conclude
Gracedieu’s speech:

Ethiques s’avoie leu,
Tout recorde et tout sceu 
Et aprez rien n’en ouvrasse,
Du tout seroie deceu 
Aussi com cil qui est cheu 
En, sa rois et en sa nasse,
Virge, ni’ame je claim lasse,
Quar en toi priant se lasse.
Et si ne fait point son deu,
Foui vaut chose que j’amasse,
Ma. oriere n'est que casse,
S'a bien je ne sui esmeu.
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Contre moi dont que ne prie 
Ou qu’en vain merci ne crie.
Je te promet amendement;
Et pour ce que je ne nie 
Ma promesse, je t’en lie 
L’ame de moi en gagenient;
Puis si te pri, finableraent,
Tu ne me défailles mie.
Pour moi soies au jugement,
A fin que heritablement 
J ’aie par dur able vie.

2. THE MANUSCRIPTS
A detailed examination of all the manuscripts, besides being 
beyond the scope of this thesis, would prove almost impossible 
since many are difficult of access. For example, manuscript P 
was in St Petersburg, manuscript M in Munich, and the Base Text 
manuscript — manuscript t — was in the Bibliothèque Nationale ing
Paris, when Sturzinger collated them in 1893.
The relevant question here must be: which manuscript (or manu
scripts) indicates closest relationship with ABC? The following 
is a. list of variants which show correspondences with the
English poem at points where other manuscripts differ from it. '4

Line no. in 
Deguille
ville

Variants MS. Chaucer's 
Line no.

Chaucer’s 
translation

53 ravive ) 
recoye P; 
receu 3"̂

P 35 receyved

61 Fuiant m’en 
vieng ) 
Suiant m ’en 
fui - o.

0 41 Fleeingel flee

107 line om. P 71 Chaucer’s text differs
108 line om. 72 from all French manuscript 

Whoso thee loveth, he shal 
not love in veyn,/That 
shal he fynde, as he the 
lyf shal lete.

127 mestrait ) 
mesfait - 
Meyer, o A 
A1 L A4 A7 
G2

t T Ml 
li P HI 
II

85 mischaunce

218

1

herite ) 
heretinue

A1 L A7
i
i

146 misbileeved
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From the above chart (pagel32)it appears that the following manuscripts 
or their derivatives could have been used by Chaucer: P o t T 
Ml M P 111 II Al L AT. However, a close examination of the total 
variant readings shows the unreliability of such conjecture. Thus, 
at line 5S, manuscript P’s "recoye" agrees with Chaucer's "rece^-ved" ; 
but P's text is unreliable and his alterations arbitrary. The 
similarity may therefore be a coincidence. His lines 214/5, 217, 
are examples of the irregular copying which is a feature of the 
manuscript; further, at line 112, P has "reffuige" while Chaucer 
has "resyne" after the more geneial "resine" of other manuscripts.
An interesting comparison arises at line 61, where manuscript o 
bears closest relation to Chaucer: his "Fleeingel flee" resembles 
o's "Suiant m ’en fui" rather than the "Fuiant m ’en vieng" of 
the other manuscripts — "Suiant" being a scribal error for "F'uiant". 
Either this was corrected in translation by Chaucer, or as is more 
probable he worked from an Ur-o manuscript. V/ith regard to lines 
107/8, Chaucer’s poem differs markedly from the original French 
texts at this point. Although a loose translation, ABC does not 
appear to depart very far from the majority of manuscripts and it could 
be suggested^ that his copy may have been left blank here, in 
-yiew^of^this. The difference in shades of meaning between "mestrait" 
and "mesfait" are discussed below, in the Textual Notes to line 127 
of the pèlerinage. Chaucer’s "mischaunce" resembles "mestrait" 
rather than "mesfait", the variant which Meyer prefers. However, 
as with manuscript at line 108 and o.t line 53, the manuscripts 
which show "mestrait" offer no other reason for supporting any 
conjecture that Chaucer may have used them.
Apart from the above method, there is one other way of suggesting 
which manuscripts represent Chaucer’s original. That is, by working 
backwards from Chaucer to de Deguilleville. The following process 
of elimination indicates instances where Chaucer did not use a 
particular manuscript.

Viords - Frencl 
version

Line reference 
in Deg./Chaucer

MSS. Chaucer’s trans 
elation

croi ) voy 13/10 A^ wot
de ) et 29/21 t and
quar ) quant 50/34 0 Meyer for
resiae ) 
reffuige

112/80 P resygne

oignement ) 
longuement

203/134 a. y  G2 
B^A7

leche
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Words : Fr. 
version

Line reference 
in Deg./Chaucer

MS8. Chaucer's trans
lation

on te prie) 204/136 li P;._ biseeche
te deprie; A4 II G2
je crie
herite ) 218/Ï46 ail save misbileeved
heretique Al L A7.

From this scanty evidence it is impossible to assert the super
iority of B particular manuscript in relation to Chaucer's poem. 
Only two variants - "Suiant m'en fui" at 1. 61, "heretique" 
at 218 - indicate that Chaucer probably used a derivative or 
most probably an ancestor of several manuscripts now available.
The existence of an Ur-(o, A1, L, A?) seems, in my opinion, a 
plausible conjecture.
3. THE PRINTED VERSIONS
Of the printed versions of de Deguilleville, the following are 
of particular interest:
1. Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine, éd. J. J. Sturzinger, London, 
1893. (Roxburghe Club, vol. 124)
In this illustrated edition, the editor points out the existence 
of two "recensions" by de Deguilleville, the first being the 
subject of his edition. The number of manuscripts being so great 
- 73 were available - he selected the following: L t A G II B M Ml, 
and collated them with the remainder. 1 complete list of manu
scripts is to be found in the introduction to his volume. Clearly, 
the first part of the trilogy — Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine - 
was the most popular: Sturzinger records that of the 73 manuscripts 
containing one or more part, 44 contained the first (le Pèlerinage 
de la Vie Humaine): 36 contained the second (Le Pèlerinage de 
l'Ame) and 21 the third (Le Pèlerinage de Jésus Christ). Üf the 
44 "Vie Humaine" manuscripts, only eight were copies of the 
second recension. In common with the first prose translator into 
English and with Lydgate, Chaucer made use of the first recension. 
The Base Text used by Sturzinger was manuscript t - a 14th century 
manuscript, in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris (fonds français 
no, 1818). It was chosen by him because it resembled de Deguille— 
ville's language - that of Calais - more closely than any of the 
others.
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2, Paul llejer, edition in Furnivall's One—text print of Chaucer's
Minor Poems. London, 18T0. Edited from four manuscripts in
the Bibliothèque Nationale, manuscript 1G45 (a ), manuscript
1649 (B), manuscript 076 (C) and 377 (D), the poem first appeared
in a letter to the Chaucer Society, printed in Trial Forewords
to the Minor Poems, ed, Furnivall (2nd series no, 6), London, 1871, page
2100, Meyer comments that the manuscripts differ much more
than usual in the 14th century for two principal reasons. First,
the language of de Deguilleville, which he describes as "recherche",
caused difficulty and was therefore subject to alteration.
Secondly, the octosyllabic verses differ from the general rule.
"Feminine verses are just equal in the number of syllables to 
the masculine verses...* [thejJ are one syllable shorter than the 
masculine, these latter having the accent on the eighth syllable 
and the feminine on the seventh syllable (you know that in any 
octosyllabic poem....the accent is always on the eighth syllable, 
feminine verses having one syllable more after the accent)".^
Claiming that the first instance of this system in French was 
found in troubadour poetry in the late 13th century, Meyer 
suggests that copyists, shocked by this novelty, tried to alter 
it, usually adding useless monosyllabic words. Thus, manuscript 
823 ) manuscript 1139, at line 10: "N'est mie luite nécessaire" )
"N'est pas tel livre". Eut it should not be assumed that Deguille
ville was continuing a troubadour (and therefore secular) tradition; 
Sturzinger has shown that the genre existed in several old French 
poems, for example, the Anglo-Norman St Brendan's Legend, St Patrick's 
Purgatory, and Everart's Distiche Catonis.
4. THE BASE TEXT
Sturzinger's text has been used in this edition for the following 
reasons :
1, while Meyer's version was compiled from four manuscripts, and,
as he admits, written in haste from the nearest available documents, 
Sturzinger's selection - from 73 manuscripts - was the more 
representative.
2. Sturzinger's edition forms part of a unified whole, whereas 
Meyer's is merely an extract from the poem.



3. As Sturzinger himself points out, manuscript t was written 
in the Calais dialect of the 14th century and is therefore 
probably more approximate to the original than any other. But 
in the light of modern knowledge of philology it must be pointed 
out that this aspect is the least reliable form of evidence.
4. Manuscript t was the earliest 14th century manuscript in fair 
order and therefore most likely to reflect the original.
5. THE TEXT
In the following edition, only those variants which appear to 
(l) alter substantially the meaning of the text, (s) show 
discrepancies between Meyer and Sturzinger's texts and (s) 
indicate possible usage by Chaucer, are noted here. Meyer's 
manuscripts, where recorded individually, will be marked 
for example, A^, B^, Occasions where the editions of Meyer and 
Sturzinger differ are noted and commented upon in the Textual 
Notes,^as are alterations to the Base Text, Variants which 
suggest that Chaucer used a certain manuscript will be preferred, 
for example "croi” in line 13. For this text is printed primarily 
to illustrate Chaucer's translation rather than for its oim sake, 
and no attempt will be made to discover a possible hierarchy 
of manuscripts, except where this may relate to Chaucer's co^y 
text(s).
The critical apparatus is set out as follows. Alterations to Base 
Text are indicated by square brackets, as for e.xample at line 24; 
omissions from Base Text are noted under"Alterations to Base Text " 
below. In cases such as that explained at line 3 (Textual Notes below) 
where Sturzinger and Meyer record, but prefer to omit, a- word from 
their texts so as to preserve scansion, the omission is recorded thus: 
iiuor ) om. The 1 emma, corresponding to the Base Text, quoted above 
the Textual Notes, is followed by a brocket thus ) and then the variants, 
whose sifrils are luoted in the same order as set out in the Introduction 
to Sturzinger's Edition. Distinct variants are set off by semi-colons, 
and the variants from any lemma by a full stop. there one or more of 
Beyer's variants agree with Sturzinger's, they are shovm. after these 
and indicated with an as at line 6: won adversaire ) mon grout 
adversaire T Ml A4 G2 i’ A7 A^. The word "Beyer", printed alongside 
the variant ̂ '̂ ■ia'nifies that this is his version, in contrast to Sturzinger's 
Spelling, nunctuation and spacing are in accordance with ‘’ tiirzingcr' s 
procedure.
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FOOTNOTES
1. This prose version was mistakenly ascribed to Jeon Gallopes.
R, Tuve (Allegorical Imagery, Princeton, 1966, page 14S) comments:
"because Gallope's prose de l'Ame was well known, the prose Vie 
was ascribed to him also, and still sometimes is, despite the 
fact that we now know it to have been begun as late as 1464/5,
in Angers, at the request of Jeanne de Laval, the wife of Rene 
d’Anjou. This error was not disentangled until 1946 by Faral, 
and we must therefore ascribe ̂ iij to Anonymous of Angers."
Pollard edited the French prose version in 1912, and V/, A. Wright 
edited the English 15th century prose version in 1869.
2. For a comparison of de Deguilleville's poem, and the Pilgrim's 
Progress, see: N, Hill, Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine comnared 
with the Pilgrim's Progress of John Bunyan, London, 1858. Ov/st 
however is cautious regarding Hill's contention that Bunyon hod 
read de Deguilleville (Literature and ##eiPulnit in Medieval 
England. Oxford 1933). He argues (page 58} that even Jusserand,
Bunyan's biographer, "was actually compelled to reject the idea
of his tinker hero's acquaintance with any of the medieval versions 
of the Pilgrimage of Man, in spite of its resemblances. Nothing 
appeared to bridge the chasm". But Owst admits in a fuller 
discussion (pp. 97—104) that Bunyan could have heard of de 
Deguilleville's characters indirectly through his reading of 
The Plain Man's Way to Heaven,
3. See M Lofthouse, Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine de Guillaume
de Deguilleville (M.A. thesis, Manchester, 1929), for a more
recent list of manuscripts. Based largely on Sturzinger, this
list also gives some of the prose manuscripts and some Oxford
manuscripts of the Vie. R. Tuve (Allegorical Imarrery, Princeton,

21966, page 147 note 2} adds Bodleian Add. C. 29: v , incomplete 
at the beginning, AJ; and BM Add. 38120.E Faral (Histoire 
Litberaire de la France, vol. 39 (l952) pages 1-132) gives a 
comparison of the two author's redactions, showing clearly the 
superiority of the earlier (l33l) version and dealing fully with 
biographical information, topical allusions and a complete analysis 
of the text,
4. Abbreviations relate to the two texts discussed in Section 3 
on pagesl34/'̂ 5',For details of these and other abbreviations used 
throughout the textual notes, see Sturzinger, Introduction to
Edition. where he lists all works used. Meyer's manuscripts are listed as



- the ^ being used to to differentiate between his 
manuscripts ABCD and Sturzinger’s,
5, See Furnivall, Trial Forewords to the Minor Poems, London, 
1871, pages 13—15,

''J
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STANZA ONE
A toi du monde le refui,
Virge glorieuse m ’en fui
Tout confuz ns puis miex faire, 3
A toi me tieng, a toi m'apui,
Relieve moi, obatu sui,
Vaincu m ’e mon adversaire, 6
Puis qu’en toi ont tous repaire.
Bien me doi vers toi retraire.
Avant que j’oie plus d’ennui, 9
N'est pas luite nécessaire 
A moi, se tu débonnaire
Ne me sequeurs corn a autrui, 12
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT; none 
TEXTUAL NOTES:
1, refui ) le frui ap
3, Quar)o7Tj, before ne, Sturzinger ( A B Al L G M A7 Hl H) and 

Meyer (A,̂ ) record, but prefer to omit, "quar", no doubt to 
preserve scansion. But as in other cases Sturzinger inserts 
it in brackets in his text - a procedure not followed here,

5, abatu ) quabatu P,
6. mon adversaire ) 'mon grant adversaire T Ml A4 G2 P A7 A^, 
10, luite ) luytte A4 G2. tag^asce A7. tel lite A^.
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STANZA TWO
Bien croi que uar toi confortes 
Sera mon cuer desconfortes,
Quar tu es de salut porte, 15
Se je me sui mal tresportes
Par sept larrons, pecliiez mortes,
Et erre par voie torte, 18
Espérance me conforte 
Qui a toi liui me reporte,
A ce que soie déportez. 21
Ma povre ame je t'aporte,
Scuve la, ne vaut que morte;
En li sont touz bieijs] [avorte:̂ , 24
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT
24, biens ) bien , avortez ) enortez,
TEXTUAL NOTES
13, croi ) voy A^,
14, mon cuer ) mes cuers As "tresportes", line 16, "confortes" 

and "desconfortes" do not coll for a singular substantive here.
15, la. ) om. Both Meyer (A^C^D^) and Sturzinger (T,L1) record." (la) 

porte", but both omit this from base texts,
4

16, mal tresportes } tres mal portes A r; mal transportes T Al L A7 
P Hl H D^; mol portes A,

18, erre ) chemine A4 G2; forvoyez P; tourne Al L, These examples
of scribal alteration of copy indicate ân emphasiscfthe pilgrimage 
metaphor. But this substitution alters the sense of sin derived
from "erre", o word evidently carefully chosen as heavily laden
with meaning, for it also implies:loiter. la ) om. Again, Leyer (A^j 
and Sturzinger (T. ii Ml A4 P) record "(la} voie".

19, conforte ) reconforte T Ml A4 G2 A^,
21, soie déportez ) soie supnortez A4; soie supporte G2; soie conforte P;

sache déporter B ,
22, povre } dolente A4 G2; chetive P, t'aporte } om. Ûl; te rnporte A^,
23, vaut nue ) vaut miex que o A^; vaut raniz nue g; vaut plus que G

nue ne morte L, Sauve ... morte ) Sauve le noy ne vaut que mort Hl ;
Sauve le elle vaut que morte A7; Sauve la car elle vaut morte A4 G2;
Sauve la ou elle est morte Al L, This is evidently one of the
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STANZA TIVQ
TEXTUAL NOTES (Continued)
many cases, as for example in lines 15, 18, noted by Meyer, where the 
unusual metre causes later scribes to alter their Base Text in an 
attempt to re-establish the "masculine" and traditional stress pattern, 
24, biens ) bien t A^, avortez ) enortez t ; evorte G2; mans 

arrives Hi, From among the various spellings of "avortez", 
Sturzinger alters his Base Text (t) to agree with the majority 
reading: o T A A4 A? B Al L G Ml li H,
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STANZA TmiEE
Contre moi font nne action
Mq vergoigne et confusion . •
Que devant toi ne doi venir 27
Pour ma tresgrant transgression,
Raisons de desperacion
Contre moi veulent maintenir; 30
Mes pour ce nue veul plait fenir.
Devant toi les fas convenir
En faisant replication. 33
C'est que je di appartenir 
A toi du tout et convenir
Pitié et misera^ion, 36
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT
25, accion ) action
33, replicacion ) replication
37, rniseracion ) miseration

TEXTUAL NOTES
25 accion ) action t; confusion A7, Base Text altered consistent 

with Sturzinger's "desperacion" in line 29; thus the suffix "cion" 
is used again here, as it is also in Meyer,

26 vergoigne ) grant honte L̂
29 de ) et o A4 P Al L C^ D^, desperocion ) desesperacion A4,
32 fas ) fay A7; fait Hl; faix G2; fes A^,
33 replicacion ) replicacion ) replication t,
36 rniseracion ) miseration t.
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STANZA FOUR
Dane es de miséricorde
Par qui Diex bien se recorde
A so gent estre racorde. 39
Par toi vint pais et concorde,
Et fu pour os ter djijs corde
L’arc de justice descorde. 42

Et pour ce me sui acorde 
Toi mercier et concorde
Pour ce que ostas la corde. 45
Quar, ainsi corn j’ai recorde,
S'encore fust l’arc encorde.
Compare l’eust ma vie orde. 48.
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT:
41. discorde ) descorde, /
TEXTUAL NOTES
38. Meyer notes of bis manuscript A: "A se si racorde, the 

second word being added between the lines’’,
41. discorde ) descorde t; de corde A4 G2,
42. L’arc ) lac B* de lare P, |
43. Meyer notes - ’’43, 44 - A, accordes, concordes, which reading 

more conforms to the OFr, grammar, but spoils the rhyme’’,
45, ostas ) ouste as B^,
46, recorde ) acorde o,
47, recorde ) acorde o,
47, encorde ) en corde A4,
48. vie orde ) viez corde P,
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STANZA FIVE
Ell toi ai |m'̂  esperance eu,

Autre foys en mainte guise. 51
Du bien nui u ciel fu creu 
As ravive et repeu
li'ame nui estait occise. 54
La si mes quant la grant assise 
Sera, se n'i es assise
Pour moi, mal i serai veu. 57
De bien n'ai nulle reprise.
Las m'en clain, nuant bien m'avise,
Souvent en doi dire heu,
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT;
49, m'esperance ) esperance 
TEXTUAL NOTES
49. m'esperance ) esperance t B G M.
50. Quar ) Quant o A^C^D^; car a B^,
51. en ) et en P Kl B^.
53, ravive ) abruue A; recoye P^ resuscite A4; receu B" ,

Variants P and are of interest, since they correspond to 
Chaucer's "resceyved me" (his line 35),



STANZA SIX
Ffiiant m'en vieng a ta tente 
Moi mucier pour In tormente
Qui u monde me tempeste. 63
Pour mon pechie ne t'absentel 
A moi garder met^^entente!
A mon besoin# soies preste! 66
Se loac temps j'ai este beste,
A ce, Virge, je m ’arreste
Que de ta grace me sente, 69
Si te fais aussi requests 
Que ta pitié nu me veste,
Quar je n’ai nulle outre rente, 72

ALTERATIONS TO BASS TEXT;
65, t'entente ) entente,

TEXTUAL NOTES
61, Fuiant m ’en vieng ) Suiant nfen fui, o.
65, t'entente ) entente t A^C^D^,
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STANZA SEVEN
Glorieuse virge mere 
Qui a nul onques amere
Ne fus en terre ne en mer, 75
Ta douceur ore m'apere 
Et ne sueffres que mon pere
De devant li me gete puer. 78
Se devant li tout vuit j'apper 
Et par moi ne puis eschaper,
Que ma faute ne compere, 81
Tu devant li pour moi t’sper 
En li moustrant que s*a li per
Ne sui, si est il mon frere, 84
TEXTUAL NOTES
73, virge ) pucelle ?,
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STANZA EIGHT
Homme vont par sa plaisance 
Devenir pour alienee
Avoir a humain lignage 87
Avec li crut des enfance 
Pitié dont j'ai esperance
Avoir en a mon usage 90
Elle fu mise a forage
Quant au cuer li vint message
Du cruel fer de la lance. 93
Ne puet estre, se sui sage,
Que je n'en aie avantage,
Se tu veus, et hahondance. 96
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
90. en a ) en en - Meyer.
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STANZA NINE
Je ne truia par nulle voie 
Ou mon salut si bien voie
Cora, après Dieu, en toi le voi. 99
Quar, quant aucun se desvoie,
A ce que test se ravoie.
De ta pitié li fais convoi, 102
Tu li fais leissier son desroi 
Et li refais sa pais au roy
Et renies en droite voie, 105
M ont est donc cil en bon arroi,
Sa bon atour, en bon conroi
Que ta grace si courroie. 108

ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES;
106. laissier ) lessier - Meyer; cesser A4 G2.
107. om. P.
108. om. Df



STAIfZA 10
liai end 1er s’ont enlumine 
lit autre livre entérina,
Quant ton non les enlumine. 111
A tout meschief ont resine 
Ceuz qui se sont achemine
A toi pour leur medicine, 114
A moi donc, Virge, t'encline,
Quar e- toi je m'achemine
Pour estre bien medicine. 117
Ne sueffres que de gaine 
Isse justice divine
Par quoi je soie extermine. 120
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
110. entérina ) entrine Al L; en trinite P.
112. resine ) resigne - o M A^* reffuige P.
118.(s^)gai»d,^ Beth Sturzinger and Meyer (C*) record "(sa)'* - of. note to 1. 3.
119. divine ) devine - Meyer.
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STANZA 11
La douceur de toi pourtraire 
Je ne puis, a cui retro ire
Doit ton fil de ton saiic estrait 123
Pour ce' a toi m'ai voulu traire,
A fin que contre moi traire
Ne le sueuffre^jnul cruel trait. 126
Je recongnois bien mon mestrait 
Et qu’au colier j'ai souvent trait
Dont on me devroit detraite. 129
Mes, se tu veus, tu as l'entrait 
Par quoi jtantost seraj rentrait
Le mehaing qui m ’est contraire. 132

ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT;126.sueuffres ) sueuffre.ISLtantost sera)sera tantost, 
TEXTUAL NOTES
123. ton fil ) com cil P. 126. sueuffres ) sueuffre, t A ,̂
127. mestrait ) mesfait - lleyer. "mestrait” accords better with

the other rhymes in the stanza. "mestrait”, meaning betrayal,
trickery, appears in Jean Bpdel's Li Jus de St Nicholast*
”Je n'en serai a nul fourfait 
Ne du vendre ne du mestrait.”
and while the less common "mesfait” (crime) matches the legal
imagery in the poem, it is well know that authors of Old French
texts tended to personify "mestrait”, mischief, into th^ Devil.
Thus, Huon de Mery, in his Tournoiement de la’antichrist;*
"Et abati sans loberie 
Rapine et mesconte et mestret."
The same effect is achieved here, supported by the use of "trait" 
in the next line, signifying both bridle and lance in Old French^ 
and in the same line "colier”, meaning the toss of the horse's 
head when the reins ore drawn up - a suggestion of rebellion.

131. tantost sera ) sere tantost t a \ B G M.

*for references and further examples, see Uodefroy - "mestrait"
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STANZA 12
Noises vit en figure 
Que tu virge nete et pure
Jhesu, le fil Dieu, conceus, 135
Un buisson contre nature 
Vit qu^jardoit sons arsure.
Ces tu, n'en sui point deceus, 138
üiex est li feus qu'en toi eus 
St tu buisson des recreus
Es nour temprer leur erdure, 141
A ce veoir, Virge, veus 
Soie par toi et receus,
Oste chaucement d'ordure. 14-4
ALTERATIOZ^R TO BASE TEXT;
137. qui ) quil.
TEXTUAL NOTES ; 137. qui ) quil t o.
144. Oste ,,, d'ordure ) en moi estant de laidure A4; depechie

l'ordure G2; de celestijel peuture Hl. chaucement ) leschauffement P; 
chargement A; chaussenient Leyer.
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STANZA 13
Noble urincesse du monde 
Qui n'as ne per ne seconde
En r en unie n'en empire, 147
De toi vient, de toi redunde 
Tout le bien nui nous habonde;
N'avons autre tirelire. 150
En toi tout povre homme espire 
Et de toi son salut tire
Et en toi seule se fonde. 153
Ne puet nul penser ne dire.
Nul pourtraire ne escrire
Ta bonté comm'est parfonde. 156
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
148. redunde ) redonde - Meyer; redoubte o, A^,
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STANZA 14
0 lumière des non voians 
Et vrai repos des recreans
Et de tout bien trèsoriare, 159
A toi sont toute gent beans 
Qui en la foi sont bien créons
Et en toi ont foy entiers. 162
A nul Cliques ne fus fiere,
Ains toi deis chamberiere,
Quant en toi vint li grant geaiis. 165
Or es de Dieu chanceliers 
Et de graces aumosniere
Et du tout a touz agréons. 168
ALTERATIONS TQ BASE TEXT; None
TEXTUAL NOTES
162 foy ) finnche AT
167 aumosniere ) chanceliers A4 Gg,
168 Et du tout a touz a.greans ) et confort a tous recreans 

Meyerir o; Et confort a tous mescheans A7. Meyer's 
manuscripts B and C agree with Sturzinger's version, 
and the Base Text is not altered here.
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STANZA 15
Pris m ’est volante d'enqnere 
Pour savoir que Diex vint querre,
Quant en toi se vint enserrer. 171
En toi devint ver de terre;
Ne cuit pas que fust pour guerre
Ne pour moi tout jus aterrer, 174
Virge, se ne me sens errer,
D'armes ne me faut point ferrer
Fors sans plus de li requerre. 177
Quant pour moi se vint enterrer,
Se il ne se veut deterrer,
Sncor puis s'amour aquerre. 180
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES:
172 ver de terre ) veus en terrer Kl; vaisseau de terre A4 G2;

veir de ta terre A. ver ) vers — Mcyer; voir Al,
177, Fors ... requerre ) Mais mercy du cueur luy requerre A4; 

Mais du cueur mercy lùy requerre GS,
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STANZA 16
Quant pour nense aprez me sui 
Qu'ni offendu et toi et lui
Et qu'a mal est o'arae duite, 183
Que fors pechie en moi n'estui 
Et que mal hier et pis m'est hui,
Tost après si me ranvite; 186
Virge douce, se pren fuite.
Se je fui a la poursuite,
On fuirai qu'a mon refui? 189
S'a nui bien je ne ra'afruite 
Et raos sui, avant que luite,
Plus grief encor on est l'ennui. 192
ALTiglATIOxNS TO BASE TEXT: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES:
181 sui ) fin M.
186 Tost... ranvite ) Et tousiours a mal suis reduyte A4;

Et en chou ie naye fefuite Kl; tantoust après si me 
ravite ranvite ) ravive o A^; ravite D^; renyure A;
remisse p. , |

188. Lever records that lines 188-9 are omitted in his manuscript A,
189 refui ) reffrain P.
190 m'nfruite ) maffreuit P; me fruitte A; ' maffuy G2.
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STANZA 17
Repren moi, mere, et chastie,
:uar mon T>ere n'ose mie
Attendre a mon chastiement. 195
Son clmstoi si liert n hie,
Rien n'ataint que tout n'esmie.
Quant il veut penre vençement, 198
Mere, bien doi tel bateinent 
Douter, quar en empirement
A touz Jours este ma vie, 201
A toi dont soit le jugement,
Quar de pitié as 1'oingnement
Mes que merci on te prie. 204
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
203oingnement ) longument a o G2 longliement El: Longement A?; 

largement A4.
204 on te prie ) 1'en te prie - Meyer; te deprie M P; merci 

jou te prie Hl; je crie A4 H G2.
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STANZA 18
Sans toi nul bien ne foisonne 
Et sons toi Diex rien ne donne,
Quar de tout t'a fait mestresse. 207
Quant tu veuz, trestout pardonne 
Et par toi est mise bonne
A Justice, la mairesse, 210
N'est roine ne princesse 
Pour qui nul ainsi se cesse
Et de droit se dessaisonne. 213
Du monde es gouvernerresse 
Et du ciel ordenei^bsse,
Sans raison n'as pas couronne. 216
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TEXT: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
205 foisonne ) faisonne M B A7; fouesonne L; safuissonne Hl. 
207 niestresse ) maistresse — Meyer; mestraisse o, A^.
212 pour qui ) par quoy B^.
214 gouvernerense ) royne es et commanderesse P.
215 ordenenesse ) du monde et gouverneresse P.
216 raison ) reson - Meyer.
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STANZA 19
Temple saint ou Dieu habite 
Dont prive sont li herite
Et a, touz jours déshérité, 219
A toi vieng, de toi me herite,
Recoif moi par ta mérité,
Quar de toi n’ai point hesite. 222
Et se je me sui herite 
Des espines d'iniquité,
Pour quoi terre fu maudite, 225
Las je m ’en cla:^ en vérité,
Quar a ce fait m ’a excite
L’ame qui n’en est pas quite. 228
ALTERATIONS TQ BASE TEXT 
22Ô m ’en cloin ) m’en claim 
TEXTUAL NOTES
217 Dieu ) Jhesus M; Très clere estoille de mer P.
218 herite ) heretique Al L A7; Blanche colombe sans amer P.
222 hesite ) herite o A7
223 herite ) hesite A.
226 m ’en clain ) m'en claim - t. Meyer’s version is preferred

here s cf. 1. 59 s "Las m ’en clain.." in both Meyer and Sturzinger, 
In a note on scansion, Meyer writes: "the verse is tto short in 
ABCD* read 'me en'?"
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STANZA 20
Virge de noble et haut atoiir 
Qui au chastel et a la tour
De paradis nous atournes, 231
Atourne moi eus et eutour 
De tel atour que au retour
De ta grace me retournes. 234
Se vil sui5 si me raournes.
A toi vieng, ne te destournes,
Quar au besoing es mon destour. 237
Sequeur moi, point ne séjournes 
Ou tu a la court m'ajournes
Ou ta pitié fait son séjour. 240
ALTERATIONS TO BASE TBXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES

234, grace ...retournes ) grasse soi recouvres Hl.
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STANZA 21
Xpc5 ton fil escendi
En terre et en la crois pendi
Ot pour moy le coste fendu, 243
Sa grant rigueur il destendi,
Quant pour moi i’esperit rendi.
Son corps pendant et estendu, 246
Pour moi son sanc fu espendu.
Se ce ci j'ai bien entendu,
A mon salut bien entendi; 249
Et pour ce, se l'ai offendu,
Et il ne le m'a pas rendu,
Mercis t'en rent, graces l'en di, 252
ALTERATIONS TQ BASS TEXT
241 qui ) quid
TEXTUAL NOTES
241 qui ) quid - t.
243 ot ) eust A4; eut Hl; et-o B P,^AC‘î F,
247 espendu ) despendu - o T M; espandu - Meyer, who notes

"From Ce 'A son sanc fu despendu'; B, one step farther,
'son corps fut despendu'",

252 rent ) rens — Lever. ' 3
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STANZA 22
Ysaac le préfigura
Qui de sa mort rien ne cura
En obéissant au pere. 255
Comme i aignel tout endura,
En endurant tout espuro-
Par crueuse mort amere. 258
0 très douce vierge mere,
Par ce fait fai que se pare
Par pleur 1’ame qui cuer dur a; 261
Fai que grace si m'apere 
Et n’en soies pas avere,
Quar largement la mesura, 264
ALTERATIONS TQ BASE TEXT; None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
261 pleur ) plour - Meyer; Al L,
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STANZA 23
Zacharie de mon somme 
Me excite et si me somme
D'en toi ma merci atendre. 267
Fontaine patent te nomme 
Pour laver pechenr homme,
C'est leçon bonne a aprendre. 270
Se tn donc as le cuer tendre 
St m'offense n'est pas nendre
De cil qui tnenga la pomme, 273
Moi laver veuillez entendre,
Moi garder et moi deffendre
Que Justice ne m'assomme, 276
ALTERATIONS Tû BASE TEXT: None 
TEXTUAL NOTES
274 veuillez ) veillez — Meyer,
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Abbreviateons : see general list page I7|p.
Notes ; 1, Variants are glossed where necessary; they appear after the

derivation of the word glossed if the meaning is similar — e.g."dure inf. 
continue 96 OFr durer. V endure',' and are indicated by the sign V. If of 
different meaning,variant readings are glossed separately in alphabetical 
order e.g. V ende (variant of evere at 33). h’here a word appears more than 
once (i.e. does not appear only os a variant reading) V is placed before 
the appronriate line number thus;"stink inf. stink 56, V 123"(stink is 
found in the iî dited Text at 56; as a variant at 123).

3. derivations are not given for proper nouns. Verbal infinitive deriva
tions only are shown except in cases of interest.

abiden. inf, abide, stay 131 
ÔE, abidan.

absente. 3 sg, pres, ind, 
absent, stay away 43.
OFr, absentir.

nccioun. n. action, accusation 
(of lawsuit) 20. OFr, action,

accorde. inf. reconcile,agree 27. 
OFr, acorder.

acouittaunce. n. release; deed of 
release. 60. OFr. acquitnnce.

acursed, p part, cursed 150.
V cursed. from OE cursian.

adoun. adv. down 164.OE adune.
adversaire, n. adversary 8.

V adversarxe, OFr. adversarie,
adversitee n. adversity, trouble.

101, 127. OFr. adversité,
advocat n. advocate, intercessor,

102. OFr. avocat.
after.urep. according to 143.

OS. aefter,
a-fyr, see fyr.
agi It. p. part, offended 122,

OE. gylt.
0 .journe. 2 sg. imp, adjourn (my 

case) 158. OFr, ojurner,
a I, a 11e. adj. all, every 1,2,4, 

etc; adv. entirely 45,80,157; 
pron. everything 175; older.
''•en. pi, of us all 84, OE, al(l).

a 1ightc.3 sg. pret.
alighted 161, OE, ai.ihtsn,

allinunce. n. alliance,kindred.
58 OFr, a lianee,

ancille. n, handmaiden 109,
Eat. nncilln.

nnpnmile, n. apparel, ornament.
— 15.3, 0Fr. apnoreille.

apneere. inf. appear 19, OFr.apareir,
axe, inf. ask 120; axeth 3 sg. pres, 

ind, asks 12. OE Gxian.
assyse, m. assise, session,judgment 36, 

OFr. assise.
Ave-lMarie Ave Maria (prayer) 104(La.t,),
ay. adv. ever, always 12, 176.ON, ei.
a.-yoin. adv. aga in 68. ÔE ongaegn.

B 1
be(e),inf. be 10 etc. ben pres, ul, are 

105f 184. (ben, - inf. before vowel 
or h be 65). beth imp sg, be 134.
OE, beon.

beede. inf. offer, tell, direct 110.
OE. beodon.

beste. n. beast 45. OFr, beste,
bicorne inf. become 58. OE. becuman,
bifore. prep, before, in front of 37. 

OE. beforan.
bille, n. bill, petition, writ 

59, 110. OFr. bulle.
biIt. p.part, built 183. OE byldan,
biseeche inf. beseech 136.OE bisecan,
bithinke. 1 sg. pres, ind. (refl.) 

think of, consider (something) 121. 
from OE byHcnn. V thinke.

blisful adj. joyous, blessed 24,28.
OE. bliss +-ful, V biessydfuli ; 
blessed.

blvndc adj. dim 105. OE blind.
bobounce n. boast, uresumption 84.

OFr, bobonce.
bothe adv. both 63,122; bptjic^ ndj.(rilj. 

both 83,S6.0N. baiSir.
boughte 3 sg. pret. redeemed 117.

OE bye ga n .
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bountee,bowntee. n, goodness, 
kindness, generosity 9,06,107.
OFr bonté. V bonté.

bowe n. bow 29 OE boga.
brenninge. pr.nnrt. burning 90; 

brende 3 sing.oret. burned 90.
ON brenno.

bringe. 1 sg. près. ind. bring 147.
OE bringan.

br i ght. adj. bright,, shining, lovely. 
16,62, 181. OE byrht.

but. conj, unless. 39,55,139. OE buton.

C
caitvf. n, captive, wretch 124.

OFr. chaityi.
corn. 3 sg. prêt. 115. OE cuman,
const. V ,  aux. can 11. OE. conn.
certes. certeyn. certevnlv adv, 

certainly 28, 55, 98, 169; in 
certeyn - certainly 66. OFr.certes, 
certain.

chosen. 3 pi, pres. ind. chase 15.
OFr. chncier,

chastyse. inf. chastise, rebuke, 
restrain. 39, 129; chostisinge n. 
rebuke 130. OFr. chastiser,

ches. 3 S g .  pret. chose 108.
OE. cëoson.

cleere adj. clear, bright 88.
OFr. cler.

clened. p part, called 159; clepeth 
0 sg. pres, calls 177. OE cleopian.

V.close 2 sg pres, ind, surround .
46.from OFr, enclos —upart.
clothe. 2 sg. pres. ind. clothe 46.

OE. dlobian.
c on F ound ed. p.Part confounded, confused, 

subdued 5; confounde inf. 40.
OFr. confondre.

confus!oun n. confusion, embarrass
ment 18. OFr, confusion.

continue 2 sg. imp. follow (with your 
eyes) 83. OFr. continuer.

V. conteue. 2 sg. imp, contain 88.
OFr, contenir.

convict, contr, p.part, overcome 86. 
from Lot. convictus.

corowned. p.part. crowned 144,
OFr. coroner,

correcte, inf. correct,rebuke 39. 
from Eat. correctus,

counsoile. 2 sg, imp. advise 156. 
OFr, conseiller,

créaunee. n. credence, belief 61. 
OFr. créance,

crois,cros n. cross 60,82,162,
ON, kross,

Crystes Po£xS»âd.i, Christ's 28,99. 
Xristus n. Christ,1610E Crist, 
('K"is Gk, chi not X)

dampnacioun n. damnation 23,167,
OFr. damnation.

dnr, inf. dare 102; 1 sg. /pres,ind,
131, OE.dearr, [

debonayre n, (lit. - of good
disposition) gentle, gracious lady 
6, OFr, debonaire,

deere adj. noble, glorious 17 28 86 99.
OE.deore,

defende. 2 sg, imp, defend,_
protect 95, OFr, defendre.V fende,

deprived p.port, excluded 146.
OFr. depriver. V priued.

descende inf. descend 92,
OFr, descendre,

desperacioun n. desperation 21.
OFr. desperation.

deth(e) n. death 48,169; deye inf, 
die 172; OE. deo& .ON. dey.ja,

distresse n,distress 106, ' -
OFr. destresse.

doo inf. do, 120. doon p.part, done 
54. did(c) 3 pi pret, did 119.
OE. don.

d ov/te n. doubt. 25. OFr. doute.
dred-ê . n. dread 42. from OE.drëdan.
dure. inf. continue 96. OFr,durer,
V endure.
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E

ech adj. each 136, OE aelc,
eek adv. also 134,141,163,166,

OE eac•
V emnresse n, empress 142.

OFr, emperesse,
V ende p,pnrt, finished 33 OE endian, 
enlnmvned p.part.illuminated 73,-

OFr, enluminer.
enquere inf. inquire 113,

OFr, enquerre.
entame inf, cut open 79,

OFr, entaraer.V untame
entente n, intent, will,purpose

11, OFr, entent.
er adv. before 16,39; erst adv, 

before, at first 87. OE £er,
errour n, error, wrongdoing 5,67,

157. OFr, errour,
erthe n, earth 50,54,110,OE eorjbe.
eterne adj. eternal 56; eternaHi 
adv.eternally 96. OFr. -eterne,
evere adv. \always 33, 51,160. OE,
aefre,

eyen n.pl, eyes 88, 105, OE. ege.

fader n, father 52; faderes poss.adj. 
ISO,OE feeder,
failen inf, to fail of, to lack 64,

OFr. faillir,
fais adj, false 166, OE fals;OFr fais
felicitee n. felicity, happiness 13, 

OFr félicité.
fer forth adr, continually 170.

OE feorr + forjî,
ferther adv. further 148 OE forj)on 

infl, by feorr,
figure n, sjanbol , sign 169; in

figure — symbolic 94, OFr, figure.
fiIthe n. shame, disgrace 157

OE f^lb,
first adv. in the beginning, first 30.

OE fyrst.
fix, ndj, fr, p.part. fixed 9,

OE fixon ultimately Lot fixus/-nre.

flawmes n.pl, flames 89,
OFr, flaumbes,

fleen inf. flee 148; 1 sg, pres, 
ind, 5, 41; 3 sg. pres, ind, 2, 
fleeinge pr.part, 41.OS flêon,

flour n.fl ower 4.459 . fl-oures n.pl.
4. OFr. flour,

foo n, foe, enemy 64,79,84.
os fâ(h).

for to prep, in order to 42, OE: 
for to,

forviveth 3 sg, pres ind, ■
forgives 139, OE forgifan,

free ndj, free, noble, generous
12, OE. frio, j

freshe adj, blooming, gay 159. i
uFr, freis—femi fresche.OE fersc. j

fro nrep, from 146. ON fra, j
M e  I

founde p.part, found 38,
OS findan,

fyr, n. fire 95, a-fyr. adj. 
afire, on fire, 94. OE fyr,

ful. adv. very 34, 42; adj. full 
51,61, 65, 173. ful yore - 
for a very long tine 150,
OE full.

G
Gabrielles possessive adj,

Gabriel's 115,
p-an, 3 sg, pret, began 92,133. from 

OS -ginnan,
?ilt n. guilt 178. OE gylt,
glee n, joy, song 100, OE glëo,
goodnesse n. goodness 111, 138,

OE gôdnes,
gost n. soul, spirit. 56, 0.3 gâst,
goth 3 sg. pres, ind, goes 68.

OE gân.
governeresse n. governor — fern.

141. OFr. governeresse. V governesse
V gracvQuse adj. gracious 49.

OFr, gracious.
, grevaunce n. grievance, cause

for grief 63; greevous adj. 
grievous 20, 82,OFr grevnnce,-ous.

grete . adj. great 36. OE great. 
ground n. foundation 87 OE grund.
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II

beboundinge adj, (lit.-abounding) 
abundant, plentiful 135.
OFr. abondir(V hnbidynge n, dwelling)

haleth 2 sg, près ind draw, 
attract 68. OE hâelan.

bave inf. 3 etc: han près pl. 
have 20, 32; haddest 2 sg, 
pret. 97; os aux,; hast 35, 
both: 8, CE, hnbba.n,

haven n, haven 14, OE, haefene,
heede n, heed, notice 47, 

fr, OE, hêdan.
heere. adv, here 26, OE, hêr,
heer~biforn pren, before now 34,

OS, hêr + beforan,
hele n, health; well-being 80,

OS hâelu,
belle n. hell 96, OE, hell.
helpen 3 pl, près, ind, help 104,

OE, belpan,
herte n. heert 9,12; gen. sg: 

heart* s 164, OE heorte. r.-

heven(e) n. 110,142; gen. sg:heaven*s 
24, 149. OE, heofe^j,

bidons adj, hideous 132, OFr. 
hidous,

him, nron. pleonastic; he 76,171,
OE, him.

hire n. payment, reward. 103.
OS hÿr,

Holi-gost n, Holy Ghost 93,114,
OE halig + gast.

humblesse n. humility, meekness 108, 
OFr, humblesse.

hve adj. high, exalted, noble 37; 
lofty 154. OE, hêlî,

I.
I, pron, I 5,etc; ray poss. adj. my 

7, 18, etc. (rayn before h or vowel: 
33); me(e) accV/dat. 20', etc; me 
refl. myself , 121. OE ic,me,rain,

ire n. nnirer 30 OFr. ire.

justice, lustyse n. judge, justice,
30 37,142. OFr. justice

K
Kalenderes n.pl. calenders 73,

Lot. calendnrium.
L

ladi n. lady (of rank) 17,36,46,47, 
81,95,173,181. OE hlaefdige.

langour n. sorrow, languishing,sick
ness 7, OFr. langour.

larye adv,generausly 174 OFr, large.
lor.yesse n, bounty,liberality 13.

OFr. largesse.
V lastande adj. lasting,eternal 56, 

fr. OE laestan.
lat imp. let, allow 79,.84,0E letan,
lete inf. yield, leave, abandon 72.

OE. letan,
like (unto) 2 sg.pres.impers, pleases 139,

OE lician.
litel adj. little '38,103, OE lytel,
Lonn-ius n. Longinus 163,
loo excl, loi 15,18, OE lâ.
lust n. wish, desire 106. OE lust.
lyf n. life 72. OE ITf,
lystes n. lists (of tournament), wiles, 

devices 85.OFr. lices..

made p.part made 109 (maked 140),0E macian.
maidenhede n. maidenhead, chastity 91,

OE. maegden + M.E, hede, 
mai s tr es sei.n, mi stress 109,140 OFr maitiesse, 
maneere n. manner, way 29. OFr,manière.
mankynde n. mankind 107,168 DE mancynn.
ranyde n. maiden 49. OE maegden.
raedicyne n,medicine,remedy 76 OFr medicine
melodye n. melody 100 OFr. melodie

V mekenesse n. humility 108 fr. ON.mjtlkr.
mene n. mediator 125. OFr. moten.
merci n. raercy 7,24,26,31,36,51,120, 

133,160,173,174,184.OFr. merci.
mere inble ndj. merciful 1,182;

merci able - fit to obtain mercy 184. 
OFr. mereinble.

mesured 3 sg, pret. measured,meted out 
174. OFr. mesurer.
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mighti adj. mighty 6. OE .nihtig,
mighten 3 pl. nret. might 22 OS mihte,
nisbileeved n. heretics 146 V heretikes, 

nis + OE belôefde.
nischaunce n. misfortune, disaster 85. 

OFr. raischaunce.
miséricorde n. mercy, pity 25,35. OFr. 
mi sericorde.

nooder n. mother 28, 4^, 99, 108, 129, 
133. OE, mod or.

hoyses n. Moses 93.
my( n) see jQ.

N
n* art contr. of ne art: 2 sg pres ind. 

are not 26. {OE ne + OS eart).
ne adv. not V24, 53, 137, 171 ; conj. 
nor 82. OE ne.

neede n. need 44. OS nêd,
nere contr. of ne were: 3 sg. pres ind, 
were not, were it not for 24,180.OS 
ne+weron.

never(e) adv. never 49,90,97. OE nâefre
nolde contr. of ne wolde: 3 sg, pret. 
would not 31 OE ne + wolde,

noon adj. none 17, 25, 100,102.
OE, nan.

V norise n. or v.? nurse/nourish 77.
OFr, norice(r).

nouht ady.not (at all), by no means 
131. OE noht.

0
obeve inf, obey 170, OFr. obeir,
oftsadv. often 34. OE oft,
oonlv adv. only 119 from OS onlic,adj.
pother adj. other 100 OS ôt)er,
ourrhte, 3 sg. pret. ought 19; 

ou<̂ hte 3 p] . nret, ought 119.
OE ohte,

pure POSS. adj. our 64,65,etc.
OE ure.

naln i s n, palace 183 OFr pa Inis.
pnrodvs n. paradise, heaven 155. 

OFr paradis.

passioun n. passion 162 OFr passion.
peere n. equal 97 OFr per.
pees n. pence 69 OFr pais, pes.
penaunce n. penance 82,Y83,

OFr. peneonce,
penitentes n.pl, penitents 184.

OFr p en i tant s,
nerilous adj. perilous 7; V perilous, 

OFr perillous,
peynes n.pl. pains, grief, trouble 

83, OFr peines,
V pighte 3 sg pret. pitched (a. tent) , 

furnished with a pike 163 
OE piccan, past tense pihte,

nitee n. pity 68,126,135;136,137; 
pitous adj, pitious 88.
OFr pite; pitous. ^

plevn adj. complete 13 OFr.piain.
portreye inf. portray, describe 

'-81. OFr portraire.
poynt - in poynt: .is ready 48.

OFr point.
Prove n. prize (won in'contest)

64. OFr. peeie,
npeye inf. pray ^ 102;

prove 2 sg. imp* 62; preye 1 sg, 
pres indS3QL73. OFr peeler,

priyhte 3 sg. pret. pierced 163,
OE nrician.

purpos p.part. purposed, intended
113. OFr purpos,

Q '
nueen(e) n. queen 1,24,25,149,

CE cwen. {
II

receyve 2 sg. imp, receive 148; 
receyved p.part, received 35,
OFr, receivre.

rede adj. red 89 OE rend,
redresse 2 sg. imp. aneud, reform 

129. OFr redrecier,
refut n. refuge 14,33.
rejoyse inf. rejoice, cheer 101. 

re joissir/re joiV.
rekenvnge n. reckoning 132.

OE receninn.



relees n, release, relief, 
pardon 3. OFr reles.

releeve 2 sg, imp, relieve 6.
OFr. relever.

renne inf, run 164 OE rinnan.
renresseth 3 sg. pres ind. 

represses, restrains 142.
OFr represser.

reste n. rest 14,V1Q6. OE restan.
resvyne 1 sg. pres ind. yield up, 

resign 80. OFr. resigner.
renthe n. pity, compassion 127;
V rewfulle ndj. piteous 132.
OS hrêow + h; hrSow + ful,

right n. right, justice 21;
bi right: through justification;,22

Wri^twisnes n. righteousness 30;
rightful adj. rightful 31,132;
right 800 adverbial: even so 172, from: Ojl riht,

rio1 adj, royal 144. OFr. rial.
roughte 3 sg. pret. recked, cared, 
heeded 171. OE iryrcan.

S
salvacioun n, sal%ati on 165, g 

OFr sauvation.
V sauour n. saviour 163,OFr saveour,
see n. sea 50. OE sàe,
seeche 1 sg, pres ind. resort to 78; 

soughte 3 sg pret. sought 114,
OE sêcan; pret: sShte.

seen inf, see 151; sough' 3 sg.pret. 
saw 89. OE seon,

seide i .sgTret,sa.id 87; seye 3^pl. 
pres ind. say 175. OE secgan.

smart 3 sg. pres ind. smarts, hurts 
152. MLGjM.Du. sraertan.

socour n. help, aid 2,10,41,55,65, 
156,167. OFr socours.

i

sojourne inf. stay,remain 160.
OFr sojourner.

sone n. son 125,161,172. OE sunu.
sore adv.sorely, badly 152 OE snre.
sorwe n, sorrow 3, 81. OE sorg.
soth n. truth 137 OE sob.
soule n. soul 67,76,123,134,147,178.

OE. sawel.
sovereyn n. sovereign, lord 69,

OFr Boverain.
! spek 2 sg. imp;., speak 53. OE sp(r)econ.

spilt p.part. killed, perished 180.
OE spillan.

springe inf. spring up, spread (n.-a 
lively dance) 133, OE springon.

stikke n, stick, branch 90 02 sticca.
stinkf inf. stink 56, V 123. OE stincan. •
stinte inf.stay, restrain 63.
OE styntnn. |

strete n. way, path 70. OE stret. ’
V  stroke n. blow 90. probably reproduced 

from unrecorded OE strac,
substaunce n. substance, essence 
87, OFr substance,

suffre inf. suffer 162. OFr suffrir, I
sum adj. some 113. OS sum !
susteene inf. maintain, uphold 22. i

OFr sustenir. 1
sevene num.adj. seven 15 OE seofan, swetnesse n, sweetness 51. OEswetness.
shal 3 sg. pres ind. shall 38,125. 

shule 3 pl. pres ind. shall, will 
37c OE seal,

signe n.sign ,91.OFr 'signe,
singe 3 pl pres ind, 175. OE Siangan.
si tike inf, s i nk 123 OE s incan. 
sinne n. sin 3,18. OE synn,
sitlieu adv. thereupon 117; sith 
conj. since 77,174,181,
OE sibbon.

slcnnt adj. sparing, niggardly 175, 
fr, ON. skarat.

swich ndj. such 29,116. OE sirylc.
Ï

tok 2 sg imp. take 47; take p.part.
_brought (fig.) 20. ON. taka.

targe n. shield, protection 176.. OE targe:OFr targe 
teeno n, grief, sorrow 3.0E teona.
tel(le) inf. tell, learn 128,179.

OE telIan.
tempeste n. tempest 42. OFr tempeste.
tente n, tent 9,41, OFr. tente,
thanke 1 sg. pres ind. thank 168.

OE bancinn.
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thonne odv, then 38,63,69,118. 
OE benne.

tha-r 3 sg. pres ind. need 78.

W
warne inf, to refuse, deny 11. 

OE wnrenian.
OE “bearf. , .thee pron. thee 5 etc ;thi(n)noss. wasshe inf. wash, cleanse 178.

adj. thy 9,19 etc.02 be,bin. OE wascan.
theeves n.pl. thieves 15. OE beof. wel adv. well 10,22,65,151 OE wel.
thei pron, they 22,73. ON, beir. welle n. spring 126 OE well(a),
t-her adv.rel. where 119,145; ther wende 3 sg. pret. ^thought 93,

adv. there 25,90; ther as OE wendan.
where 160. OE per. _ _ _ „thouh conj. though 44, ON.bSh. wepen n. weapon 118 Üü, wepn,

thornes n.pl. thorns 149. OE born. , , , , , -thuro-h prep, through 32etc.0E bnrh. were pret. subj. pl. would be x80. 
tobreste 3 pres ind, bursts OE weron.

apart, breaks in pieces 16.
V breste.k-.QE breost.

tonye n. tongue 128. OE tunge.
tour n. tower 154 OE tür,OFr tur.
tresoieere n. treasurer 107 

OFr tresorer.
tweve adj. two 104. V twayne 

OE twa.
U

unkynde adj. unnatural, ungrateful 
166, 02 uncynde,

unwemmed adj. unspotted 91. fr.OE 
wemmon.

venrreaunce n. vengeance 178.
OFr, vengeance.

vennuisshed p.part. vanquished, 
defeated 8, OFr, veintre, pret, 
venquis.

werk n. work 40. OS were,
werre Lto .werre from hostility. 116.

OFr pour guerreV wery inf, strangle, 
worry OE wyrgan.

wey n. way, course 75. OE weg,
whan adv. when 37,67,115,121,etc.

OE hwanne,
whi adv,interrog, why 114 OE hwi, [

j

whider adv. whither, where 124. ;
OE widran,

while (the while) adv. formerly_54 OE hwile 
whoso pron. whoever 71,75.02 hwa+swa.

wiyht n. man, creature 112. OE wiga, !
Tyikjke adj. wicked, sinful 44 (origin 

obscure)
wil(le) n. intention, wish 45,57,143.

02 wi1la
wisse 2 sg imp. teach, guide 155,

OE wissian.
vevn adj, in: in veyn, to no purpose 

71. OFr vein. ■
v^nymous adj, venomous 149.

OFr veniraeus,
verrey ad.i, true 21,40,105,106. 

OFr veroi.
vicaire n, vicar (fern.) 140.

OFr vicaire.

withoute prep, without ]38 OE wibHtan.
V wil{ie).n. thought 45 02 witt,
wolt 2 sg. pres ind. will 10; wole ^

3 sg. pres, iwills. 167 ;wilt aux. will 181; 
wolde 3 sg. pret. would 170.
OE wil(l)e; pret. wolde.

woninge n. dwelling-place 145. 
OE wunian.

virgine n. virgin 4,153. OFr virgine.
vois n. voice 115. OFr vois.
vouched sauf 3 sg pret. vouchsafed, 

declared 27,57. OFr voucher sauf.

world n. world 2,74-, 128 02 woruld.
wot 1 sg. pres ind. know 10,65. 02 wot. 
wounde n. wound 79. 02 wund.
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wrot 3 sg pret- wrote 59, OE 
writan,

wroth adj. angry 52. OE wrab
wrouyhte 3 sg, pret. worked 116 

OE wyrcan; pret. worhte.
wurthi. worth! adj. worthy 

23,123. OE wyrbig.

vit adv. still 46,121,167.OE gît. 
yore - see ful yore.
yow, you pron (acc./dat.) you 17 etc;yow 

refl. yourself 43; ye you 176; 
youre poss.adj, your 83.OE ëow,gê, 
eower.

Y saPC n. Isaac 169,
wyse, wise n. way, manner 34,144. ysee inf. see 53 OE seon. 

OE wise.
Jli

X
Zacharie n. Zachnrias 177,

Xristus. see Crystes,
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ABBREVIATIONS
Carleton Brown, Lyrics 

Carols

Chouc e r S tud i e s

Clioucer Tradition

Complaint to his Burse 
Concordance

Davies,"Lyrics

Early Poetry

EETS

NETS (ES)

European Literature

Godefroi

Handbook 

Kane, Edition 

Koch, îkiition

Lat,

Literature and Pulpit 

La 1ory, Uorks 

Ln r p

i - e d i o V a 1 Ly r i c 

li eye r, Ed i t i on 

L. i)u.

Bpliyious Lyrics of the 14tli Century,
2nd ed, revised by G Y Smithers,
Oxford, 1957.
R. L. Greene, ed. The Early English Carols, 
Oxford, 1935.
B. Rowland, Cor.manion to Chaucer Studies. 
Oxford, 1968.
A. Brusendorff, The Chaucer Tradition. 
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the Rose, Washington, 1927.
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London, 1963.
Vi’. Clemen, Chaucer's Early Poetry, 
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Early English Text Society, ordinary 
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E. R. Curtins, Euronean Literature in 
the Latin Middle Ages, tr.'W. R. Trask, 
London, 1953.
Dictionnaires de l'ancien langue 
française, ed. Godefroi, Paris, 
1881-1902.

F. Mosse, A Handbook of Middle English, 
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J. Koch, A Critical Edition of Chaucer's 
Minor Poems, Berlin, 1883.

Latin

G. Ti, Oirst, literature and Fuloit in 
Medie vn 1 En I and , Oxford, 1933.
E. Vinaver, ed. The Works of Sir 
Til cm as La lory, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1967,
The Comnlaint of Mars
Middle Enylish Dictionary, ed.
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London, 1968.
P^-Meyer, ed. of ABC, printed in Minor 
Poems, IV.
Middle Dutch.
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Minor Poems I

Minor Poems II

Minor Poems III

Minor Poems IV

M.L.G.
HLN
WLQ
MP
N.E.D.

OE,
OFr.
ON.
Penitential Lyric

Pi ty 

HILA

Religions Lyric 

Robinson, Edition

Romance Vocabulary

lyme Words

SATF
Ekeat, Edition

Skent, V/orks

Etedf astncsse 
Eturzinger, Edition

Venus

A Pfirolle 1-Text edition of Chaucer's 
Minor Poems, Port II, ed, F. J.
FurniVO 11 (Chaucer Society 1st Series) 
London 1878, pp 123-135,
Supplementary Parallel-Texts of 
Chaucer's Minor Poems, pert II, ed.
F. J. Furnivall (Chaucer Society 
1st Series), London 1880, pp 28-36.
Odd-Texts of Chaucer's Minor Poems. 
Port II, ed. F. J. Furnivall 
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London, 18S0, pp 66-77.
A One- Text Print of Chaucer's
Minor poems. Part I, ed. F. J.
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Series) London, 1870, pp 84—100.
Middle Low German
Modern Language Notes
Modern Lanrniage Quarterly
Modern Philology
New English Dictionary, ed. J. A, 11. 
Murray, Oxford, 1888.
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Old. French '
Old Norse

F. A. Patterson, The Middle English 
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The Complaint unto Pity
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F. N. Robinson, ed., The Works of 
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V/, Y, Skeat, ed. V/orks of Geoffrey 
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